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CHAPTER

1

THE PROBLEM

Introduction

Background of the Problem
The

1975 enactment of P.L.

appropriate public education
special

needs.

94-142 mandated

for children with severe

Up until this time,

clearly defined educational

free,

rights,

these youngsters had no
and an estimated

four

million were not receiving needed specialized services.
The Education

for All Handicapped Children Act

(renamed

the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act—IDEA—in
1990)

effected

instant,

education nationwide.

dramatic changes

Because the statute's

was to provide educational
learners,

in special
first priority

services to previously unserved

those with severe disabilities became the center

of unaccustomed attention and debate.
Despite IDEA'S extensive provisions guaranteeing
educational

services and prohibiting discrimination,

the

courts have been called upon numerous times to uphold and
clarify the rights of persons with severe disabilities.
For better or for worse,

the courts

in

fact have determined

the parameters of IDEA'S requisite appropriate education,
related services,

and procedural

safeguards.

As the education of children with severe disabilities
has become the responsibility of

local districts,

the costs

of their many services have come under increasing scrutiny.

1

Districts

face the challenge of serving these youngsters

in

the least restrictive environment while coping with
diminishing financial

resources.

Statement of the Problem
Up until

1970,

state

institutions represented the

primary source of educational programming
cognitive disabilities.
the

In the years

for persons with

from 1977

to

1984,

institutionalized population nationwide decreased 27%

(Braddock,

et al.,

1986).

As the normalization movement

brought persons with developmental
communities,

local districts

disabilities

for the

into their

first time were

expected to pay for the costs of educating them.
Determining what constitutes an appropriate education
for severely disabled learners

is not easy.

severe special needs education

is still

experts are still

"feeling their way"

The

so new,

field of
even the

in determining the

needs of students with multiple disabilities.
IDEA mandates serving learners
restrictive environment,
determining what
setting.
phrase

in the

yet offers no firm guidance

is the least restrictive,

Additionally,

least
in

appropriate

much use has been made of the

"cost effectiveness

in special

education,"

but what

exactly does cost effectiveness mean to a child with severe
disabilities?
transpires

Is a cost-effective education that which

in the least restrictive environment

2

(LRE)?

Is

it simply the least expensive program?

Is cost-

effectiveness determined by the child's performance as well
as by program price-tag?
Severe special needs education
subjectivity and a lack of
areas.

First of all,

is characterized by

firm guidelines

in a number of

experts disagree upon the very

meaning of the term "severely disabled."
controversy surrounds the

issue of LRE.

Further
Cost analyses to

date focus primarily on aggregate data.
In the absence of a prosperous economy,
questions also loom large.

What are the costs of educating

our most challenged pupils,
responsible? How are cost

financial

and who

is

financially

issues affecting service

delivery?
Finally,

the continuum of specialized services as

it

pertains to severely disabled learners needs closer
examination.

How have these services evolved over time?

Does this evolution enable one to predict

future trends?

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study

is as

follows:

— to examine and compare the service delivery models of
three students with severe disabilities
different settings and to detail
in each of the programs.

in three

the benefits derived

Benefits accruing to the

student and family will be discussed.

3

to supplement the available aggregate cost data with
in-depth data of three

individual

hidden costs not apparent
The study will

cases,

revealing

in the aggregate data.

attempt to answer the

following

questions:
1.

What are the programmatic costs engendered by each of
the three settings?

2.

What services are delivered to the three students

in

the three different settings?
3.

What benefits do these services provide to the
students and to their

families?

The study's qualitative aspect,

in which three

families provide their views of the various services their
children have received,

should provide some useful

information concerning benefits the children derive
their educational programs.
progress notes will
educational

provide

Additionally,
insight

and social performance

from

analysis of IEP

into each student's
in school.

Significance of the Study
Only since the enactment of P.L.

94-142

has the nation

recognized the severely disabled child's right to a
appropriate public education.

This

monumental piece of educational
specific educational

legislation stands as a

reform,

rights to all

free,

guaranteeing

children with

disabilities as well as prohibiting discrimination against
students with special needs.

The vast majority of severely

4

disabled students received no public educational
prior to the
The

federal

law's enactment.

field of severe special

needs education

a new area.

While

handicapped"

and establishes detailed provisions

identification,

services

IDEA suggests a definition of

evaluation,

severe disabilities,

is,

then,

"severely
for the

and education of children with

it does not attempt to describe an

effective education.

It makes no attempt to advise

educators regarding the superiority of one type of program
over another.
a student

It does not outline plans

for transitioning

from one program type to another.

This study analyzes the services provided to three
students with severe special

needs.

It details the costs

of these services and their benefits to the students.
Detailing the costs of severe special

needs education

should clarify exactly how monies are spent.
qualitative aspect,

in which three

The study's

families provide their

views of the various services their children have received,
should provide some useful

information comparing

specialized service costs with parental
programs'

assessment of

educational effectiveness.

Definition of Terms
Adapted physical
in small groups,

education

(APE)

-

gross motor activities

specialized exercises and equipment

5

individualized or
featuring

for persons with

physical
APE

challenges.

Generally administered by a certified

instructor.
Class action suit -

a

legal

action

filed for the

benefit of all persons sharing the complaint/condition upon
which the charge

is

filed.

Defendant - person against whom an accusation is made.
Developmental disabilities - this very general term
encompasses any long-term handicapping condition manifested
during the

first 22 years of life.

muscular dystrophies,
impairments.
performance

congenital

Examples

syndromes,

include
and cognitive

The disability presumably affects a person's
in a wide variety of areas.

Inclusion - the education of students with severe
disabilities

in regular schools within their own

communities,

in natural proportions and

appropriate placements,
When inclusion occurs

in age- and grade-

with necessary supports provided.

for part of the school day,

certain services provided outside of a general
setting,

the applicable term is

Injunctive relief -

"partial

with

education

inclusion."

court order requiring a person to

refrain from doing something.
Normalization - this concept,
Scandinavia

in the

that all persons,

1950s and

1960s,

first popularized

in

espouses the philosophy

regardless of disabilities are entitled

to lives as normal as possible.

The normalization

principle fostered the movement of persons

6

from

institutional

into community settings as well

as the school

mainstreaming movement.
Occupational therapy

(OT)

-

specialized discipline

featuring exercises and the use of customized equipment
designed to

facilitate upper body strength and the

development of sensorimotor,
visual perceptual

skills.

self-help,

OT

fine motor,

and

is administered by a

registered occupational therapist or by a certified
occupational therapy assistant
the direct services,

If a COTA provides

s/he must work under the direction of

an occupational therapist.
are delivered

(COTA).

OT services

in schools usually

individually but may also be administered in

small groups.
Physical therapy

(PT)

-

a specialized discipline

featuring exercises and use of customized equipment
designed to maintain/improve gross motor strength,
and range of motion.

balance,

PT sessions are conducted

individually by a registered physical therapist
a physical therapy assistant

(PTA)

(RPT)

or by

under the supervision of

a physical therapist.
Plaintiff - person bringing suit
Related services - noneducational
in order for a child to benefit
Examples

include,

health services,
and speech,

in court.
services necessary

from special education.

but are not limited to,
counseling,

physical,

transportation,

adapted physical

education,

and occupational therapy.

7

Severely disabled
mentally

-

"concomitant

retarded—blind,

impaired—the
educational

combination

problems

education programs
term doesn't
94-142).

that

include

This

term

multi- handicapped,

is

of which

causes

for

one

sometimes

is

a

(sec.
used

but

therapy

Services

300.5,

severe disabilities,

instruction
systems,

in the use

ranging

from

of

-

a

specialized

expressive

and

language

The

sample herein

is

of

limited

to voice

three

students with

The

conclusions

generalizable.

The

study's

Cost data were
with personnel

derived

secretaries

transportation vendors.

therefore may

descriptive

8

render

it

research.

from telephone

conversations

receptionists

Although public

not be

aspect

descriptive

and

synthesizers.

Study

Massachusetts.

of

include

communication

from central/southeastern

limitations

in groups

students

therapy may

the
to

or

With

severe disabilities

subject to the

receptive

individually

speech

Delimitations

term

disabilities."

augmentative

sign

P.L.

and

speech therapist/speech pathologist.

who have

special

impairments.... The

preferred

(speech)

provided

in

synonymously with

the

severe

discipline designed to develop

by

the

multiply handicapped,

"student with

communication.

severe

accommodated

of

deaf—blind"

Speech/lancruage

as

retarded—orthopedically

severely/profoundly disabled,
nationwide

(such

mentally

cannot be

solely

impairment

of the

school

staff

salary

information

researcher was

is

part

of

not permitted

pertaining to two

for use

in dissertation

attempt

to

educational

to

the

I

of

costs

outlines

Included

the

research design

and displays
presents

the

the

relevant

records

Personnel

salary

The

are

information

study does

among

the

not

three

background
purpose,

definitions

literature.

Chapter V

under which

reports

and

II

Chapter

the

Chapter VI

conclusions,

Study

Chapters

and methods

data.

of the

the

chapters.

review of the

conducted.

release

or benefits

the problem,

study.

overview of

domain,

settings.

Chapter

of the

examine

research.

Outline

statement

to

public

of the three participants.

secretaries were unwilling

compare

the

9

provide

and

the

of

III

and

findings,

study
and

the

suggestions

an

encompass

IV details
the

a

significance

terms

and

summarizes

offers

study.

and

the
is

to be

analyzes

results,
for

additional

CHAPTER

2

ANALYSIS OF LAWS IMPACTING SERVICES FOR SEVERELY
DISABLED PERSONS AND AN EXAMINATION OF DELIVERY MODE

Introduction
The American

entitlement

education historically has
learners.

It was

Education

for All

142

(34

Code

of

Individuals with
1990),

that

of

free,

limited
with

States

appropriate
to

the

Part

enactment
Public

300,

Education Act
officially

public

nondisabled

Children Act,

Regulations

Disabilities

rights

a

1977,

Handicapped

the United

educational

been

not until

Federal

to

of the

Law

94-

renamed the

--

IDEA

—

in

recognized the

3-

to

21-year-olds with disabling

enactment

of

these

conditions.
Since
children

the

receiving

dramatically.
(1990)

room

Statistics

indicate

mandated

that

services

support,

learners,

special

education

are

receiving

school

population,

representing

between

1977

of

students

1976

and

overall

learners,
and

1988

classified

1984,
public

a

day.

The

&

enrollment

10

receiving
or resource

regular education

for

severely disabled
1-2%

of

approximately

Jones,

saw a

and Jones

therapy

1990).

disabled grew by

period which

school

have grown

students

approximately

(Anthony

of

severely disabled

increased by

as

numbers

services

speech

realm of

the bulk of their

needs

of

unlike most

remain within the

special

the

provided by Anthony

the majority

and thus,

while

laws,

10

%

(Anthony

16

The
%

number

between

decrease
&

25,000

Jones,

in
1990).

Mandated efforts to

identify these children have

contributed toward this

increase.

Additionally,

medical

technology now saves the lives of premature and multiply
disabled infants whose

"chances of being totally normal

slim"

1989).

(New York Times,

Trends

are

in Educating Students with Severe Disabilities

The evolution of severe special needs education in
particular can be chronicled

in a review of the legislation

pertaining to all

education.

of special

relevant literature,

the

following terms have been used

synonymously with severe special
multiply handicapped,

needs:

severely disabled,

severely/profoundly handicapped.
definitions of these terms,
be arbitrary and
offers the

Throughout the

severely disabled,
and

Across the nation,

when they exist at all,

idiosyncratic.

The IDEA

(P.L.

tend to

94-142)

following definition of multiply handicapped:

...concomitant impairment (such as mentally
retarded — blind, mentally retarded —
orthopedically impaired)--the combination of
which causes severe educational problems that
cannot be accommodated in special education
programs solely for one of the impairments.... The
term doesn't include deaf-blind.
(sec. 300.5)
Another federal definition characterizes severely
handicapped learners as those who:
1) may possess severe language and/or perceptual
cognitive deprivations, and evidence abnormal
behaviors such as i) failure to respond to
pronounced social stimuli, ii) self-mutilation,
iii) self-stimulation, iv) manifestation of
intense and prolonged temper tantrums, and v) the
absence of rudimentary forms of verbal control;
and 2) may also have extremely fragile
11

physiological
454 CF 121).

conditions

(20 USC

Writing for the Association
Special Needs

(TASH),

1401

[7]

Former

for Persons with Severe

Brown et al.

(1983)

presented an

operational definition of severely/profoundly disabled
learners:
...school-aged learners who function
intellectually within the lowest one percent of
their particular age groups.
This one percent
includes those who may have labels such as
physically handicapped, severely disabled, dual
sensory impaired (i.e., deaf-blind), autistic or
psychotic, trainably mentally retarded, or
moderately, severely, or profoundly mentally
retarded (Brown, Nisbet, Ford, Sweet, Shiraga,
York, & Loomis, 1983).
Significant disparities among these three
definitions are readily apparent.

"official"

In order to be

considered severely disabled under P.L.

94-142,

must evidence a primary diagnosis of mental

a

learner

retardation —

with no specification as to the degree of retardation —
and at least one other impairment.
definition designates behavioral

The second

federal

criteria accompanying

cognitive and physiological deficits.

The TASH definition

provides the most general perspective on severe special
needs presented herein,

and depends upon test scores

type of testing is not specified)
percentile

identify the bottom

from each age group.

Thousand and Villa
relativity"

(p.

2)

(1990)

described a

that can result

identified as severely disabled
another.

that

(the

"phenomenon of

in a child being

in one town but not

in

Given the lack of expert agreement and uniform

12

guidelines

to direct

perhaps

not

is

increase

in

incidence
have not
have

the

districts

surprising that

litigation

special

an

Because

P.L.

impact upon

recognized by

IDEA definition

of

all

it
seen

an

low
cases

disabled

that

learners

population.

the watershed

50

have

court

severely

this

is

courts,

learners with

Additionally,

involved

94-142

and

recent years

involving

needs.

specifically

exerted

statute

school

states,

educational

this paper has

severely disabled.

Use

of

adopted

the

term

severely disabled and/or its synonyms refers to persons
diagnosed

as mentally

other diseases
A study
to public
apparent

if the

demonstrates

continued

costs

1992,

of

impact

The Timothy v.

a

any

educating
upon

on

efforts

to

appeal,

student was

in

particularly

to

resources

(1989)

case

challenge

these youngsters.
a

children

financial
NH

New Hampshire

too disabled

the

this

these

districts,
in

entitlement

in view of

increase

Rochester.

one district's

its
In

this

district

to benefit

from

services.

In Rafael
in

a

child's

significant

reductionary trend

overturned

educational

NJ.

of

responsibilities

claimed that

conjunction with

severely disabled

The high

current

mandated

the

considerable

continues.

case,

of

likelihood

have

in

or disabilities.

education becomes

population.
will

retarded

a

entitlement to

Oberti

v.

Board

judge declared
full-time

of

Education

a mentally

education

13

in

a

of

Clementon,

retarded

child's

regular classroom,

as long as specialized supports were provided.

So far,

the

courts seem to have upheld this population's right to
publicly supported education.

However,

given the

considerable costs of educating severely/profoundly
disabled learners and increasing competition for dwindling
monies,

it is possible that the severely disabled child's

rights will be questioned in the future.

Public Law 94-142 and its Amendments
The Education for All Handicapped Children Act
also known as Public Law 94-142,
September 1,

1978.

(EHA),

became effective on

Enacted by Congress in 1975,

it

embodies reforms in both education and civil rights.

It

has been described by educators as the nation's most
important statutorial development establishing legal rights
for disabled students

(Scarpati & Fischer,

1987).

Extremely detailed in its specific provisions,

P.L.

94-142 was written more like a list of regulations than
like a law.

It clearly was intended to guarantee certain

educational services to disabled children and to their
parents.

It also was designed to prohibit discrimination

against school-aged persons with special needs.
unusually ambitious statute,

An

it focused on bringing

educational opportunities to the more than eight million
special needs learners who at that time remained unserved
by the nation's public schools.

14

Undoubtedly,

there were those who questioned the

feasibility of a law with such far-reaching implications.
Amongst the skeptics was President Ford.
EHA into law,

he commented,

"The law promises more than the

federal government can deliver"
However,

Madeleine Will,

When signing the

(Weiner,

1985,

p.

85).

the Department of Education's

Assistant Secretary for Special Education under President
Reagan,

said,

"It is clear that the Act was intended to

stimulate the development of services at the state and
local levels,
education"

not to create a huge federal program to fund

(Weiner,

1985,

p.

85).

The IDEA mandated five critical rights,
will be examined here.

The first is the entitlement of

every disabled child to a free,
education.

three of which

appropriate public

Although Congress did not clearly define this

term — its meaning has been debated in courtrooms ever
since the law's enactment — it is significant as the
country's first public declaration that every school-aged
child,

no matter how severely disabled,

deserves an

education.
The second critical right is the disabled child's
entitlement to an individualized education plan

(IEP).

The

plan must clearly define the child's educational services
and their implementation.

For the first time,

educators

were made accountable for their services.
The third entitlement provides special needs learners
with the right to education among their nondisabled peers
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(LRE).

It is likely that Congress intended this

entitlement to prevent discrimination against disabled
children.
It asserts that even the most severely disabled child
is entitled to a free public education,

that the

educational program must be appropriate for that child,
that,

to every extent possible,

and

the child is to be

integrated with nondisabled classmates and served in
his/her hometown school.
P.L.

94-142 embodies seven major areas:

general provisions,
free,

annual state plans,

appropriate public education,

administration of monies,
state grants.
its purpose.
child,

free,

services,
plan

(IEP).

the concept of a

due process,

the

and conditions for dispensing

In its general provisions,
It defines terms,

the EHA outlines

including handicapped

appropriate public education,

special

the law's

education,

related

and individualized education

In its state program plans,

the statute

outlines state and local responsibilities for educational
programs,

timelines,

and procedures for identifying

youngsters needing services.
The segment focusing on free,

appropriate public

education establishes "first priority children"
receiving no special educational services)
priority children"

(those

and "second

(those receiving inadeguate education)

and details guidelines for program options and
accountability.

The due process section is especially
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precise.

It explicitly presents procedural safeguards for

children and their parents as well as provisions for their
protection in the evaluation process.
Regarding the administration of monies,
specifies the state entitlement formula,
exclusions,

the law

limitations and

and reallocation of local agency funds.

It

mandates the information districts are expected to file
annually.
grants,

In outlining the conditions for dispensing state

the statute stipulates report requirements for the

state departments of education to receive federal funds.
P.L.
added.

94-142 has had three significant amendments

Its 1983 amendment,

P.L.

fundamentally change the EHA,
points.

98-199,

did not

but did clarify certain

It gained services for special needs children in

private schools and provided federal monies for research,
staff training,

and removal of architectural barriers.

It

also established additional programs for early education,
secondary education,

and transitional services.

It

expanded the statute's definition of "speech-impaired."
Interestingly,

it also changed a phrase in P.L.

94-142

from

"shall meet the unique needs" of each disabled child to
"shall meet the unique educational needs"
The 1986 amendment,

P.L.

99-457,

(emphasis added).

mandated educational

services for 0- to 3-year-olds with special needs.
Although P.L.

94-142 required states to identify and

evaluate all needy children from birth through age 21,

it

did not mandate service provision for 0- to 5-year-olds if
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doing so "would be inconsistent with state law or
practice."

P.L.

September,

1991,

99-457,

which demanded full cooperation by

represents the first nationwide mandate

for early childhood special education of 3- to 4-year-olds,
and optional services encouraged for 0- to 2-year-olds.
In addition,

1989 saw the insertion of a section

detailing the policies for interagency agreements between
the Department of Education and the state/local agencies
providing or paying for services.
101-476,

Then a 1990 change,

P.L.

renamed the entire statute the Individuals with

Disabilities Education Act

(IDEA).

entitlements to two new categories,
brain injury,

It also granted
autism and traumatic

and mandated the assistance of vocational

rehabilitation counselors in working with school districts
to help young adults find employment beyond age 21.
Despite vaguely defined concepts
appropriate education,
related services),

(such as free,

least restrictive environment,

P.L.

of educational reform.

and

94-142 stands as a monumental piece
Up until its enactment,

disabled

children had only the Constitution to rely upon for
educational entitlement.

The IDEA gave them far more

specific rights than those guaranteed by the 14th
Amendment,
economic,
education.

which could not address the intricate technical,
and ethical considerations involved in special
It also put parents on equal footing with

professionals as educational policy makers.

Although some

states — notably Massachusetts and New Jersey — have
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enacted special education laws that are more comprehensive
than the federal mandate,

P.L.

94-142 remains the most

powerful nationwide statute advocating for special needs
learners.

The next section of this chapter provides a

description of the delivery service models currently used
to provide educational services to students with severe
disabilities.

Educational Service Delivery Models
Currently Serving Students with Severe Disabilities
Proceeding from the most restrictive to the least
restrictive placement,

the following models most commonly

serve learners with severe special needs.

Residential Programs
Residential programs provide year-round,
services to meet the educational,

therapeutic,

needs of persons with severe disabilities.

24-hour
and medical

While all

residential placements offer educational services,

a

child's educational needs might not be the primary reason
for placement in a residential setting.
homes,

private institutions,

Pediatric nursing

and state schools generally

are the only settings providing round-the-clock services to
youngsters who are medically unstable or physically frail.
Pediatric nursing homes in particular focus on serving
children with complex and/or volatile health concerns.
Some residential programs specialize in serving children
with a particular disability,

such as autism,
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while others

provide programs specifically for students whose behaviors
are difficult to address in a day program.
Given the 24-hour nature of residential services,

a

residential placement is the most expensive of the service
delivery models serving youngsters with severe special
needs.

Because these programs offer services to a limited

segment of the population,

with extremely limited

opportunities for integration,

they are considered to be

the most restrictive of the service delivery models.

Private Day Programs
These independently operated self-contained programs
usually are center-based,
round teachers,
workers.

with their own staff of year-

therapists,

psychologists,

and social

Private day programs typically focus on a

particular philosophy — such as a behavioral or a
diagnostive-prescriptive approach to teaching — and/or on
a target disability group,

such as persons with traumatic

brain injuries.

Collaborative/Cooperative Programs
These programs are run cooperatively by groups of
public school districts,
education departments.
they are also known)

as adjuncts to their special
Collaboratives

(or cooperatives,

as

are formed to enable districts to more

economically provide services to children with lowincidence special needs.

They generally utilize public
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school classroom space but provide their own educational
and therapeutic staff.

Collaboratives provide services to

learners with moderate as well as severe disabilities,
typically limiting year-round educational services to
children identified as severely disabled.

Additionally,

collaboratives often provide therapeutic services
example,

speech,

OT,

member districts.

PT,

APE)

(for

to students throughout the

Students in collaborative programs might

be integrated with the public school pupils for lunch,
recess,
staff,

and certain specific activities,
not public school staff,

providing educational services.

but collaborative

are responsible for
Collaborative programs are

less restrictive than private day programs because they are
housed in public schools and are managed by LEA
representatives.

They are considered more restrictive than

public school self-contained programs because students
generally are required to travel outside of their own
communities to attend school.

Public School Self-Contained Programs
In this service delivery model,
school in his/her home town,

the child attends

receiving most/all services

within a segregated classroom.

When integration occurs,

usually is on an individualized basis,
for recess,

lunch,

and assemblies.

and most typically

A self-contained

classroom can serve up to 12 severely disabled learners
with a teacher and a minimum of one teaching assistant.
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it

Therapies may be provided by public school employees or by
specialists contracted through outside agencies.

Public

school self-contained programs do not always offer summer
components.

Instead,

they often enroll their severely

disabled students in collaborative or private day programs
for July and August.

Inclusive Classrooms
An inclusive classroom is a general education
classroom that serves nondisabled learners as well as those
with special needs.

Inclusion is based on the child with

disabilities attending the same community school as his/her
siblings.

Inclusive placement of special needs youngsters

should be characterized by age-appropriate placement in
natural proportion to the number of students with
disabilities in the community.

Full

inclusion refers to

full-time placement in general education.

Partial

inclusion refers to a child's receiving some educational
services in the general education classroom,

with other

services provided in a more specialized setting,
self-contained or resource room
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such as a

(Wisniewski & Alper,

1994).

An Overview of Studies and Positions Regarding the Merits
of Inclusive Education for Students with Severe
Disabilities

Positions and Attitudes
The concept of inclusion,
children with severe special
controversial now as

particularly as

needs,

arguably

it was a decade ago.

it concerns

is as

Professional

education organizations reflect a broad spectrum of
official positions.
(1993)

The American Federation of Teachers

expresses reservations based on the

longitudinal data concerning
effectiveness
for all
(1993)

inclusion's educational

for special needs

students.

lack of

The Council

learners and

its benefits

for Exceptional

Children

advocates considering inclusion as an option while

maintaining a continuum of service delivery models.
Association

for Persons with Severe Handicaps

officially calls

for full

inclusion of all

A substantial body of
professional

and parental

disabled youngsters
1993;

Voeltz,

1982).

The

(1991)

students.

literature documents

support

for inclusion of severely

(Eichinger & Woltman,

1993?

Giangreco,

The above-cited studies overall

found

that educators and families of severely disabled pupils
advocated

inclusion more than did those

involved with

children who had acting-out behaviors or severe

learning

disabilities.
Similarly,

research records the acceptance of severely

disabled youngsters by their nondisabled classmates.
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Voeltz

(1982)

found that nondisabled children's attitudes

toward multihandicapped peers

improved when youngsters were

placed in so-called highly structured regular classrooms.
Attitudes did not improve
limited to casual
Giangreco

(1993)

in cases where contact was

interactions

in nonclassroom settings.

found a positive correlation between

length of the general educators'

exposure to severely

disabled children and positive attitudes toward them,
when their initial

reactions were very negative.

Factors Contributing Toward Successful
A number of studies equate social
successful

inclusion.

Inclusion
acceptance with

Eichinger and Woltman

that visibility within a school,
cooperative social

even

(1993)

found

combined with structured

and instructional

learning situations

were characteristic of buildings where both students and
teachers rated

inclusion as successful with their most

challenged pupils.

Giangreco

(1993)

likewise

teacher involvement

in social

interactions between severely

disabled learners and their nondisabled peers
social acceptance.

Halvorsen et al.

trained peers and "special
successful

friends"

(1989)

found that

facilitated

felt that

contributed toward

inclusion of pupils with severe special needs.

Their concept of training general

education students

to interact with severely disabled classmates

in how

is

philosophically similar to the highly structured approach
advocated by Eichinger and Woltman
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(1993).

In both

research models,

adults maintained high levels of control

over interactions between nondisabled and disabled
children.
Even with such structure,
Halvorsen et al.

research

students tended to be

though,

the Ginagreco and

found that the severely disabled

isolated.

They attributed this to

their lack of communication skills.

Both studies

found

that talking constituted the bulk of the classrooms'
activities;
were

students

social

lacking communication skills often

ignored.
Evans et al.

personal

(1992)

postulated that oftentimes elusive

qualities seemed responsible

successful

inclusion.

for socially

Children who were deemed cute by

their classmates and who accepted parenting types of
behavior from other children

(ex.,

instructional prompts,

were regarded as socially

accepted,

hugs)

wheelchair-pushing,

even by students who reported never having

interacted with them.

While disruptive behaviors

correlated negatively with acceptance,
communication skills did not.

level

acting-out

in their study were seen as a greater obstacle to

inclusion than the level
The

of disability.

issue of acceptance during the school-age years

may have long-lasting ramifications.

Severely disabled

adults who were rated as having been accepted when they
were

and

Although the researchers

cautioned against making generalizations,
behaviors

of social

in general ed settings were more successfully
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integrated

into their communities

in post-school

years than

were students who either were not accepted in general
education or who had been placed
(Forest &
the

Lusthaus

(1989).

in self-contained programs

These researchers

found that

integrated students earned higher scores on tests of

social and communicative competence than did graduates of
segregated programs.

It

is possible that the severely

disabled students who met with success
settings displayed strong social
prior to
social

integration.

in

inclusive

and communication skills

Did the participants

skills because they were accepted,

increase their

or were they

accepted because they already possessed social
authors did not assess skill
inclusion,

skills?

levels at the start of

making it difficult to measure gains,

conclude that social
settings was a

The

acceptance

yet they

in regular ed

factor in adult social

acceptance and skill

growth.
Conversely,

Hendrickson et al.

(1996)

looked at

relationships between severely disabled and nondisabled
adolescents living

in the same community and

although the two groups

interacted

contact in the community.

This

in school,

found that,
they had no

finding is not surprising

in view of the previously cited research in which
successful

interactions typically were

instructive

in

nature and supported by teacher modeling and reinforcement.
For this reason,

Williams et al.
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(1990)

felt that

techniques used to facilitate inclusion at school also
should be utilized in various community settings.
Cole and Meyer

(1991)

presented findings in which

social interactions with severely disabled classmates in
regular classrooms actually decreased over time.

While

social initiations by nondisabled peers were high in
September,

they were quite low by mid-year,

perhaps partly

because the novelty of the included students'
off over time but probably also because,
state,

presence wore

as the authors

the majority of the included students either were

nonverbal or showed significant communication deficits.
Social acceptance was not the only prerequisite to
successful inclusion.

Brown et al.

(1991)

stressed that

mere placement in an inclusive classroom does not
constitute inclusion:
Inclusion also means that the necessary supports
for an individualized education are provided
within the general education classroom.
Without
supports, a student is "dumped," not included.
(p. 22)
Williams et al.

(1990)

of successful inclusion:
placements,

identified numerous components

chronologically age-appropriate

integrated service delivery,

curricula

preparing students for community and vocational settings,
systematic instruction,

ongoing program evaluation,

continuous parent and community involvement.
and Ford

(1996)

and

Fredericks

suggested that family commitment was the

most important prerequisite to successful inclusion.
Families,

they felt,

were children's most influential
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service providers and the ones most willing to advocate for
change.
Williams et al.
Sailor et al

(1989)

(1990),

Forest and Lusthaus

and Cole and Meyer

(1991)

(1989),

all stressed

the importance of placing students in their community
schools.

Acceptance in the classroom,

they assert,

develops more naturally and more lastingly when social
interactions begin and continue in nonclassroom settings.
Sailor et al.

(1989)

caution that the current trend

toward whole-class instruction might impact negatively on
inclusion:
Where instruction in the regular classroom is
heavily reliant on whole-class instructional
models, opportunities for participation by
students with severe disabilities are greatly
restricted, particularly in grade levels above
first and second grades.
(p. 11)
While numerous studies offer anecdotes,

case studies,

and surveys documenting the social outcomes of inclusion,
there are far fewer studies featuring data reflective of
traditional indicators of educational benefits,
student achievement.

Hunt et al.

(1994)

such as

called for an

enlargement of the database analyzing inclusive schools,
to insure that policy, placement decisions, and
program decisions are based on sound empirical
evidence and understanding of the outcomes of
various models of integration.
(p. 200)
Several researchers have questioned the
appropriateness of inclusion for all students.
al.

(1989)

Sailor et

cited professional disagreement as to the

optimal amount of time severely disabled learners should
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spend in a regular ed setting.

They felt that these

opinion differences could be due in part to the lack of
hard data supporting educational gains made and maintained.
Certainly,

integration of pupils with severe

disabilities is such a recent development that there has
been little time to accumulate long-term data on student
achievement.

As recently as the 1989-90 school year,

Association for Retarded Citizens'

the

data revealed that only

6.7% of school-age children identified as mentally retarded
received any services in a general education setting
1993) .

(ARC,

The organization did not present statistics

concerning youngsters with multiple handicaps,

suggesting

that inclusion was even rare for this subgroup within the
category of mental retardation.
Lehr

(1990)

found that the impetus to include severely

disabled youngsters comes from their families,

who often

are in the position of having to persuade reluctant
professionals.

He traced the inclusion movement in the

field of severe special needs to medical rather than
educational origins,

crediting the development of portable

medical equipment and the burgeoning of home nursing
support.

Now that severely disabled children increasingly

can be cared for at home,

he concluded,

parents are

beginning to regard local education as a similarly viable
option.
The Council for Exceptional Children

(1996)

following essentials to effective inclusion:
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listed the

professional

training for general and special educators,
commitment,
and staff,
Goesling

administrative

ongoing support and training for all parents
and generous amounts of common planning time.

(1994)

reiterated these findings,

stipulating an

additional need for teachers of severely impaired children
to familiarize themselves with general ed curricula.

She

found that inclusion often represents the specialists'
first exposure to regular education.

Severe special needs

teachers found it difficult to adapt reading lessons when
they had never before taught reading.

Her interviews with

14 teachers of multihandicapped students found that they
overwhelmingly felt perceived by general educators as
"marginalized members of the teaching profession"
Certainly such perceptions,
negatively impact inclusion,

(p.

2).

whether accurate or not,
and highlight the need for

collaborative inservice training.
Wert et al.

(1996)

conducted a mail survey soliciting

special and general educators'

input in compiling a list of

conditions critical to successful inclusion of severely
disabled youngsters.
ongoing inservices,

The three most-cited supports were
administrative involvement,

adequate team planning time.

Ayres et al.

serious shortcomings in all of these areas.
study,

(1994)

found

In their

administrators had little/no involvement with

included students,
to,

and

for example,

and staff training sometimes was limited

a short video providing an overview of the

inclusion movement.
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Williams et al.

(1990)

found that professionals agree

on what best practices are but are unable to
them.

Heavy direct service caseloads

leave special

educators and therapists with minimal
problem-solve.

time to prepare and

Lack of resources make

teachers to procure needed materials.

it difficult

Essentially,

they

now must be empowered to do
In its September,
Exceptional

felt,

for

The authors call

a reallocation of time and resources to
inclusion.

implement

for

facilitate

we know what to do,

and

it.

1996,

newsletter,

Children editorial

(CEC)

a Council

for

commented:

Does inclusion work?
We don't really know.
Currently, few places are studying the impact of
inclusion in terms of student outcome, the effect
of placing students with disabilities in the
general education classroom, or the effect on
disabled students' achievement.
(p. 15)
This overview of literature shows that,
shortcomings do exist,

while

inclusion has been shown to be a

viable option for many students with severe disabilities.
In some of the studies where
with problems,

inclusion has been

many of the difficulties were traced to lack

of staff training,

not to the

included students themselves.

Inclusive education continues to evolve.
September,

fraught

The CEC

1996 newsletter referred to this ongoing

process:
In many areas, inclusion is now regarded not as a
place where students with disabilities receive
services but as a way to deliver services
effectively. . . . When determining whether to
place a student in an inclusive classroom or
alternative setting, educators base their
decision on student outcomes—in which setting
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will the student succeed and be prepared to be an
active, productive citizen?
(p. 1)
It

is

database,

imperative,

then,

to expand the existing

focusing on the long-term educational performance

of students with severe disabilities.
indicates,

inclusion shows promise

disabled pupils,

As emergent data

for many severely

given comprehensive ongoing support.

While an inclusive setting might not be appropriate
students with severe special

needs,

documented in research.
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its success

is

for all

CHAPTER

3

COSTS INVOLVED IN EDUCATING
STUDENTS WITH SEVERE DISABILITIES

Introduction and Statement of Purpose
In the

first decade

following the enactment of the

Education for All Handicapped Children Act

(P.L.

94-142,

renamed the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act—
IDEA,

in 1990),

the number of special

in the nation's public schools
to 4.1 million
learners,
disabled.
overall

an estimated

1985).
1

increased

enrollment,

learners served

from 3.7 million

Of those newly served

or 2% were

labeled severely

During a period that saw a

disabilities
Jones,

(Werner,

needs

10% decrease

in

the number of pupils with severe

increased by approximately 25,000

(Anthony &

1990).

The costs of educating the children with the most
severe disabilities have come under increasing scrutiny as
funding cutbacks have
monies.

intensified competition

for dwindling

Many learners with severe disabilities require

expensive year-round health care and therapeutic support
addition to educational
intensive

interventions,

will be able to
Times.

services.

in

Even with these

a number of these students never

independently care

for themselves

(New York

1984).

In 1961,

President John F.

attention on the cognitively

Kennedy

focused national

impaired population by

appointing a panel of experts with the goal
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of designing a

nationwide program to
mental

retardation.

88th Congress
Health

As

enacted

and Mental

offering

address

states

a

the

result

P.L.

of

of his

88-156,

Retardation

grants

needs

persons with

leadership,

the Maternal

and

Planning Amendments

to develop

services

the
Child

of

1963,

for mentally

retarded persons.
A massive

deinstitutionalization

the mid-1960s.

As

disabled children
services

in

a

result,

now

special

settings

Historical

Conditions of
Prior to P.L.

Severe
94-142

Special

The Massachusetts
Dr.

Samuel

into the
(Howe,

Gridley Howe

condition

1846).

legislature

mental

the

Two years

today

nation's

retardation

Prior to the
mentally

and

of the

appropriated

establish what
School,

state

Needs

$7500
as

of

the

1846

over

However

inadequate,

a
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"inquire

three-year period to

Heller,
of

Fernald State

serving persons with
1985).

institutions

the

full

educational

restrictive

to

Commonwealth"

the Walter E.

families bore

enjoyed no

directed

the Massachusetts

institution
&

in

burden

and educating their members with disabilities.
disabled persons

1988).

appointed panel

establishment

retarded,

other

Education

legislature

later,

(Braddock

al.,

and

Framework

idiots

first

et

in

of multiply

education

(Lewis,

an

stands

followed

the vast majority

receive

community

effort

for the
of housing
Severely

entitlements.

and degrading

institutional

settings

have been

shown

nation's

first positive

to be,
step

this population.

By

1900,

were

21

states.

operating

had tripled.
until

in
The

reaching a

number

toward

represented

Within

such
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in

1978

needs

of

institutions

years,

institutions

257

the

addressing the

twenty-nine

of

peak of

they

grew

that

number

steadily

(Braddock,

&

Heller,

1985).
Institutions were
facilities

providing

more persons
away

long-term

labeled mentally

from densely populated

established
ranging

on campuses

state

centers,
provide

(Braddock

schools,
these

Because
during the

areas,

no definition

early days

was

focus

When calculating the
"feeble-minded"

censuses

relied on word

of mental

of

the

of the

of mouth,

or

located

other purposes,

Often

referred to

or developmental

as

intended to

custodial

retardation
there

identified

is

as

care.
existed

no way

having

of

severe

severely disabled population

institutionalization movement.

numbers

of

living

1850

100

to military

institutions,

if

persons

for

1985).

as well

to

of them were

originally were

residents were

or even

a primary

of

care

Typically

many

centers,

services

disabilities,

any members

Heller,

institutions

knowing how many

diennial

&

state-sponsored

retarded.

formerly used

training

educational

as

residential

from tuberculosis hospitals

installations
as

characterized

so-called

"idiotic"

in the United

through

1890,

States

census

"Are there

or community whom you
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for the

takers

asking household heads,

of your household

or

regard

as

idiotic

or

feeble-minded?”

regarding the

numbers

disabilities within
thus were

likely to be

government

primary

subjective

and

century—from

retarded persons,
of

until

educational

of

children
fell

the

below the

1970

that

schools

it was

mentally
the

schools.

also

data

both

in

that
the

a

for
not

in

until
of

the

these

state

retarded

students,

living

regarding

number

services

the mid-1950s

retarded persons

when the

schools

children

institutions

and

Lakin

found

the

et

al.

number of

community

surpassed

institutionalized populations.
The

specifics

apparently were not
any assessment
however,
concept
Howe

served day

not until

the

Although

facilities

—institutions were

It was

of mentally

Data

cognitive

programming

educational

number

attending public
public

1880,

Second World War that

receiving

1982).

inaccurate.

census

developmentally disabled people.
close

al.,

institutional

first began collecting

source

et

individuals with

and without

For virtually a

mentally

of

(Lakin,

that
of

of

early

recorded

special

for posterity,

of their appropriateness.
just

state

eighteen years

schools

recommended closing

to

the

after

nation,

institutions.

institutions were not providing the
that he had

education

intended,

limiting themselves

to

stating that
custodial

1985).
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It

services

complicating
is

introducing the
Dr.
Howe

Samuel
felt

educational
they were

care

noteworthy,

Gridley
that the

programming

unjustifiably

(Braddock

&

Heller,

Although

"special

classes"

children were mandated
the

state

recently

no

1965,

historically
educational

as

Ten-Year

participants

Planning
child

Project

should be

without

to

formal

Its Retarded:

its

the

action by
10-Year

(p.

73)

were

Describing the
education

in

are

1966,

its

provided

identified
Plans

to

then

for

the

Its

governor John

attend public

p.

(MA

ii).

and

omitted
of

report

constant

severe

for

size

teacher
children,

children who due

from the

schools

Plans

Class

Severely disabled

of

Retardation

or trainable

committee"

concerns,

in need

status

to

1966,

"...custodial;

retardation

of

educable

right

Plan,

outlined.

care..."

"no

school

credentials were

As

1966).

that

curricula

mental

services.

in the Massachusetts Mental

stated

needs

state viewed

ten-year plan

denied

a

as

a

and

1985),

special

or provide

(Massachusetts

Plan,

recommendations,

referred to

(Thomas,

identify

just half

children

In presenting
Volpe,

1911

Providence,

educationally progressive,

services

a

to

their needs,

disabled

Chicago,
as

Massachusetts,

retarded

Retarded:

early

systematic means

evaluate
as

mentally

Boston,

of New Jersey as

there were
learners,

in

for mildly

to

severe

supervision

ten-year plan.

special

needs

concluded:

No alternative provisions are being made for many
of the children being excluded from public
schools because of retardation, behavior
disorders, and other justified reasons (p. 73).
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and

The

report,

while

acknowledging that

chronically underserved,
them

in public

schools

During that
PARC v.

in

1972,

disabled child's
education.
policies

not

for the

decade,

Pennsylvania

Education

did

in

right to
the

guaranteeing

right.

environment

and went

counseling,

and health-related

education

disabled
funds

While

funds

individuals,
states

educating these
rights

in the

law did

Sec.

504

particularly

Board

of

severely

asked to

1973,

of

child's

transportation,

as

threatened

educational

to withhold

discriminated

no provisions

Thus,

504

restrictive

services

and districts

enforce

Section

disabled

including

that

it made

children.
not

In

least

further by

from districts

enabling

cases,

not

identified the

to

include

appropriate public

courts were

entitlement

to

decade.

and Mills v.

free,

this

the Rehabilitation Act

federal

plans

1966-1976
court

children were

unequivocally upheld the

However,

entitlements.

detail

certain
1971

these

against

for granting

to meet

the

costs

even this watershed

successfully break down

all

of
civil

barriers to

educating multihandicapped youngsters.
It was
94-142,
(renamed

the

not until

1977,

Education

for All

the

Act—IDEA—in
educate

were not

Individuals with
1990),

children with

enactment,

with

more

that

all

special

the

Handicapped

states were
needs.

services.

The
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of

P.L.

Children Act

Disabilities

than eight million

receiving

enactment

Education
required to

At the

special
statute's

time

needs

of

its

learners

first priority

was to provide free,

appropriate,

public education to

children who at that time were receiving no educational
services.

Given the historical lack of services provided

to severely disabled learners nationwide,

it is probable

that the majority of multiply disabled youngsters fell into
the category of "first priority children."
Although the enactment of P.L.

94-142 might have

influenced the deinstitutionalization movement,

data show

that the institutionalized population began decreasing in
1970,
1980

dropping an average of 3% annually between 1970 and
(Wilier & Intagliata,

1982).

Further,

although the

majority of identified developmentally disabled persons in
the preceding decade received no educational services,
numbers of children served in special classes,
institutional and in public schools,
and 1960
Plan,

the

both

increased between 1956

(Massachusetts Plans for Its Retarded:

A Ten-year

1966).
It has been just since the passage of P.L.

94-142 that

states have been required to gather and report data on the
numbers of children served.

Between 1977 and 1986,

the

numbers of children receiving special education increased
by more than 16%.

Special education services were provided

to more than 4.4 million students nationwide.

This number

represented 11% of the total elementary and secondary
school-aged populations

(Singer & Raphael,

1988).

These

numbers alone indicate the rapid growth in services
triggered by P.L.

94-142.

Clearly,
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1977 represented the

true starting point of

free,

appropriate public education

for children with severe disabilities.
The significance of the
of real growth in spending
1977,

for state

149,535 people resided

institutions.
109,827

By 1984,

(Braddock,

1986).

facilities

in

its

institutions.

In

in state mental

lack

retardation

fallen 27%

During these years,

to

as state

the number of private

for mentally retarded persons

increased more than 40%

(Braddock,

Fifty-nine percent of the 243,700
smaller private

period was

that census had

institutions began closing,
residential

1977-84

& Hemp,

1986).

residents of the 4,638

institutions and group homes

former residents of public

institutions

in

1982 were

(Braddock,

& Hemp,

1986).
Given Braddock's annual median of
person in all types of residential

$38,325 to serve a

institutions compared

with the $10,000 average Lakin listed as the average annual
expense

in a state

distribution,
of persons

institution,

and assuming a normal

one may conclude that the

in private

institutions

increased placement

following the closure of

some state schools more than doubled the per diem cost of
institutionalization
Despite this
placements,
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for those affected persons.

increase

the overall

residential population decreased in

states and Washington,

(Braddock,

& Hemp,

in institutional

in private residential

DC between 1977

1986).

financing.

and

1984

This period saw dramatic changes
The decrease
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in state revenue

might have played as strong a role
alization movement as did ethical
concerns

in the deinstitution¬
and philosophical

for normalization.

The Deinstitutionalization Movement
The deinstitutionalization movement
States had

its roots

normalization.
Sweden in the

in the United

in the Scandinavian philosophy of

The normalization principle originated in
1960s and was based on the premise that

disabled persons should be provided with the same
opportunities and entitlements offered to their nondisabled
counterparts
Kennedy

(Nirje,

1969).

(whose sister,

national

attention was

With the election of President

Rosemary,

was mentally retarded),

focused on this population.

Establishing a task force to study

issues affecting persons

with developmental disabilities,

he noted,

have long neglected the mentally

ill

(Kennedy,

88th Cong,

1963,

HR.

Doc.

no.

58,

"We as a Nation

and mentally retarded"
1st sess.

13,

1963).
Although the American deinstitutionalization movement
in mental

retardation began

in

1970,

some of the state

institutions serving mentally ill persons
process ten years earlier

(Braddock,

collected by Lakin et al.

(1982)

downsize

initiated the

& Heller,

1985).

showed that trends to

institutions and decentralize state school

administrative staffs could be traced back to the late
1950s.

Their figures showed that the average number of
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Data

residents per institution was at
1967,

its highest

the nationwide total number of

1960.

By

institutionalized

mentally retarded persons had peaked,
average population per facility was

in

but by that time the

20%

lower than

it had

been in 1960.
Several

studies have cited economic

factors

precipitating the U.S.

deinstitutionalization movement.

The per capita cost of

institutional

in the decade

following World War II

1960s saw less-than-expected growth
institutions.
of expenses

This

increased the

(Braddock,

& Heller,

characterized by decreased state
In 1972,

care more than doubled

the

(Lakin,
in

federal

individual

1986).

community services,
redirect resources

shares

1970s were

funding

for

institutions.

(ICF/MR)

federal

its

to

facilitate

retardation.

contributions

retardation services

et al.,

for

increased 90%

By reimbursing states

for

the ICF/MR program encouraged states to
from institutions to community agencies.

The growth of noninstitutional

residences

retarded persons accelerated during the
1966 and 1979,

states'

The

community integration of persons with mental

(Braddock,

funding for

federal government established

In the ensuing eight years,

The

1985).

Intermediate Care Facilities program

community mental

1982).

1970s.

for mentally
Between

thousands of smaller residences opened

throughout the United States.
them were private
hundred clients,

Although more than

fifty of

institutions capable of housing several
the majority of them were much smaller
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"group homes"

serving fewer than one dozen persons and

often located

in houses/apartment buildings blending

with the surrounding residential
In the years

from 1977

population decreased 27%
1984,

the

institutional

to

neighborhood.

1984,

(Braddock,

the

institutionalized

et al.,

census stood at

While the

1986).

In

109,827,

representing a 44% drop from its maximum of
(Braddock & Heller,

in

164,650

in 1967

1985).

institutionalized population was shrinking,

the per diem cost of serving them increased markedly,
product of extensive
economies of scale"
Changes

institutional

"the

reform and diminished

(Braddock & Heller,

1985,

p.

168).

in Medicaid qualifications enabled states to direct

into community services
reserved

funding that previously had been

for institutions

(McGregor,

1983).

Coupled with the above-mentioned economic policies,

a

growing acceptance of the normalization principle
undoubtedly served as
movement.

McGregor

impetus to the deinstitutionalization

(1983)

felt that the post-civil

era awareness of disabled persons'
dissatisfaction with

rights

rights spawned a

institution care.

This viewpoint is

supported by various court decisions concluding that
institutions represented non-normalized,

unduly restrictive

dwellings.
On the other hand,

the US Supreme Court

in

1981 ruled

that states were not required to provide appropriate
treatment

in the least restrictive setting.
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In the

relevant case,
Halderman

Pennhurst State School

(451 U.S.

1,

101 S.Ct.

and Hospital v.

1531),

the Court reversed

an appellate court's determination that conditions at a
Pennsylvania

institution violated the

provision ensuring

14th amendment's

freedom from harm and minimally adequate

habilitation.
In Pennhurst.

the Court of Appeals

interpreted the

14th Amendment's due process clause as requiring the state
to meet the habilitative needs of
restrictive setting.
wrote,

its wards

Responding to this,

"There is virtually no support

in the

least

Justice Rehnquist

for the lower court's

conclusion that Congress created rights and obligations
pursuant to

its power to enforce the

14th amendment"

(p.

71) .
Besides relying on the

14th amendment,

the plaintiff

class held that the entitlements of the Developmentally
Disabled Assistance Act and the state's Bill
of 1975

(42 USC ss

6000)

were enforceable.

of Rights Act
They

further

asserted that Pennhurst's living conditions violated those
rights.

They

felt that upholding the Act's provisions

should be prerequisite to a state's receiving
toward institutional

services.

federal

funds

Rehnquist countered with:

It is difficult to know what is meant by
providing 'appropriate treatment' in the 'least
restrictive' setting, and it is unlikely that a
State would've accepted federal funds had it
known it would be bound to provide such treatment
(p. 72).
The Supreme Court's conclusion

in Pennhurst clearly

did not support our institutionalized population.
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By

overturning the appellate court's ruling,

the Supreme Court

essentially declared the needs of mentally retarded persons
subordinate to a state's whims.

This conclusion dealt a

major blow to the deinstitutionalization movement.

Factors Affecting Community Placement
Mallory and Herrick

(1987)

listed four factors

affecting a resident's likelihood to be selected for
community placement.

During the first decade of

deinstitutionalization,

the following variable were

correlated negatively with the probability of an
individual's selection for community residence:
for on-call medical support,
received,

(3)

(2)

(1)

need

number of medical services

adaptive behavior deficits,

and

(4)

level of

mental retardation.
Initially,

then,

residents with the mildest

impairments were the first ones to leave the institutions.
Up until 1978,

nearly 50% of the former institution

residents returned to their natural homes.
these,

however,

For many of

the move out of the institutions resulted

in the cessation of the educational and therapeutic
services provided by the state schools.
It wasn't until the 1980s that large numbers of
severely disabled residents left the institutions.

Mallory

and Herrick reported that the years from 1979 to 1985 saw a
300% increase in the numbers of so-called profoundly
retarded persons moved from the nation's state schools.
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While medical needs constituted a drawback to community
placement in the 1970s,

more than 70% of those leaving the

state schools had at least one major medical condition.
Over 80% were nonverbal and half were nonambulatory.
Mallory and Herrick's data showed that the severely
disabled residents were unlikely to return to their natural
homes.

By 1984,

placement,

group homes had become the predominant

with only 6.6% of former institutions residents

living with relatives.
By the mid-1980s,

most communities had established a

network of services to address the needs of the deinstitu¬
tionalized population.

According to Mallory and Herrick,

by 1985 very few deinstitutionalized persons were without
educational services.

Furthermore,

services were provided locally,
collaboratives,

they found that most

by public schools,

and human service agencies.

Critics caution that the deinstitutionalization
movement has failed to truly integrate severely disabled
members of society.

McGregor

(1983)

noted,

"(The)

lack of

resources to provide a comprehensive network of support
services to mentally retarded persons living in the
community is a serious obstacle to deinstitutionalization"
(p.

56).

Arguably,

community services have been

compromised by budget cuts and recessions.
As early as 1971,
pressures,

Wolfensberger predicted that fiscal

decreasing epidemiological trends,

and community

services models would gradually render institutions
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obsolete

(Wolfensberger,

1971).

Indeed,

while the days of

warehousing mentally retarded persons seem to be behind us,
the challenges of integrating persons with severe
disabilities remain.

P.L.

94-142 and P.L. 101-476 (IDEA) and Its Continued
Emphasis Upon Independent Living

The historical import of P.L.

94-142 to the lives of

severely disabled children has been detailed
this paper.

throughout

Nearly twenty years after its enactment,

IDEA

stands unsurpassed as the nation's watershed special
education entitlement.

Can an analysis of legislative and

judicial trends enable us to predict the future for
severely disabled learners under P.L.
The amendments to P.L.

94-142?

94-142 served to strengthen the

statute's provisions for severely disabled children.
1983,

the amendment P.L.

In

98-199 expanded specialized

services to include youngsters attending private schools.
It also garnered funds for research and for the removal of
architectural barriers.
The 1986 amendment,

P.L.

99-457,

extended specialized

services to three-year-olds and four-year-olds,

and

encouraged state provision of services from birth to age
two.

Up until this time,

children had to be school-aged to

be eligible for services under IDEA.
The amendment of 1990,

P.L.

101-476,

renamed the

entire statute the Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act

(IDEA).

This change ostensibly switched the statute's
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emphasis
needs.

from the
The

IDEA

children's
introduced

school-aged persons
vocational

It

categories:
As
thus

these

far has

been

also

been to

severely disabled
prevent
times,
first

this
to

suffer a

In Rowley
use
with

of

a

rights

(1982),

rather than

support
In

of

right

limit,

statute,

with

IDEA'S

however,

Battle v.

of Appeals

confirmed the

to year-round

education to

these

economically dour

conceivably

could

be

one

of

the

Court

rejected the

of maximum benefit

for children

Supreme

interpreting

its

"some

the U.S.

access

severely disabled

services

such

drainage

during the

school

day
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if

a

access

civil
to

the Rowley

Court mandated the

services

as

education.

child's

catheterization,

than

as

intent.

Supreme

an

statute

benefit,"

original

such health-related
to

the

nothing more

ambiguous

(1984),

as

the

1980,

the U.S.

By

diluted

for disabled pupils
upheld the

of

to

trend

In

standard

schooling with the

provision

needs

legislative

decision guaranteeing

In Tatro

new special

the

regression.

needs.

court may have

obtain

cutback.

stronger

special

adults

indicate,

Court

entitlement

by mandating

autism.

child's

substantial

post¬

and

clear-cut.
the U.S.

two

of

to their

injury

expand,

Judicial

Commonwealth.

communities

recognized

amendments

less

integration

to help disabled

traumatic brain

entitlements.
has

the

into their

assistance

employment.

so-called handicaps

This

entitlement

suctioning,
the

are

necessary
funding
to

and postural

student would be

unable to

remain

played

important

an

in

school
role

children with multiple
though,

lies

a

educational
services
the
only

a

According

order

the

Could

students

to

to be

for nonspecial

services.

In

receive

catheterization.

future holds

simply because

disabilities.

in

Tatro.

facilitating the

child must

services

such as

related

in

loophole.

Tatro decision,

without them.

its

P.L.

of

finding,
94-142

eligible

and the

for

related

One might wonder what

related

need

integration

specialized

education

the

then,

no

students
services

other

needing
be

denied

specialized

programs?
In Timothy
IDEA'S

(1989),

commitment to

concluding that

a

appropriate public
This

finding

not be

a U.S.

entitlement

education
that

does

severely

expected to demonstrate

order to be

eligible

most profoundly

of Appeals

severely disabled

child's

insures

Court

for

impaired

learners
to

a

disabled

learners

and

thus

ability.

children will

skill

against

by

free,

not vary with

specific

services,

upheld

levels

protects

exclusion

in
our

from

schooling.
IDEA mandated
educational

superiority

self-contained
the

statute

education.

funding

special

of

for research

to

investigate

the

regular classrooms versus

education programs.

inspired technological

advances

In particular,

of

the use

augmentative communication devices
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Additionally,
in

computers

special
and

significantly broadened

educational

opportunities

for the most severely disabled

children.
IDEA not only mandated access to education
severely disabled children,

it precipitated new

methodologies to

learning.

facilitate

decades since the law's enactment,

for

In the nearly two

the mandates of IDEA

have not been diminished by subsequent statutes.

In

fact,

its provisions have only been expanded and strengthened by
the ensuing amendments.

Additionally,

data

illustrating

the cost effectiveness of serving special

needs youngsters

in regular classrooms should give

incentive to

further

uphold IDEA'S dictate to provide training

in the

least

restrictive environment.
The
thus

fact that the IDEA has been upheld and reinforced

far gives reason to believe

special needs learners.
court

interpretations,

financial

austerity do,

prognoses

for the

Judicial

The

in a bright

future

for

inconsistencies among the

combined with the current climate of
however,

lend a cautionary note to

future of severe special

needs education.

interpretations of IDEA guide the public's

perception of severely disabled children and their
entitlements.

The courts will bear careful watching

in the

future.

An Exploration of the Public Costs Involved in
Educating Students with Severe Disabilities
Data presented

in the Twelfth Annual

Congress on the Implementation of the EHA
50

Report to
(1990)

indicated

that 45.9%

of the nation's severely disabled students were

enrolled in substantially separate public school
during the

1987-88

that an additional
programs,

school year.

classrooms

The same report showed

27.2% were served

in separate day

either in collaboratives or private day schools.

Four percent received residential programming and 3.1% were
in home/hospital programs.

Only 6.4% of that year's

severely disabled population nationwide received any
educational

services

in a regular classroom.

In calculating the total
expenditures

for a

1988

special

study,

education

Moore et al.

(1988)

combined

the costs of special and regular education and then
subtracted costs that were met with regular education
funds.

They then adjusted the costs according to the

amount of time severely disabled children spent

in regular

education settings.

of students

Their data

showed that 85%

in self-contained programs spent an average of 28%
school day outside of the specialized setting.

of each

This time

included lunch and recess.
On the average,

the annual cost to serve a child in a

substantially separate public school
1985-86 school year was

$6,913.

2.5 times the expenditure
Of this

$6,913,

This amount represented

for a regular education pupil.

the amount derived

funding was $1,347

(Moore,

classroom for the

et al.,

from regular education
1988).

The bulk of the

money was earmarked specifically for special education.
This

figure refutes claims that monies routinely are cut
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from regular education to subsidize special

education

programs.
The average per pupil expenditure
child with multiple

impairments

during that same period was

(PPE)

for serving a

in a residential program

$29,497

(Moore,

et al.,

When compared to the cost of regular education,

1988).

a

residential placement was over ten times more expensive.
Of the 60 districts

investigated by the Moore study,

than one-third reported having students
placements.

Nationwide,

fewer than

1%

in residential
of all

learners attended residential programs.
in private residential programs,
residing
All

fewer

special

Of those,

needs

1/3 were

with the 2/3 majority

in state schools.
sources reviewed herein concluded that the role of

external providers

in special

education

severity of the child's disability.
in some cases the PPE was

increased with the

Interestingly,

though,

lower when services were provided

externally than when offered by the districts.
Forty-five percent of the severely disabled children
researched by the Moore group received educational

services

from their home districts and 27% were enrolled in
collaborative day programs.

Another 12%

special education day schools and

16%

attended private

received services

from a variety of other state/local providers,

including

residential.
Although 28% of severely disabled children attended
either private day programs or residential
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schools,

only

2.3% of all

special needs

those settings.
twelve times

learners received services

Severely disabled students thus were

likelier to be served

in expensive outside

placements than were any other special

Expenditures
For the Moore study,

needs pupils.

for Specific Services
the expenses of educating

severely disabled children were categorized
components.

The

included monies
for teachers,
component,

first category,

as salaries

The second

included therapies and
The third component,

covered costs of diagnostic and IEP

evaluations.

The

fourth component

specialized transportation.
accounted

processing,

five major

instructional programs,

aides and other professionals.

counseling-related services.

services,

into

for classroom materials as well

related services,

assessment,

in

The

included the costs of

final

category,

for construction costs,

support

personnel,

data

and maintenance.

Instructional

Services

Because larger numbers of severely disabled youngsters
were served

in self-contained district or collaborative

classes than in more restrictive placements,
providing instructional
examined first.
across settings.

services

Wide variability
The total

in these settings are
in expenditures was noted

average
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the costs of

instructional

services

expenditure
student.

for self-contained day programs was

$4,233 per

(It was not specified whether these services

were provided year-round or according to the regular school
calendar.)

Among collaboratives,

expenditure was

$5,703,

compared with $3,993

self-contained classroom
districts provided

the average

(Moore,

et al.,

instructional

instructional
in a district

1988).

The

services to severely

disabled learners at an average savings of
over comparable collaborative services.

$1,710 per pupil

Reasons

for this

variation were not offered.
As would be expected,
residential

instructional

in

settings were significantly more expensive than

in districts or collaboratives,
pupil.

services

averaging $28,324

Higher costs were attributed to the need

per
for

round-the-clock staffing and services.

Related Services
The cost of related services also varied across
settings,

although less dramatically than did

expenditures.
instructional
districts,

In contrast to the

related services were more cost-effectively

physical therapy

(PT),

Related services

occupational therapy

adaptive physical education

guidance/counseling,
training,

finding that

services were less expensive when provided by

provided by collaboratives.

therapy,

instructional

psychological

and social work.

The
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included

(OT),

speech

(APE),
services,

first

vocational

four of these

services stood out both as the costliest related services
and as the ones most frequently offered to multiply
disabled students.
74% of all

Singer and Raphael

found that

severely disabled learners received OT and PT,

nearly 60% received APE,
therapy.

(1988)

and nearly 50%

received speech

Only one-third of the students receiving OT or PT

received these therapies directly

from the districts.

Independent agencies treated 33-50%

of the students,

the remainder served by collaboratives

with

(Singer & Raphael,

1988) .
Physical therapy was the most expensive related
service.

(In the Moore research,

it was suggested that the

comparatively high cost of PT was due to the

fact that

physical therapists often require trained assistants to
work with them.)
average PPE was

When provided by the district,
$1,003.

the average PPE was

Provided by collaborative staff,

$1,055.

When PT services were

contracted out to private agencies,
rose to $1,077

(Moore,

the

et al,

the average expenditure

1988).

The second costliest of the most commonly prescribed
related services was occupational therapy

(OT).

averages were $990

$772

for district services,

collaborative services,
(i.e.,

and $920

OT
for

for purchased services

services provided by private agencies).

therapy expenditures ranged

from $641 per pupil within

district to $749 when provided by collaboratives
Raphael,

1988).

Speech

No figure was given to
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(Singer &

illustrate

purchased speech services.

Annual APE expenditures

averaged $616 when provided

in-district and $667 when

provided by collaboratives.
These

figures

leave many questions concerning PPE.

Why was OT less expensive when provided by collaboratives?
What is the significance of these cost variations?

While

it is clear that some therapies are costlier than others
regardless of caseload size—the average PT caseload,
example,

is

51,

while the average speech caseload

for

is 52,

yet the costs of these therapies differ dramatically
(Singer,

& Raphael,

1988)—might caseload size have some

bearing on treatment cost?
to provide PT,

Would school

APE and speech themselves,

districts be wise
hiring

collaboratives exclusively to provide OT?
The Singer and Raphael
assessment costs were
for districts
not given.

data

showed that average

lower for collaboratives

($1,278).

Figures

($978)

than

for other providers were

Transportation costs were the

least expensive

when purchased from independent vendors—an average PPE of
$1,429.

District-provided transportation averaged $1,688,

with collaboratives spending $1,463.

Specialized

transportation included adaptations to existing buses
—ranging from installing seatbelts to purchasing minivans
and wheelchair buses.

One may speculate as to why private

vendors and collaboratives were able to provide specialized
transportation more cost-effectively than districts.
Because they serve larger numbers of severely disabled
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pupils,

private vendors and collaboratives presumably could

purchase high price tag items such as a wheelchairaccessible bus more cost-effectively than could a district
serving just one or two severely disabled youngsters.
The specialized

forms of transportation were

significantly more expensive than the
regular transportation.

However,

$234

average PPE

because districts are

reimbursed for the costs of transporting children
specialized vehicles,

there

is

for

little

in

incentive to

increase

the numbers of disabled children riding on regular buses.
Support costs were not specified.
study stated that 3%

Instead,

of the average special

budget was devoted to support services,

the Moore

education

compared with 22%

of the average regular education budget.

The researchers

emphasized that regular education funds were allotted to
support services
librarians)

(e.g.,

building construction,

that benefited special

children alike.

This may account

maintenance,

needs and nonhandicapped
in

large part

for the

huge variation in proportions.
The Moore researchers
multi-stage,

stratified,

felt that by using a

and clustered probability design

with their 60 targeted school districts,
provide nationally representative
special education.

they were able to

information on PPE

for

They intentionally selected larger than

normal proportions of big and urban districts.

They

justified their selection by arguing that these districts
demonstrated larger numbers of special
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education students

and were more likely to have the resources to provide
them.

However,

it is possible that their selection choices

as well as the small
18

states)

sample size

(60 districts representing

reduced the significance of their findings.

Looking at the period
pointed out that increases

from 1977

As regular education's PPE

first ten years

1986,

Moore et al.

education

in regular education spending.

increased 4%

in special education grew 10%.

children receiving special

to

in special

expenditures outpaced growth

PPE

for

from 1977

However,

to 1986,

the number of

education services during those

following the enactment of P.L.

94-142

increased 90%.
The majority of the nation's special
expenditures
services

(62%)

(Moore,

component,

were directed toward

et al.,

assessment,

instructional

The next costliest

constituted

education expenditures.
the average special

1988).

education

13%

of all

special

Related services consumed

education budget.

10% of

Seven percent of

expenditures went toward construction and building
maintenance,

with 3% used for "other support services,"

such as librarians and substitute teachers.
went to transportation,
"service delivery costs"

and nearly
(Moore,

Four percent

1% was designated as

et al.,

1988).

When instructional programs were provided by
districts,

the expense averaged 61%

special education expenditures.
collaborative,

Provided by a

the average expense
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of each district's

for instructional

services

jumped to

budget.

In

one

served

the

other

group

75%

a profile
in

in

a
a

of
of

a

district's

two

special

education

severely disabled

children,

collaborative
district

self-contained

found that the district

savings per pupil

of

this

from the

savings

came

instructional

and

One might
pupils

classrooms
should be

$1429

related

conclude,

can be more
than

in

self-contained

services

classroom,
presented

over collaboratives.
collaboratives'
services

then,

that

severely
served

which

majority

severely disabled

the

population.
most

It might

challenged

restrictive

nation's
in

learners more

expenditures were

salaries,

went

3%

was

et

al.,

17%

spent

on

1988).

toward

aide

However,
were

Teacher

expenditures

for

aide

constituting

7%

student
to

serve

resource

in

80%

of

less

rooms
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or

in

the

for
and

comprised

residential

17%.

our

aides.

salaries,

and

it

overwhelming

allocated

salaries

of

limited to

teacher
the

remaining

"other practitioners/nonpersonnel"

instructional
salaries

in

programs,

instructional

Most

disabled

cost-effectively

individual

self-contained

the

possible

environments—perhaps

regular classrooms with
In the

serve

fact be

average

in district

comparisons

self-contained programs,
of

an

higher

collaborative programs.
cost

the Moore

costs.

cost-effectively

noted that these

classroom and

75%

of

(Moore,
the

programs,

other personnel

with

consuming

The most pronounced variation here
proportion

of money the

ambiguously

exists

labeled

practitioners/nonpersonnel"

category

residential

self-contained

might

programs versus

assume that

because

a

residential

it provides

The Moore
"nonpersonnel."
non-direct

regarded

It

is

services

office workers,
as

or

"other

consumed

not

not

program would be

clarify

known

personnel,
if

support

it

is

in

programs.

round-the-clock staffing

study does

in the

the

if this

One

costlier

and

services.

term
component

includes

such

as

security

guards

limited

to

expenses

typically

services,

such

as

construction

or

or

utilities.
The

1988

variation

in

instructional

conditions.
education,

study by Singer and Raphael

Focusing
the

on

authors

expenses

the

costs

across
of

looked

at

the

handicapping

severe

special

needs

commented:

Although the proportion of aggregate resources
devoted to hearing impaired and physically/
multiply handicapped students exceeds their
prevalence in the sample by as much as 50%, their
total combined share of the resources was still
less than 6.5% (p. 59).
This

data,

educational
are

costs

crippling

however,

then,
of

should

particularly to

criticisms

costs

small

schools.
are

school

showed that urban districts

not

This

systems.
served

learners

not to
to

The Moore

say,

districts,
study

larger percentages

learners

in their

programs

smaller districts.
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is

burdensome

severely disabled
than did

that the

severely/profoundly disabled

our nation's

that these

refute

own

self-contained

of

The
refer

smaller the district,

its

programs

students
(Singer

collaboratives

reduce

PPE

were more
percent

in

&

to

disabilities was

to

serve

1988).

as

The use

even

of

the

compared with

19%

Yet

found

study

in

in

economy

though

self-contained

districts
that

relationship between district
education.

How does

described

overall

one

account

and

scale to

settings

Thirty-nine
in

large/urban

district programs
as

small/rural.
little

PPE

for this

of

those

there was

size

day

of

severely disabled population
enrolled

to

low-incidence

providing

districts,

it was

or private

children with

justified

likely

expensive than district programs.

districts were

the

collaboratives

Raphael,

small

the more

for

special

apparent

contradiction?
Because the Moore
of the nature

of

study had

student disabilities,

compare the proportions
various

settings.

likely to be

The

Is

of

it

classified

districts than

in

cost-effectiveness

severely

possible

small/rural

in this

educating

in district programs.

It draws

It

of

decreases,

If

outside placements
why was

disabled

that

there

no

impossible
children

students

section

to

in

were more

in

large/urban

supports

severely
no

the

setting

proportion

increases

as

statistically
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the

impaired

conclusions

one program

leaves many questions.

expensive

is

descriptions

systems?

of

benefits

it

as multiply disabled

data presented

educational

no detailed

about the

over
of

students

others.
children

district

size

significant

in

relationship between district
education?
children

Are

the proportions

receiving

decreasing?

outside

In the

one predict

delivery

in

severe

for

special

primary

1970,

source

of

diagnosed mental
enactment

of

toward the

the

severe

special

school

programs.

these

1986,

1977

needs

than

that

of

the

students were

austerity,

service

represented the

of
of

the

for persons with
until

attention was

the

directed

severely disabled
the

IDEA,
not

With the mandates

11%

or

fiscal
of

programming

generally were

became

of

It wasn't

needs

disabled

education?

institutions

enactment

learners

more

secondary

in

special

Conclusions

retardation.

educational

Prior to

of

state

for

increasing

patterns

needs

and

PPE

severely

atmosphere

educational

IDEA

of

future

Summary

and

services

current

what can

Up until

size

of

nation's

receiving

children with
included

IDEA the

statute's

in public
education

first priority.

elementary

some

children.

form

By

and

of

special

education.
As

IDEA opened

disabilities,
to
the

changes

a proliferation
Intermediate

(ICF/MR Act)
group homes
community

our

in
and

of

Care
1972

in the

to

children with multiple

funding

community

authorized
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state

schools
The

in Mental

federal

apartments.

increased

of

residences.

Facilities Act

staffed

residences

schools

funds

The

during the

led

passage

of

Retardation
to

numbers
1970s

establish
of
and

1980s.

By

1986,

were

the majority of

our

residing and attending

severely disabled
schools

in their

citizens

local

communities.
In the years
proportional

since

federal

P.L.

financial

decreased dramatically.
federal

reimbursement

special

education

financial

the

costs

come under

educating

for

tended to
than did

the

special

larger districts,

disabled
to

cost

of

savings

learners

factor heavily

states

received

of their

decreased

economically tight

and

diversity

in

education.

of

the

as

times,

needs

have

criticism.
state

The

and

costs

of

higher when

LEA.

Residential

followed by private day
Smaller districts

severely disabled

possibly because

learner

they

showed the

outside placements.
concurrent with

in their home
in

statute has

education has

collaboratives.

spend more money per

most extensive use
The

outside

the

government's

children were

costliest,

and then

four

federal

scrutiny

revealed huge

services were provided

placements

The

these

severely disabled

placements were

the

learners with multiple

intensifying

expenditures

only

of

than ten percent

special
In

educating

Studies have
local

to

enactment,

support

1990,

for more

increased.
of

By

expenses.

commitment

costs have

94-142's

educating

districts

severely

can be

future placement decisions.

economic practicalities

of placing these

schools ultimately may benefit
even more than the mandates

the

The
in

local

normalization movement

on behalf
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learners

expected

of

LRE.

Given the dour economy and the clearly reductionary
trend in federal funding of special education,

there is

little reason to expect the federal government to suddenly
begin shouldering its share of the financial burden.

Even

though the data thus far strongly supports the
cost-effectiveness of educating severely disabled children
in public schools,

expenses are bound to rise with both

inflation and the increasingly complex nature of their
medical needs.
Who will pay for the education of our most challenged
pupils?

With neither the federal nor state governments

demonstrating an inclination toward fulfilling their
financial obligations toward special education,
responsibility falls to the LEAs.

However,

the

the nation's

local districts face higher bills with fewer dollars to pay
them.

Those states whose school systems depend upon

property taxes suffer additional hardship in the wake of
declining real estate values.
Even assuming that education in the least restrictive
environment becomes a reality for the majority of severely
disabled children,
remains.

the question of paying for many services

Will systems try to reduce expenses by cutting

back on related services?

Will the trend toward replacing

pull-out therapies with whole-class instruction improve
instruction as well as decrease expenses?

Will the

overcrowding of regular education classes affect the
integration of severely disabled youngsters?
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Will there be

a tendency either to over-identify learners as severely
disabled in the hopes of garnering more state and federal
reimbursement or to underidentify in the hopes of avoiding
service provision?
Unquestionably,

special education is at a crossroad.

Significant change is inevitable in the coming decade.
While integration of mildly and moderately disabled
learners clearly seems to represent the wave of the future,
the future of severe special needs education remains less
certain.

While the majority of the nation's identified

severely disabled youngsters are attending day programs
in/near their home towns,
than one hour daily.

very few are integrated for more

Cost-benefit analyses evaluated the

expenses of educating these learners in residential,
private day,

collaborative,

self-contained placements,

and public school
but made no mention of the costs

involved in serving severely disabled children in
classrooms.

regular

The issue of placing severely disabled

children in regular classrooms for some/all of the school
day deserves more attention.
adaptations,

Activity and equipment

along with the use of individual aides,

conceivably could be the most cost-effective and normalized
option of all.
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CHAPTER

4

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGIES

The main purposes of this study were to:
the educational

(2)

analyze the costs of providing

services to those three learners
and

detail

services provided to three students with

severe special needs;

settings;

(1)

(3)

in their different

determine the benefits these services

provide to the students and their families.

Design
Three case studies were constructed through which
service models
examined.

in severe special

needs education were

The design featured both qualitative and

quantitative methods to study educational
children with severe special

needs.

services

for

The study consisted of

interviews with families to document their assessment of
various specialized services.
observations were conducted
educational placement,

classroom

in each subject's current

to record the extent of

participation in educational
appropriate,

Additionally,

activities and,

when

integration.

The qualitative methods provided

information regarding

the benefits of each child's educational placement.

The

quantitative portion of the study provided a detailed
breakdown of the costs
models.

incurred

in the various service

This breakdown revealed hidden costs not apparent

in aggregate data.
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Data

from the various observations,

IEPs were not analyzed separately.
different

interviews,

Instead,

of the

forms of data were juxtaposed and combined

number of ways

for each child.

triangulating data

(Fielding &

Fielding,

How does one define successful
programming?

In all

likelihood,

field of severe special

subjective,

in a

This was done to enhance

the validity of the qualitative research,

in the

all

and

and

is known as

1986).

educational

determination of benefits

needs education

is highly

varying with each researcher.

A number of variables have been studied and correlated
with educational benefits.

Williams et al.

postulated that effective special
contained and inclusive,
peer social

interactions,

ed programs,

both self-

were characterized by sustained
progress documented

and comprehensive staff support services.
(1994)

(1990)

in IEP data,

Hunt et al.

looked at severely disabled students

in both

inclusive and self-contained programs and correlated
increasing participation

in instructional

activities with educational

and social

effectiveness.

Tyler

(1992)

rated parent involvement and found a correlation with
successful

integration of severely disabled pupils

public schools.

Forest and Lusthaust

(1989)

into

felt that

sustained peer friendships and communication development
constituted primary indicators of educational
effectiveness.
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The design featured herein
several

incorporates elements

of the above-cited studies.

benefits of each educational

from

It assesses the

setting

in several ways.

Educational performance was evaluated by looking at each
child's IEP progress notes
interactions

for a

school year.

for each child were documented

minute observations conducted
settings.

full

Social

in ten 30-

in a variety of educational

Staff support services were determined through

interviews with the

individual

teaching assistants.

These

elements most closely resemble those of the Williams et al.
study;

however,

students,

because this

study

involved just three

these variables were studied

Additionally,

data herein

from one 60-90 minute parent
cost data are presented,

in greater detail.

include details obtained

interview per child.

not comparatively,

Finally,

but rather to

provide detailed individual portraits of each child's
services.

Population and Sample

Participants
Three children participated

in this study.

Sampling essentially was done by the two special
administrators

education

in districts contacted by the researcher.

The special education administrators
confidentiality issues,

felt that,

because of

they should be the ones to

identify

those students whom they regarded as having severe special
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needs.

The researcher was provided with the names and

telephone numbers of eleven families whose children had
been identified by their districts as having severe
disabilities.

The researcher then sent letters to those

eleven families.

Of those eleven,

participate in the study.
central Massachusetts;
Massachusetts.
diagnoses,
teachers,
Sara.

Two youngsters resided in

the third hailed from western

While the children have different

all three were identified by their districts,
and families as having severe disabilities.
Sara is a nine-year-old girl who attends a

public school within her city.
age.

only three agreed to

She is very small for her

Her facial features and hands give a strong

impression of Down Syndrome,

although school records

indicate that chromosomal testing was inconclusive.
ambulates with an unsteady gait,
falling.

Her speech is unclear.

often tripping and
She presents with global

developmental delays subseguent to premature birth.
was born at seven months gestation,
pounds at birth.

Sara

She

and weighed exactly two

School test scores indicated that her

skills fell into the three- to four-year-old range.
Sara lives in an upper-middle class family in a
midsize central Massachusetts city.
a registered nurse by profession,
children since Sara's birth.
manages his own business.

Her mother,

Caroline,

has been at home with the

Sara's father,

Donald,

He was out of town on business
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at the time of the interview.
brother,

Mark,

Jav.

Sara has a ten-year-old

and a two-year-old sister,

Tricia.

Jay is a nine-year-old boy who attends a public

school located approximately 45 minutes from his rural
western Massachusetts hometown.

Because his school

district was not able to provide him with a program,

he is

"tuitioned into" a large district that offers a selfcontained classroom for children diagnosed with autism or
pervasive developmental disorder

(PDD).

His hometown pays

the host district an agreed-upon tuition fee and also
provides a teaching assistant and cab transportation for
Jay.

His classroom consists of nine 6-9-year-olds.

It is

staffed by a special educator and two full-time assistants
in addition to his individual aide.

Jay is integrated only

in the cafeteria for lunch and assemblies.
Test scores indicate above age-level math skills,
the exception of word problems,
understanding.
level.

with

of which Jay has no

Reading skills are at an early first-grade

Social and language skills score within the 2-year-

old range.

His speech is clear but characterized by

frequent echolalia.
Jay is from a low-income family.
works as a clerk.

His father,

Bill,

His mother,

Terry,

is unemployed,

does not always reside with the rest of the family.
time of the interview,
vacation.

and
At the

he was away on a week-long fishing

Jay's youngest brother,

as having a mild form of PDD,

Joey,

has been diagnosed

and is a special needs
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student attending his neighborhood school's integrated
first grade class.
Ian.

Ian is a seven-year-old boy who attends a public

school within his home city.

It is not the school he would

attend if he did not have special needs.

Prospective

teachers at that particular school felt that they could not
meet Ian's needs;

instead,

he was placed in a larger

elementary school across the city.
Ian has Down Syndrome.

He is very small

the size of a three-year-old.

for his age;

He wears diapers.

speech can be understood with careful attention.
extremely active.

His
He is

His overall presentation was

characterized by impulsive and maladaptive behaviors.
During observations,
classroom,

he frequently bolted out of the

climbed atop/under furniture,

from other children and threw them,
down,

and licked people.

took things away

swore,

pulled his pants

School testing reports indicate

that Ian's skills fall primarily into the 2-4-year-old
range.
Ian is the middle of three boys in an intact middle
class family in a midsize central Massachusetts city.
mother,

Joanne,

His father,

Rob,

works part-time as a home daycare provider.
works in finance.

participated in the interview.
age 9,

and Ben,

His

age 5.
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Both parents

Ian's brothers are Jared,

Instrumentation
The researcher developed two guided interview formats
to use in gathering information concerning the
effectiveness of the various educational programs
Appendices B and C).

The guided interview format was

designed to elicit parents'

perspectives on their child's

educational services and progress to date,

and was utilized

by the researcher during one or two home visits
Appendix B).

(see

Each interview was tape-recorded.

(see
The

interview's open-ended design was intended to encourage
parents to speak at length and to introduce topics that the
researcher had overlooked.
The second guided interview format was used in
interviews conducted with each of the student's teachers.
Observations were conducted in each of the students'
classrooms.
Social behaviors generally were observed within the
context of broader activities—academic lessons,

gym class,

and lunch—as well as during more specifically "social"
activities such as recess or Choice Time.

All behaviors

were recorded during the ten 30-minute observations of each
child.
Written observations were analyzed and correlated with
relevant ASC functions.

First,

all observations were

detailed in a handwritten narrative as the behaviors
occurred.

Later,

these observations were compared with ASC

samples of social behaviors to determine function.
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For

example,

a description of peer avoidance behaviors

comparable to Jay's is recognized under the function called
Providing Negative Feedback.

Data Collection
Questions in the guided interviews were used to elicit
responses regarding the benefits the children obtain from
their educational programs and to reveal the need for other
services.

The following benefits were detailed:

interactions,

educational performance,

and integration time.

social

services received,

Such information was gathered from

responses to questions such as "What do you like best about
the child's current educational program?" and "What changes
do you think would better enable the program to meet the
child's needs?"
Families were interviewed in their homes in the
evening.

The children were in bed or not at home in each

case and thus did not participate in the interviews.
family was interviewed once,
minutes.

Each

in a session lasting 60-90

Interviews were tape-recorded and then

transcribed.
Initially,

the researcher had planned to interview the

general and special educators.
cases,

However,

in all three

the teachers expressed unfamiliarity with the

children's day-to-day performance and suggested that the
interviews instead include the students'
The teachers'

individual aides.

involvement was limited to providing
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information concerning staff training and the placement
planning process.

Each assistant's

approximately an hour and occurred
youngsters had left for the day.

interview lasted
in school

Again,

after the

interviews were

tape-recorded and then transcribed.
Classroom observations were spread out over time
throughout the school year.
30-minute sessions,
playground,

in a variety of school

classroom,

numbers of persons.

Each child was observed in ten

cafeteria)

(ex.,

involving widely varying

The researcher videotaped observations

and transcribed them in detail
to

settings

later.

Videotaping was done

facilitate accurate transcription.

Three videotapes and

transcribed observations,
session per child,

representing one

were reviewed by an

30-minute

independent observer

to enhance their validity.
Educational performance and social

skills development

were explored via analysis of IEP progress notes and
classroom observation guided by the Assessment of Social
Competence

(Meyer,

1992).

The ASC

that hierarchically measures social
naturally occurring situations.

is an observational tool
interactions

These data

and corroborated information obtained

in

supplemented

from the

interviews.

Participating families received a copy of the
interview format in advance.

Home visits were scheduled

and confirmed via the telephone.
Cost data were collected
participants'

for each student.

All

transportation and related services costs,
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as

well as staff salaries
documentation on file
office.

according to the

from
education

for Sara and Ian were provided

secretaries.

Costs were analyzed

following categories:

support services,

materials,

were obtained

in each district's special

Teacher salaries

verbally by personnel

costs,

for Jay,

instructional

transportation,

specialized

and extended school-year costs.

Costs were

examined to determine which program appeared to have more
expensive costs.

Costs and benefits were juxtaposed to

look at what benefits students derived

from each service.

Data Analysis
Interview data were used

in assessing benefits accrued

from each student's placement.
coded

Classroom observations were

in conjunction with the Assessment of Social

Competence

(ASC).

Analysis of

determining the educational

IEP data also were used

and social

in

benefits of each

child's placement.
Triangulation of the data unveiled observational
findings that,
IEP data and,

in some

instances,

in others,

corroborated

contradicted them.

interview or

While these

contradictions are confusing and prevent the attainment of
clear-cut conclusions regarding educational benefits,

they

present detailed multi-faceted portraits of three learners
with severe disabilities

in three different educational

settings.
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Moore and Carter

(1994)

cited a need for inclusion

research juxtaposing several different variables
presenting them in isolation.
not present a study of
in a

While the present data do

inclusion per se

fully inclusive placement),

types of data

instead of

(only one child was

they do offer several

in greater detail than that typically

found

in case studies of children with severe disabilities.
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CHAPTER

5

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA AND RESULTS OF THE STUDY

This section consolidates data gathered
observations,
educators,

discussions with special

student

interviews.

files,

and

Additionally,

from classroom

and regular

family and teaching assistant

IEP progress notes are

summarized and juxtaposed with observations and parental
perceptions of performance
Data gathered
according to the

and

1).

for each child have been compiled

four categories of

programmatic concerns,
concerns,

(see Figure

social

concerns,

future expectations.

examination of the data

interview questions:
behavioral

Following this

is a section discussing the

results.

Sara

Programmatic Concerns
From January—June,
part-time placements.

1993,

Sara was enrolled

She spent mornings

in two

in a

self-contained classroom serving twelve 5-9 year-olds with
severe disabilities.
youngsters

Afternoons were spent as one of 18

in a regular kindergarten class,

her own teaching assistant.
fulltime in an integrated
aide.

The

first grade

where she had

In September Sara was placed

first grade class with her own

inclusion classroom consisted of two
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general education teachers serving 48 youngsters,

of whom

27 were identified as having mild/moderate special needs.
Sara was the only child in the class who had severe special
needs.
During the January—June period,

when she was enrolled

in both the self-contained and the kindergarten classes,
Sara's IEP showed some progress on nine out of
objectives.
sounds.

She

identified most

13

letters and their initial

She attended to task in a small group setting for

up to 15 minutes given periodic redirection.
2-step commands.

She printed her

and her surname with a model

first name

and physical

did not recognize rhyming words.
understanding of the concept of

She

independently

assistance.

"opposites"

Recognition of numerals

and was able to

a primer-level

1993,

as did

Sara's ed plan showed mastery of

10% of

10.

sight word list.

integrated first grade classroom,
identify any of those words.

In December,

1993,

in the

she was unable to

With full

attended to task for up to nine minutes
setting.

familiar

1-10 decreased,

the ability to rote-count past
In June,

She

She showed an

arrange up to six sequencing cards depicting
activities.

followed

assistance,

she

in the larger group

Notes made by her teaching assistant mark the

development of task-avoidant and self-stimulatory behaviors
(such as rocking,
materials)

chewing her clothing,

during academic activities.
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or shoving

On the other hand,
improved in the

Sara's ability to print her name

inclusion classroom.

she was printing her full
model.

Additionally,

commands.

name

By December,

independently,

she consistently was

Her task attendance

in the

1993,

with no

following 3-step

first grade classroom,

while lower than in the self-contained classroom,

had

increased from three to nine minutes during the
September—December period.
Sara's social
number of Sara's
50%.

The June,

performance

1993

increasing the

initiated peer interactions by at least
1993,

progress notes,

reflecting Sara's

indicate mastery of this objective.
progress notes,

the first grade classroom,
initiations.

focused on

in the self-contained classroom as well

kindergarten,
December,

objective

The

demonstrates this

as
The

reflecting performance

show a complete cessation of

following playground observation
lack of

in

initiation:

Sara is playing on the playground, watching three
girls playing jumprope.
A teacher walks up to
Sara and asks, "Do you want to play jumprope?"
Sara looks up and smiles.
The teacher says to the girls, "Hey, Sara
wants to play.
Give her a turn."
The girl who
was jumpint steps aside and Sara moves forward to
jump into the turning rope.
Three times Sara
tries to jump.
She does not succeed; she jumps
without moving any closer to the rope.
The
teacher speaks up, "Sara, Sara, try turning the
rope instead."
A girl hands sara one end of the
rope and positions herself to jump.
Sara tries
for several minutes to turn the rope, but can't
lift it high enough or coordinate the swinging.
No one speaks.
The girl who gave the rope to
Sara walks up to her and takes it out of her
hand.
The three girls move away from Sara and
resume jumping.
Sara watches for a few minutes
and then begins walking around the playground.
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She stops and stands for nearly 5 minutes at a
picnic table where two boys are playing checkers.
She does not speak; the boys do not seem to
notice her.
She did continue to reciprocate peer interactions

(see

Appendix E).
The lack of progress

in certain areas cannot be linked

conclusively to the placement change.
received more

Sara actually

individualized instruction

in the

classroom than she did when she had her own aide

first grade
for just

half of each day during the kindergarten placement.

One

thus might have expected to see more progress on Sara's
educational

objectives.

On the other hand,
Sara's dramatic

one might not have anticipated

improvement

in group task attendance during

the September—December period.
48

students,

In an active classroom of

a youngster could be expected to have

increased difficulty staying on task.
Although it

is difficult to draw firm conclusions re:

the benefits Sara derived

in the

integrated setting versus

those obtained in the self-contained classroom,

it does

seem clear that overall performance on her educational
objectives deteriorated during the September—December
period.

Perhaps the many adjustments required of Sara

in

her new classroom negatively affected her educational
performance.

Her performance during the January—June

period might provide a

fairer representation of Sara's

abilities.
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Sara's assistant expressed ambivalence about the
benefits of the

first grade setting.

She showed concern

that "every moment of Sara's day is characterized by
struggle."

She saw Sara as becoming

academically and socially.

increasingly isolated,

Her academic skills were

displayed so inconsistently that determining mastery was an
exercise

in

frustration.

Sara's assistant

further noted

the emergence of task avoidance and stereotypical
behaviors.
While Sara's assistant reiterated her
principle of

faith

in the

inclusion and her conviction that Sara was

entitled to an integrated education,

she had some strong

reservations about the appropriateness of this particular
inclusion classroom.

It

is unlikely that a classroom of 48

students could provide an optimal
any youngster,
Furthermore,

learning environment

let alone one with Sara's difficulties.

a class

in which 56% of the students were

identified as having special

needs prior to placement

arguably is not a representative example of the
model.
Meyer,

Numerous studies
1991;

stress the

for

(Brown et al,

Williams et al,

1990;

1991;

inclusion

Cole and

Sailor et al,

importance of natural proportions when

special needs students
Sara's assistant

1989)
including

in regular ed classrooms.
felt that Sara's

a direct result of her experiences

language growth was

in general

education.

Certainly the general ed students provided good speech role
models;

however,

observations

indicated that Sara was
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far

more verbal

in the self-contained classroom than she was

an inclusion setting.

in

Observations paralleled those

published by Cole and Meyer

(1991),

in which social

interactions between nondisabled and severely disabled
students

in inclusive classrooms decreased over time.

Although gains were shown

in Sara's namewriting skills and

her ability to follow a school-day routine,

neither

observations nor Sara's IEP data provide widespread,
evidence of the benefits of

strong

inclusion.

Sara's assistant stressed her opinion that

inclusion

provides enrichment and enhancement to every child
involved—regular ed and special

ed children alike.

children deserve to be exposed to those
them,

All

like and unlike

to get a true picture of who they are and where they

fit into the world around them."
Sara's assistant,

then,

setting should reflect the
she functions.
whether or not
because,

She

felt that Sara's school

integrated community

felt that

inclusion was appropriate

it facilitated educational growth,

"after all,

the real world

is

While Sara certainly benefited
general education,

integrated."

from the role models

in the

Performance regressed

cause concern to her teachers.
partial

simply

in

observations and interviews did not

indicate that she felt comfortable
grade setting.

in which

inclusion program,

inclusive

first

in enough areas to

In Sara's case,

perhaps a

such as the half=time

kindergarten placement that characterized the
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first portion

of her participation,

would

effectively than did the

have met her needs more

fully integrated placement.

is a child who definitely sought approval
from her peers

in general

education,

and attention

but at the same time

she seems to have required more educational
than those that were provided

Sara

in the

adaptations

inclusive classroom.

Sara’s mother felt that the social

experiences of the

first grade provided her daughter with role models and
interaction opportunities not
setting.

found

She cited Sara's pride

in a self-contained

in bringing home a report

card and riding a regular school bus,

just like her older

brother.
This year Sara feels better about herself than
ever before.
She proudly tells everyone that she
is in first grade!
I think that her speech has
improved a lot, too, because she has a roomful of
role models. Sara is thriving in the integrated
setting.
Although aspects of the classroom observations and the
interview with the teaching assistant seemed to refute
Sara's mother's assertion that her daughter was thriving in
the inclusive setting,

Sara clearly did gain exposure to

good behavioral and language role models
class.

Additionally,

in the

first grade

observations supported the mother's

assertion that Sara took pride
she received from her peers

in the signs of acceptance

in general

sense of accomplishment derived

education and in the

from "doing the same things

the regular kids do."
Sara's aide expressed a lack of certainty about her
role in the classroom,

saying,
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I was hired because I already knew Sara, but I
really don't know anything about inclusion.
How
is it supposed to go?
Am I giving Sara too much
assistance or not enough?
Is my presence
facilitating Sara's acceptance or hindering it?
Often I feel at a loss.
No one has been formally
trained about what exactly inclusion is.
We all
seem to be flying by the seat of our pants.
These statements reveal

a lack of staff training,

contrast to evidence that

in

inservice training begun prior to

inclusive placement and continued throughout the school
year correlates with staff receptivity toward integration
and willingness to make educational
et al,

1990;

Forest &

Social

Concerns

Sara's assistant

Lusthaus,

adaptations

(Williams

1989).

felt that Sara did well

in the

previous year's half-time kindergarten placement.
progressed academically and made

friends.

was less certain that Sara had benefited
grade placement.

She

The assistant
from her first

She reported,

This year, in first grade, Sara really hasn't
made any friends, and I'm not sure why.
She's
one of the best-behaved children in the class,
and would be a wonderful friend to anyone.
Maybe
the jump from kindergarten to first grade was too
big for her.
She further commented that Sara's peers rarely even
acknowledged her presence.

This

input contrasts starkly

with the mother's perception of Sara's social
Additionally,

acceptance.

it conflicts somewhat with findings that

appropriate behaviors correlated more strongly with social
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acceptance than did communication skills

(Evans et al.,

1992) .
The assistant related an

incident surrounding the

planning of Sara's birthday party.

Because Sara was unable

to tell her mother the names of any of her classmates,

her

mother asked the teaching assistant to send home a list of
the children with whom Sara played.

The assistant was at a

loss;

incident revealed the

Sara played with no one.

This

profound nature of Sara's social

isolation

grade classroom.

is

This

isolation

in the

first

further documented

in

the observations.
Sara's lack of

friendships within the classroom could

be partly due to her communication difficulties
Meyer,

1991).

On the other hand,

deficits did not negatively
self-contained classroom,

(Cole &

her communication

impact socialization

in the

where her language abilities

surpassed those of some of her classmates.

Behavioral
The

Concerns

interview with Sara's teaching assistant revealed

the emergence of self-stimulatory and task-avoidance
behaviors

in

first grade.

included headshaking,
chewing her clothing.

Self-stimulatory behaviors

rocking,

mouthing objects,

Of these,

and

these last two behaviors

had been noted previously in the self-contained classroom,
but observations evidenced that they occurred more
frequently in first grade.

Task avoidant behaviors
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included turning away
off her desk.

from activities and pushing materials

These behaviors emerged during Sara's

placement in the

inclusion classroom,

seen during whole-class

and typically were

instruction and during lessons that

seemed difficult for Sara.
According to both Sara's teaching assistant and her
special educator,

her distractibility made

Sara to attend to any group activity.

it difficult for

Perhaps,

then,

the

self-stimulatory behaviors served as a means toward
blocking a confusing barrage of sensory stimulation.
Task-avoidance behaviors
frustration.
(1989)

in all

Data herein support

likelihood

indicated

findings by Sailor et al.

that severely disabled students

fared poorly

in

inclusive settings characterized primarily by whole-class
instruction.
On the other hand,

Sara showed signs of having

benefited from the positive role models
classroom.
schedule.

From them she learned to

in the

follow the daily

Initially she required assistance

to comply with school

routines.

For example,

guidance proceeding through the lunchline
getting dressed for outdoor recess,
from her desk.

Within two months,

these and similar activities

first grade

from her aide
she required

in the cafeteria,

and getting materials
Sara had learned to do

independently.

Her assistant

felt that Sara learned much from watching her classmates,
and emphasized that the general
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education setting

encouraged

independence more

than

did

the

self-contained

classroom.
In

summary,

Sara

clearly derived

exposure to behavioral
classroom.

At the

same

maladaptive behaviors
communication

skills

social

isolation.

Future

Expectations

Sara's
inclusive
grade

teaching

classrooms

class

and

Neither the
to

aide

establish

aide

a

role models

seemed

assistant
exist

no

special

needs.

in

nor the

The

inclusive

special

that

in

only

school:

Sara

certain

Sara's

two

Sara's

first

classroom.

aware

of

classrooms.

educator

services

inclusive

heightened

teachers were

from

displayed

inclusion

knew where

continuum of

in

noted
the

benefits

increases

to have

fourth grade

nor the teachers

offered

the

in the

and decreases

additional

following year.

time,

some

would
stated

any plans
Neither the

be

enrolled the

that the

for children with

severe

Sara's mother explained,
I'd like her to find something that she can enjoy
and do independently.
Oh, I'd absolutely love to
see her go on to college and then live on her
own—be self-sufficient.
That's my highest hope.
Maybe it would be more realistic to hope for Sara
to learn a trade but then still be on her own.
Really, I just want her to feel good about
herself, to be happy.
I'd like her to have a
dream of her own that she can fulfill.
I want
her to fit in!
I want that for all of my kids,
but with Sara I worry most about it not
happening.
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LEA

Sara's mother seemed to be trying to temper her
highest hopes with what she regarded as more realistic
aspirations.

She expressed her wish

for Sara to attend

college while at the same time conceding .that

independent

living would in itself be a major accomplishment.
Considering that neither medical
professionals were able to
Sara's ultimate

nor educational

issue any predictions regarding

functioning level,

it

is not surprising

that she expressed such uncertainty about the
Additionally,

future.

the absence of any long-range planning meant

that Sara's parents could not know what program their
daughter would be
difficult
envision a

in

from one year to the next.

it must have been

How

for Sara's mother to try to

future years hence when

in

fact planning was not

occurring beyond the end of each school year.
Sara's mother described the

isolation and confusion

she felt in contemplating her child's

future.

I worry because Sara has so many things wrong
with her.
There's not just one clear course for
anyone to follow.
If she just had, say, an
auditory processing problem, then we could follow
one clear approach.
But she has processing
delays, speech delays, fine motor delays, gross
motor delays. ... I worry that I'm not going to
make the right choices for her.
Things were more
clear-cut when she was littler.
Sara was an
infant, so she went to the E.I. program with all
of the other special needs infants.
When she
turned three, the only choice was the pre-k
program run by the public school.
Now I have to
decide whether to integrate Sara or not, how much
to integrate her, what type of program would best
meet her complex educational needs yet also allow
her to be with regular kids--how will I know if
I'm doing the right thing for her? ... I still
want the answer to the question I asked when Sara
was a newborn.
Last year, Sara went through a
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big battery of tests at Children's Hospital.
The
doctors asked, 'What question would you most like
to have answered?'
Of course, I asked about the
prognosis for Sara's future and, of course, they
all said they didn't know.
After all these years
and all of those tests, my biggest question still
hasn't been answered.
In addressing her worries

for her daughter,

mother focused upon the problems of the past.

Sara's

The many

uncertainties of Sara's early development—in particular,
the lack of a conclusive diagnosis—left her fearful
the future.
of medical

She had little confidence
experts,

given the

reassurances that Sara would
described her faith

for

in the predictions

inaccuracy of their
"catch up."

in her daughter's

Still,

she

indomitability,

given

the many obstacles Sara overcame to survive her early
medical difficulties.
Linking her fears with past difficulties,

Sara's

mother said,
I think we'll be affected more as Sara gets
older.
At ages three, four, and five, she was
still little.
Now the differences seem more
obvious.
Up until last year, I still hoped
something would click.
That's what the doctors
kept saying: 'When she's she's three, everything
will click.
When she's six, everything will
click.'
Now I realize that things just are not
going to click.
Sara is always going to have a
lot of learning problems, are we are just going
to have to deal with that.
Sara's early years were characterized by her family's
struggle to procure support and specialized services.
Despite extreme prematurity and medical difficulties,
Sara's did not receive any E.I.
months old,

services until

and then only at her mother's

90

she was

insistence.

10

Clearly,

the problems arising

from the birth of a child

with special needs were exacerbated by
"was

feelings that Sara

falling further behind because no one took our

concerns seriously."

Support services during this time

might have enabled the

family to visualize the

future while

also empowering them to better serve as their child's
advocates.
role

They thus would have played a more proactive

in shaping Sara's education.
Sara's mother viewed

future planning as especially

difficult given her sense of being excluded

from any

consultation currently occurring.
It was my idea to try inclusion with Sara, but I
really don't know what goes on in an inclusive
classroom.
I just thought that Sara could
benefit from the positive role models--well, that
she might start acting more like a so-called
regular child if she were surrounded by them.
But I've never actually visited her classroom, or
any inclusive classroom. I would like to be more
involved in her education, but I'm made to feel
as if it's not my place.
Still, if I'm going to
have to make decisions about tomorrow, I need to
be informed about what is going on today.
Sara's mother expressed a willingness to actively
participate

in the planning of her daughter's education

while acknowledging a need for professional guidance.
requested an inclusive placement
in-depth knowledge about

She

for Sara without any

inclusion.

Sadly,

she

felt that

her input into the team planning process was not welcomed.
Given the research documenting that parental
necessary to successful

inclusion

Williams et al.,

it

that Sara's

1990),

(Fredericks

involvement is
& Ford,

1996;

is not farfetched to suggest

inclusion could have shown more beneficial
91

outcomes

if her parents had been

informed decision-makers

every step of the way.

Jay

Programmatic Concerns
During this study,

Jay was enrolled in a

self-contained classroom serving youngsters diagnosed as
having autism or pervasive developmental disorder
This represented his

fifth year

(PDD).

in this classroom.

Throughout this time he had his own teaching assistant.
The areas

in which Jay showed

concept formation
comprehension).

(ex.,

little/no progress

involved

mathematical word problems,

reading

He was unable to arrange 3-piece sequencing

cards depicting familiar activities.

He did not show an

understanding of opposites or of locational prepositions.
Jay could solve division equations with remainders
head"

yet showed no understanding when given

and told to subtract two of them.

five blocks

He did very well

memory-related tasks—using coins to make change,
example,

"in his

in

for

and completing a sight word recognition program.

While records refer to Jay's steady progress within the
classroom,

his mother revealed a

programming,

lack of relevance

as evidenced by the absence of

functional

skill carryover from school to community settings.
autistic kids,"

she began,
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in his

"For

cost effectiveness would be education in the real
world, not in the classroom.
Autistic kids have
such a hard time bringing skills from the
classroom into the real world.
In school, for
example, Jay has learned about money and can use
a menu, but there's no way I could bring him into
a McDonald's and have him behave, order, and pay
for his meal.
Jay's mother brought up a critical point.
education hardly can be deemed effective
generalized outside of the classroom.

if skills are not

Community-based

instruction clearly would add relevance and,
cost-relevance to Jay's education.

An

Such

thus,

instruction

conceivably would add to the cost of specialized education,
as

it requires transportation plus additional

provide supervision and
However,

instruction

clearly

Numerous studies record the

ineffectiveness of classroom-based
community and vocational

instruction

in teaching

skills to severely disabled

(Hendrickson et al.,

Williams et al.,

function more

it would be more cost-effective than

his current placement.

students

in the community.

if such training enabled Jay to

independently,

staff to

1996;

Wert et al.,

1996;

1990).

Yet another shortcoming

in Jay's program lies

in the

profound isolation and derision to which he was subjected
whenever he ventured beyond the confines of his classroom.
Jay was

integrated only in the cafeteria.

the following observation illustrates,

Even then,

he chose to sit as

far as possible from others.
A boy with a lunch tray sits down across from
Jay, looks at the row of nuggets and asks, "Hey,
what are you doing?"
Jay extends an arm toward
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as

the boy and screams.
The boy picks up his tray
and runs to another table.
His aide noted that inclusion attempts had been made:
His behaviors, facial contortions, repetitions—
everything singles him out.
These past two years
we've tried to integrate him for music class,
because he seems to like listening to music, but
it has been disastrous.
He is known to the
faculty as 'the boy who screams.'
The teachers
who don't know Jay's name actually refer to him
that way.
Within minutes he screams.
The
teachers stare at him and at me.
We quickly
leave.
A 1982

study

unstructured,
nothing to

(Voeltz et al.,

incidental

1982)

found that

nonclassroom contact did little or

facilitate acceptance between nondisabled and

severely disabled students.

These

findings are magnified

in the outright rejection Jay experienced.
integrate Jay were
lunch,

Efforts to

limited to a weekly music class and

and were made with no advance preparation.

Jay's assistant noted that Jay was not receiving the
amount of therapeutic services specified
She
him,

in his ed plan.

felt that the specialists deliberately avoided treating
out of either fearfulness or unwillingness to deal

with Jay's behaviors.
Jay's mother was dissatisfied with the 40-minute
commute to her son's program.

Additionally,

the district in which her son's program was

she

felt that

located sorely

lacked summer programming for children with special needs.
Because this district offered only a
program,

3-week,

1/2-day summer

Jay's mother instead enrolled him in a

10-week,

full-day recreational program provided elsewhere.
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The

recreational program provided Jay's mother with much-needed
respite care,
behavioral

but offered no educational,

therapeutic,

or

services.

Further,

Jay's mother felt that the parents should be

required to volunteer in his sped program,

"because maybe

we can learn how to handle behaviors better,
teach things at home."
never get time off

She added,

"Realistically,

I could

from work to do something like that."

In lieu of parent volunteers,

she suggested that programs

for students as severely disabled as her son
home-teaching component to assist
their children's behaviors.
seemed to feel

or how to

excluded

families

Jay's mother,

incorporate a

in coping with
like Sara's,

from the planning process.

If someone would just ask me, I'd have lots of
suggestions for things Jay needs to learn!
Sure,
they ask me at the IEP meeting, but just sort of
as a formality, and when there are tons of people
staring at me around the table, well, I feel too
nervous to say anything.
I'm not even sure of
all the things Jay is working on in school.
Oh,
sure, it's all written in the ed plan, but who
can figure that out?
She also felt that daily living skills
would be more successful

if taught

instruction

in the settings where

they naturally occur.
I mean, at school he knows about money and he can
make change, but do you think I could bring him
into a store and have him buy something?
No way!
We're lucky if he behaves long enough for me to
place an order at McDonald;s, and then I have to
make sure we hurry out before Jay screams or does
something else to make a scene.
I guess I want
Jay to be able to demonstrate some skills outside
of his classroom.
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Jay's mother's needs,
strike

expressed with

fervor,

into the heart of Jay's current program.

demonstrated good progress on his
progress

is

insignificant

seemed to
Jay

IEP objectives,

yet such

if those skills are not

generalized outside of the classroom.

A community-based

component would be a worthwhile addition to any student's
educational program and,
(1990),

according to Williams et al.

is essential to the progress of a

learner with

severe disabilities.
Another drawback to Jay's program was
inclusion.

its absence of

It seems that little effort was devoted to

facilitating Jay's acceptance outside of his self-contained
classroom.
regarded

Neither Jay's mother nor his teaching assistant

inclusion as a priority.

think Jay is better off without
live

His aide commented,

integration.

"I

He will never

in an integrated world."
Jay's mother would prefer that he son attend school

locally,

and that he receive year-round services.

the extent of Jay's needs,

an

intensive

Given

full-year program

would not appear out of line with services provided to
youngsters with autism in outside placements.
small

size of his hometown makes

neighborhood school

However,

it unlikely that his

could provide the specialized

programming Jay requires.
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the

Additionally,

Jay's mother suggested that Jay's

program include a home component,
instruction,

behavioral,

to assist

and support

families with

issues.

Home visits

routinely are part of pre-kindergarten services,

but not

often part of the elementary curriculum.
It would seem that a continuation of home
visits/consultation could

in

fact be

incorporated

programs serving learners with severe special
Perhaps teachers,

therapists,

alternate periodic visits,

into

needs.

and ancillary staff could

both to provide carryover

instruction and to offer support.

All

three participating

families expressed difficulties coping with their
children's disabilities at home.

It thus

is conceivable

that home assistance could enhance performance at school.
Revealingly,

Jay's mother's concluding statement

in

this regard was,
What the program really needs is for someone to
ask these questions!
This is the first time
anyone has asked my opinion about Jay, the first
time anyone has ever asked me what services might
help us!

Social

Concerns

In the two social/leisure domain objectives,
showed good progress engaging
activities.

in

Jay

independent leisure

He independently created math worksheets,

a typewriter to concoct
games on a computer.

"school

lunch menus,"

Peer social

addressed.
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used

and play math

skills were not

To summarize,
domains.

Jay's IEP showed improvement in all

Although peer socialization was not specifically

addressed,

Jay's most notable growth was in his frequencies

and durations of participation in structured lessons with
peers.
At school,
minimal,

Jay's peer social interactions were

and primarily nonverbal.

His mother spoke at

length about her son's difficulties relating to others.
As for me, it's really hard being Jay's mother
when we're in an environment that isn't familiar
to him or when we're around other people.
Whenever we go out in public, people stare at
him.
They nudge each other or give each other
that Uh-oh look.
Or they ask nosy guestions.
I
don't owe people an explanation for why my son is
the way he is!
If I have to take Jay with me
into a store, I have to go in and out very
quickly.
Jay runs up and down aisles the whole
time.
He touches things.
If he has to wait in a
checkout line, he screams.
I have to admit, he
has gotten better in the grocery store now that
he knows how to push a cart, but charges up and
down the aisles with it.
Everyone has to get out
of his way.
Restaurants are hard, too.
He'll
take a look at the waitress and scream.
It has
gotten much better lately, but I swear he
screamed for five years straight.
Malls are
especially bad.
I don't know if it's the crowds
that get to him or what, but he just screams at
the top of his lungs from the minute we step
inside until we get back in the car.
People just
don't understand.
Here in this apartment
complex, people don't seem to lock their doors.
Jay
wanders around the complex—there's no way I
can keep him inside—and he just walks into other
people's apartments.
It doesn't go over very
well.
I know that Jay would never hurt anyone,
but, well, we're not very popular here.
He runs
up and down the hallways, too, making his noises.
People yell at him to shut up, but he only gets
upset.
Sometimes people even call the police, as
if Jay were a criminal.
All of the other kids
around here play together, but not with my kids.
The people act like they're afraid their kids
will 'catch' autism.
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Clearly,

Jay's behavioral

impacted negatively on all

and language difficulties

social

situations.

that little was done to provide social
in Jay's program,

skills

Jay's

situations.

Concerns
four behavioral

objectives were listed as the

top priority in his current ed plan.
example,

instruction

nor were any efforts made to assist the

family in coping with his aversion to social

Behavioral

It seemed

These

f.ocused on,

for

increasing the amount of time he tolerated

proximity to others during a group lessons as well

as

increasing his actual participation in the activity.
Others were

intended to decrease outbursts triggered by

transitions

from one activity to the next and to decrease

self-stimulatory behaviors.
improvement

In these,

he showed dramatic

in two objectives designed to decrease

self-stimulatory behaviors such as handflapping or
repetitive body movements.
Jay's behavioral needs
facets of his life—home,

impacted negatively on all

school,

and community.

mother felt that often she was blamed
maladaptive behaviors,

which she

Jay's

for her son's

felt were seen as

indicative of her failure to discipline rather than as
symptomatic of Jay's disability.
Before Jay was diagnosed as autistic, my parents
felt that his behavior problems were my fault.
They said I wasn't disciplining him enough.
My
husband and his family thought Jay was perfectly
fine and I was just a nervous mother.
I was the
only one who kept insisting that there was
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something seriously wrong with this kid!
Then,
as soon as Jay was diagnosed with autism, my
parents started pushing me to institutionalize
him.
Similarly,

Jay's aide described a school day

characterized by ostracism and degradation whenever Jay
ventured beyond the confines of the self-contained
classroom.

She alleged that Jay's maladaptive behaviors

were used as an excuse

for not providing all

therapeutic services mandated

of the

in his ed plan.

She

suggested that services might be provided more consistently
if Jay were

in a school

setting

in which his difficult

behaviors were seen as the norm rather than as the bizarre
exception.

Future Expectations
Both Jay's mother and his teaching assistant expressed
fears

for his

future.

They

felt that his maladaptive

behaviors and inability to communicate will make him
increasingly difficult to protect,
love.

Jay's aide stated,

educate,

"I have a gnawing

size and added frustration,

She

that his underprivileged and dysfunctional
background would not be an asset

felt,

too,

institutional

future looks bleak.
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•

in identifying and meeting

She worried that an

"I'm afraid the

with

family

placement represented Jay's most likely future.
concluded,

and

fear that,

as Jay gets older he will

become a danger to himself and others."

Jay's complex needs.

control,

She
The best

years

for Jay,

I

feel,

are

in our small,

accepting world in

his current classroom."
Jay's mother had no

idea as to what educational

program her son would attend the

following year.

He can't stay in his current program; he'll be
too old.
The sped director in our town has told
me that there's nothing within an hour's drive of
us except for the New England Center for Autism,
which is a residential place.
Well, I don't want
Jay in a residential program.
Maybe we'll have
to move to a city, to someplace that offers
choices.
I just don't know.
Jay's mother felt the burden of having sole
responsibility,

and she

feared that no one would be willing

or able to care

for Jay

in her absence.

"My one worry is

that I will die and there will be no one to take care of
Jay,

no one to love him.

institution."

If I die,

he'll

While pessimism predominated,

and Jay's mother shared realistic hopes
Both expect that Jay always will
and assistance,

end up

in an

both the aide

for his adulthood.

reguire close supervision

but they hope he can maintain supported

employment and thus contribute toward supporting himself.
Jay's assistant hoped that he someday can live

in a small

group home and work in a sheltered workshop-type of
setting.

Prerequisite to this,

she hoped that he will

somehow learn to communicate his needs.
Jay's mother summarized,
I hope that Jay will be able to have his own
place and hold down a job.
I don't expect him to
be a lawyer or anything like that.
I expect
he'll need some supervision wherever he lives.
I've read about those apartments they have to
people with special needs.
A staff person checks
on them several times a day, and probably stays
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overnight, but they have their own apartments.
And, of course, he can always live with us.
Jay's mother's vision for the
clearer than that of Sara's mother,
options exist

for Jay.

the possibility of

For him,

inclusion.

future was

in some way

perhaps because

fewer

no one has ever considered

Furthermore,

his current

placement represented the only specialized educational
program within an hour's drive of Jay's home.
uprooting her entire family
choices

in order to provide them with

for Jay's schooling,

have any real choices
she envisions

Jay's mother does not seem to

for her son.

for her son

Short of

Nonetheless,

the

future

in a supported living/working

arrangement does seem productive and attainable.

Ian

Programmatic Concerns
From January—June,
2-1/2 hours daily
his own aide.

1993,

Ian attended school

in an integrated kindergarten class with

The classroom was comprised of

of whom seven were

15

identified as having special

was the only student with severe disabilities.
to Ian's aide,

for

the classroom was served

general education teacher and a special

learners,
needs.

Ian

In addition

fulltime by both a
educator,

plus a

part-time teaching assistant.
In September,

Ian repeated kindergarten

in a different

classroom.

He continued to have his own teaching

assistant.

The new class consisted of
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19 general education

students and one child identified as having moderate
special needs.

He spent half of each day in the

kindergarten class and,
provided with a

because his age required that he be

full day of educational

services,

he spent

the other half of each day in a self-contained classroom
serving children identified as having severe disabilities.
The teaching assistant who served as Ian's

1:1 aide

in

kindergarten worked as a classroom assistant

in the sped

classroom during the other half of the day.

The

student:teacher ratio in the self-contained classroom was

2:1.
The absence of data

for the January--June period makes

it impossible to detect any performance changes correlating
with the change
progress notes

in classroom placement.

However,

the

for the September—December period arguably

represent an accurate reflection of performance during
these four months.
Ian's seven educational

objectives do not present

clear criteria to determine mastery.
only that Ian participate

in

particular types of preschool

and kindergarten-level activities

(ex,

participating in circle activities),
proficiency levels specified.

However,

cutting,

with no desired

Neither do they provide

definitive information regarding
level conditions.

Two of them require

instructional

given that

or entry

five of the seven

objectives show performance at 80 percent accuracy or
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better,

it probably is safe to assume that progress has

been made.
Ian's objectives were ambiguous;

conversation with his

teaching assistant was necessary to determine the manner in
which they were addressed
example,

read,

classroom."

in school.

One objective,

"Ian will use appropriate

Was this objective aimed at

language

for

in the

increasing Ian's

use of phrases/sentences rather than single words and
gestures,
language.

or was

it

intended to address his use of

According to his special

educator,

the

foul
latter

interpretation is correct.
As

far as can be determined on the basis of such

sketchy objectives and progress notes,
evenly across all

areas addressed

Ian's assistant,

like Jay's,

Ian

in his

is progressing

IEP.

felt that the staff were

devoted to creating a program tailor-made to meeting Ian's
extensive education,
identified the

behavioral,

and social

She

felt that the existence

of the self-contained classroom as a
Ian's behaviors became disruptive
him to continue as an

"backup"

setting when

in kindergarten enabled

integrated student.

She viewed the

role models and experiences of kindergarten as

essential components of Ian's education.
Ian's

She

interdependency between the self-contained

and kindergarten classrooms.

social

needs.

She conceded that

inappropriate behaviors rendered him a

less-than-ideal

candidate

for inclusion,
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but concluded that

the support and carryover provided by the self-contained
class gave Ian an opportunity to succeed

in kindergarten.

Ian's assistant expressed ambivalence about the
benefits of

inclusion.

Further,

she

felt that some sort of

training should be provided to staff before the

integration

of a student with severe disabilities.
One day, I was told that Ian's mother decided she
wants him in a regular classroom part-time
instead of in the self-contained classroom all
day.
I was told that I was going to go with him,
beginning the very next day.
Boom!
That was the
extent of the preparation.
The above statement describes an extreme example of the
so-called dumping phenomenon that Brown et al
identified as a poor imitation of
Additionally,

Pull-outs did not,

inclusion.

Ian's assistant

therapies disrupted his education
however,

self-contained classroom,

(1991)

felt that Ian's pull-out
in the regular classroom.

poses a problem in the

according to his aide,

because

any missed lessons were taught to Ian privately afterwards.
Secondly,

she described an

which he seemingly was not a
kindergarten class.

inclusion experience

full participant

in

in his

She explained,

He sits with me and watches, but does not
generally answer when spoken to. . . . There are
a number of activities in kindergarten where the
children have to choose partners or call on kids.
Often, Ian is one of the last ones chosen, but
not always.
Alluding to the benefits of

inclusion over time,

Ian's

assistant noted that those students who showed the most
willingness to associate with Ian were those who had been
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in his

integrated preschool program two years earlier.

felt that Ian learned

She

from the positive role models.

He sees children raise their hands to answer
questions, walk from one activity area to
another, and so on.
He sees kids playing
together, and he can be coaxed into playing with
them. . . . When the whole class sits down at
tables to work, Ian does, too.
He doesn't always
work, but he sees that the other kids do work.
Ian's mother would prefer that her son attend a
neighborhood school with his brother.

She also criticized

the district's use of specialized transportation to bring
Ian to and

from school.

She believed that the town

arranged the transportation primarily to garner financial
reimbursement

from the state.

Although it may be true that the reimbursement
might

in some cases

increase the

issue

likelihood of a child's

receiving specialized transportation,

it

is probably that

Ian's bus arrangements were due primarily to his

living

outside of the school district and thus beyond regular bus
routes.

His behaviors no doubt would make

to maintain him on a regular bus,
they were a consideration

in the

but

it challenging

it does not seem that

initial procurement of the

specialized van.
Ian's assistant

felt that pull-out therapies disrupted

his time in the regular classroom.
enhanced Ian's education because

She

felt that inclusion

it closely approximated

his everyday life outside of school.

She commented,

"I

think he would still be getting a very good education with
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the
is

integration,
closer to
Ian's

but

Ian's

aide

left him with

overall

reality than

felt

that

in

Ian's

insufficient

classroom activities,
provided

the

time

kindergarten
the

classroom."

extensive

therapy

to participate

even though

a pull-aside

sped

environment

those

schedule

in

regular

services were

fashion within the

classroom.

My biggest gripe is that the there aren't enough
hours in the school day to provide all the
services Ian needs . . . yet I don't know how the
therapists could work on Ian's objectives within
the kindergarten classroom.
They're too
different from what the rest of the kids are
doing.
Observations

support

freguent pull-outs
school
Ian's

day.

His

Several

sessions

times

behaviors

are not

a

about

on his

integration

inclusion without
provide

an

Ian and to his
advantages

of

the

peers.

classroom could not be

classmates.
still

has

Overall,

she

the

in

building.

Ian's

"Even though

felt

behaviors

and
both to

that the

in

a

that

that

detrimental

felt

in

fragmented

he was

of

She

Ian's

role models

replicated

a

some behaviors

other kids."
to manage

that

sessions,

while

effects

support would be

the positive

in

observation

negative

Ian

aide

instructional

resulted

locations within

kindergarten

amongst

contention

"tracked down"

the

is positive,

plus

during

at various

aide worried

aide's

and pull-asides

location had to be

therapy

the

a

regular

self-contained

classroom.
Ian's mother described her
as

taking place

son's

at her suggestion.
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inclusive placement

She

acknowledge

some

difficulties and lack of planning surrounding the decision,
saying,
I don't think the school would've tried it
without my prompting. When I did suggest it, I
didn't want them to delay it with red tape and
countless unproductive meetings.
Maybe I rushed
things. I was afraid they'd back out if we took
too long. Just do it!
Ian's parents disagreed as to what constituted Ian's
primary educational need.
specialized

Ian's

father rated the

instruction of the self-contained classroom as

the critical

element

in his son's education.

He commented,

In the sped classroom they have a 2:1
student:teacher ratio.
That's hard to beat.
To
Joanne (Ian's mother), the integrated part of the
day is most important, but I think he needs more
of the skill-building activities that he gets in
the sped classroom.
Ian's mother regarded inclusion as the most
of Ian's day because
reality.

However,

important part

it more closely approximated his

she conceded,

"I

like the

fact that he's

in the self-contained classroom in the mornings.

He needs

a lot of one-to-one attention."
Ian's parents reported that,
complied with their request
classroom,

after the TEAM had

for placement

in an inclusive

they were not consulted regarding any aspect of

their son's educational programming.

"That's as

it should

be," his mother attested.
My older son's teachers do not ask my input; I
would find it strange if they did.
Why should a
special ed teacher have to be any more
accountable than a regular ed teacher?
Besides,
I don't have the expertise to tell teachers and
therapists how to do their jobs.
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Although Ian's parents placed varying amounts of
emphasis on the

importance of

self-containment,

inclusion versus

they shared their appreciation of the

benefits of each option.

Both expressed the

Ian's current placement represented the

feeling that

"best of both

worlds."

Social Concerns
Ian's

father spoke of some of the complications

surrounding everyday life with a child who has significant
delays.
There's a lot more 'watching' involved.
Ian
needs constant supervision.
The other kids can
go out in the driveway and play by themselves.
We can't leave Ian alone for 30 seconds. Even
when we're right there with him, it's hard.
Just
today, I was walking out to the car with Ian
and—zoom!—he let go and took off across the
street.
He doesn't follow directions, and he has
no concept of danger.
He's very unpredictable.
Ian is a 7-year-old, but he acts like a two
year-old.
I brought him to Stop & Shop (a
supermarket) yesterday.
We were in the checkout
line.
I was reaching for my wallet when Ian ran
off.
I found him in the video aisle, videos
scattered everywhere.
He was laughing.
He has
no concept of what is socially acceptable.
I can
chase him now and it's okay, but sometimes I
think, how am I going to do this when he's 30 and
I'm 60?
Ian's mother felt that her son's disability encouraged
people to tolerate his

inappropriate behaviors.

One disadvantage to having an obvious disability
is that, as soon as people look at Ian, they
expect less of him.
Worse, they let him get away
with a lot. Ian uses some really bad words, and
everyone just laughs at him.
He throws things
has tantrums, and people say, 'How cute!'
Even
my mother laughs.
They encourage bad behavior
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from Ian that they'd punish anyone else for
doing.
They're not doing Ian any favors.
Observations revealed little spontaneous socialization
between Ian and his peers
teacher-facilitated
the spontaneous

in general

education.

However,

interactions were sustained longer than

interactions,

and appeared to be positive

in nature.
Observations revealed little spontaneous socialization
between Ian and his peers
teacher-facilitated
the spontaneous

in general

education.

interactions were sustained

However,
longer than

interactions and appeared to be positive

nature.

In an observed physical

education class,

example,

Ian played dodgeball with two kindergartners

in

for
for

ten minutes when his aide provided constant supervision and
praised positive interactions.
teacher-supported

interactions here mirrors results shown

in studies by Giangreco
(1993).

Perhaps an

(1993)

increase

Behavioral

interactions

and Eichinger and Woltman

in those supported

interactions would lead to an
spontaneous

The success of

increase

for Ian.

Concerns

As was the case with Jay,
profound impact upon all

behavioral

areas of Ian's

behaviors limited his opportunities
and,

thus,

in positive

issues exerted a

life.

for social

for language practice and expansion.

said,
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Maladaptive
interactions
His mother

Everything we do with Ian is an exercise in
patience—and physical exercise, chasing him! But
. . . we go everywhere, just like regular
families.
What a minute; we are a regular
family!
One woman saw us and asked a friend of
mine,
'With a kid like that, where can they go?
What can they do?'
Really!
We do everything!
We're just a family like any other family.
If
we're different, it's only because we've had to
learn patience, and that's a good difference.
As

observations

indicated,

disrupted both classroom
As

observations

disrupted both
was

self-contained

a

behaviors

clearly

behaviors

clearly

settings.

indicated,

classroom

observed during

Ian's

Ian's

settings.

The

soup preparation

following
activity

incident

in the

classroom:

The teacher places the serving bowl on the center
of the table and crosses the room to get some
paper towels.
Ian quickly yanks off one of his
sneakers and tosses it into the soup.
He stands
up and shouts, "Look, everybody!
Shoe in the
soup!
Now nobody have more soup!"
He laughs
loudly.
One students whines, "Oh, man, look at
that!
How we gonna eat soup now?"
There is a
general commotion.
The

next

disruptiveness

episode provides
that

led to

an

Ian's

kindergarten classroom during

example
removal

several

of

the

kind

from the

observations:

Holding onto the aide's hand, Ian walks quietly
to his seat.
He sits down and screams, "PENIS!"
the teacher nods at the aide, who stands and
takes Ian by the hand. "Ian, you cannot stay
here.
Let's go back to the other classroom," she
says, referring to Ian's self-contained
classroom.
Ian runs out of the classroom and
into the media center, which is crowded and busy.
Again he shouts, "PENIS!"
Students stop whatever
they are doing and stare at him; some laugh.
His
aide catches up to him, grabs him by an arm, and
leads him out of the media center.
He becomes
limp; she has to carry him to the special
education classroom.

Ill

of

His

aide

noted that

Ian missed

of kindergarten time because
removing him
literature
were

less

from the

reveals

that

Further,

Future

Woltman,

outbursts

subsided

as

soon

classroom,

possibly they were
inclusive

&

a

the

acting-out

mental

in

Ian was
assistant

deliberate

Indeed,

or

1993;

begun

as

necessitated

successfully

disabilities,

(Eichinger

self-contained

behaviors

interfering behaviors,

given that

reportedly

considerable portions

children with
included

children with physical

disabilities

his

on

regular classroom.

likely to be

unaccompanied by

out

attempt

behaviors

than were
retardation

severe

learning

Giangreco,

1993).

kindergarten
returned to

often
the

conjectured
to

that

avoid the

classroom.

Expectations

Ian's

parents

shared

son's

long-term care.

Ian's

future

since

similar worries

His

Day One.

father
I

but with

Ian the worrying began

there,

knew that this

I

self-supporting.
Both parents
custodial

care.

and we're not

said,

worry

regarding their

"I've worried

about

all

in the delivery

of

our kids,

room.

"
acknowledged
His mother

around,

response,

concerns were

Right

one wouldn't grow up to be

who's

Ian's

continuing

need

fretted,

"When he's

an

going to be willing to

his diapers?"
In

about

Ian's

father

"custodial";
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felt that his wife's

for

adult
change

You're the one who has been changing his diapers
for seven and a half years, and you're getting
tired of it.
You worry about whether or not he
has friends, or whether or not he's integrated
enough.
For me, when Ian was a newborn, I didn't
worry so much about his childhood.
I immediately
thought ahead to our old age, and worried:
How
will we leave enough money so he'll be
financially secure?
Who will take care of him?
Ian's mother expressed dichotomous
future,

citing toilet-training

as

her

hopes

for the

fondest hope

for the

future.
Otherwise . . . well, I'd even like to see him go
off to college.
Maybe that's a dream, but I've
heard that people with Down Syndrome can graduate
from high school, so why not college?
I know
that most of them go to sheltered workshops, but
I hope Ian does better than that.
Ian's
be

no

one

assistant's
to maintain

parents became unable
concerned his
behaviors
teachers

next

tended
and

reduce

in

to do

to be

Ian's

a

fear was

community

so.

educational

she

assistant

if his

Because

feared

dislike

that
him.

that

specialized

services.
of

Ian's
future

she worried

from the mother's visions

Ian's

there would

setting

placement.

alike would

extensive

that

Short-term worries

offensive,

significantly,

Differing
for her son,

Ian

classmates

Additionally,
would

long-term

budget

full

inclusion

said,

I don't see Ian going into a strictly regular ed
program.
He needs so much help.
As he gets
older, the gap between his skills and those of
other students his age will get bigger.
Also,
right now he is very small, and relatively easy
to manage.
If he continues to have outbursts
when he's a teenager, it will be a different
story.
A specialized prevocational program will
probably be

in his best

interest.
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cuts

She

felt that he should continue

for two more years

current self-contained program with some

in his

inclusion.

She

worries that Ian's options will be severely limited if he
remains un-toilet-trained.
Ian's aides

future expectations reflect her awareness

of the impact his behaviors have exerted thus
general education classroom.

far in a

They also show an

understanding of Ian's complex needs.

His mother's hopes

epitomize her dreams of

for Ian.

full

offered no specific hopes
he receive care and

inclusion

for Ian's

financial

doubts about his prospects
society.

father

future other than that

support.

focused on a different aspect of

His

Ian's

for fitting

While each one
future,

all

shared

in and coping with

All viewed the struggles as never-ending.

Discussion of Results
In this section,

data gathered

from observations and

interviews have been analyzed.
Despite the many differences among the three children,
the data revealed some significant shared

issues.

although the youngsters attended public schools,
remarkably isolated from their peers
Overall,

inclusion

academic success

even more profound.

Referred to as

he apparently was the object of

Jay's

acceptance and

isolation was

"the boy who screams,"

fear and derision.

following shortcomings were noted:
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they were

in general education.

failed to achieve social

for Sara and Ian.

First,

The

Neither staff nor students received any inservice
preparation prior to

integration.

Even as problems became obvious,
increased beyond the minimal
by the special

support was not

consultation offered

educators.

Parents were not consulted re:
problem-solving,

nor were they

difficulties that arose.

planning or
informed of

Parental perceptions of

educational benefits were not reflected
observations or in the
assistants,

in

interviews with teaching

both of which portrayed the children

as often ostracized by their peers.
-

None of the educational placements offered long¬
term planning options or a continuum of services.
One result of this was the overwhelming sense of
uncertainty expressed by the

families,

none of

whom knew where their child would be attending
school the

following year.

Sara and Ian essentially were
settings.

One might debate whether in

placements accurately represented
Brown et al.
needs

"thrown"

(1991),

into

inclusive

fact their

inclusion.

According to

placement of a child with special

in an inclusive classroom without adequate support

constitutes

"dumping,"

were placed in general
request.

Special

not true

inclusion.

education classrooms at parental

educators knew months

upcoming inclusion,

Ian and Sara

in advance of the

yet prerequisite skills that might have
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facilitated acceptance were not addressed.
placement,
and Ian's

although not

inclusive,

Jay's

was similar to Sara's

in that little was done to

facilitate acceptance

within a public school.
Teachers received no training prior to Sara's and
Ian's

inclusion or to Jay's minimal

et al.

(1990)

integration.

Williams

found that careful transition planning prior

to inclusion was prerequisite to severely disabled
children's adjustment to inclusive settings and also
correlated with

favorable attitudes toward those

youngsters.
Observations

indicated that,

for the most part,

general educators did not assume responsibility

the

for

programming provided to the students with severe
disabilities.

With Sara and Ian,

determining level
adaptations,

instruction,

of participation as well

including

as making

was left to the teaching assistants.

None of

the assistants received any related training during
inclusion or integration.

Finally,

the teaching assistants

reported that there had been no administrative

follow-up

after the placements.
Clearly,

mere placement of a child

in a public school

or in an inclusive classroom insures neither social
acceptance nor educational progress.
methods that characterized Sara's
social

rejection.

documented skill

Sadly,

the haphazard

inclusion resulted

That rejection was compounded by
loss

in nine out of
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13

objectives.

in

Ian's dual placement

in a self-contained classroom and

kindergarten reduced him to
classroom.

"visitor"

Although there was

status

little spontaneous

interaction between Ian and his classmates
setting,

in either

there was some positive contact when Ian's aide

facilitated the kindergarteners'
Additionally,
areas.

in each

serving as

Ian's helpers.

Ian's progress notes reflect growth

Ian's partially

inclusive placement,

then,

in all
showed

some clear benefits despite the pull-aside and pull-outs
that characterized both the provision of this therapies and
the management of his disruptive behaviors.
Observations showed that Jay was socially accepted
within the confines of the self-contained classroom but was
an object of fear and ridicule elsewhere
building.

in the school

His aide noted that Jay did not receive the

amount of therapies specified

in his ed plan;

she

felt that

specialists either shortened his therapy sessions or
skipped them entirely because they were afraid of him.
This represents a violation of the
P.L.

101-476,

which granted

full

IDEA'S

1990 amendment,

entitlements to students

with autism.

It also contradicts the entitlement findings

of Timothy v.

Rochester.

NH.

(875 F 2d 954,

1988).

Why were training and support services not provided to
the staff

involved with those three students?

One might

speculate that administrators regarded the hiring of
individual

aides as sufficient

successful

integration.

intervention to insure

When problems became apparent to
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the teachers and assistants,

they did not bring their

concerns to administrative attention.

In all three cases,

team members met together only once yearly,
annual

at each child's

IEP meeting.

There was,
difficulties;

then,

no general

awareness of the extent of

no one person overseeing or monitoring

performance and service provision.

While each child's ed

plan denoted a so-called chairperson,
was limited,

that designee's role

whether by design or default,

to coordinating

the processing of paperwork and scheduling the

IEP

meetings.
All three youngsters represented their district's very
first attempts to
integrate

include,

or,

in Jay's case,

(by virtue of placement

children with severe special
staff training,

it

needs.

Given the absence of

(Indeed,

inclusion or integration

for

the assistants and teachers

deserved credit for coping as well
Additionally,

in a public school)

is not surprising that no one knew what

to do to insure successful
these children.

minimally

as they did!)

the lack of communication among team members

meant that problems were neither identified nor addressed.
What could have been done to
Clearly,

facilitate acceptance?

Ian and Jay's disruptive behaviors complicated the

challenges of fostering social
less-than-ideal candidates

acceptance and rendered them

for a district's pioneering

efforts at integrating children with significant delays.
However,

their chances of being accepted and making
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educational progress would have been enhanced by ongoing
staff inservice training and interdisciplinary teamwork,
including parents and vital team members
1992; Hunt et al.,

1994; Wert et al.,

(Evans et al.,

1994; Wines et al.,

1990) .
Behavior management strategies were needed to address
outbursts,

stereotypes,

and noncompliance.

Some therapies

could have been integrated into the classroom instruction
provided by the assistants.

General education students and

staff schoolwide should have received disability awareness
training prior to inclusion.

The special educators'

schedules should have permitted more time for consulting
and working directly with the youngsters.
In short,

the majority of the problems plaguing these

inclusion and integration efforts could have been
ameliorated by the implementation of careful planning plus
ongoing support and training.
place,

With all of these changes in

one could more fairly assess the appropriateness of

inclusive education for these particular youngsters.

In

all three cases,

inclusion/integration did not serve the

children well.

The following figure presents a summary of

educational benefits and drawbacks

(Figure 1).

Educational Costs
Aside from understanding the implications of these
students'

educational programs,

another objective of this

study was to examine the costs of the students'
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programs

and compare their costs with those identified by national
studies.

This section breaks down the educationally

related costs for each child's program.
for the period from July,

Costs are depicted

1993 through June,

representing summer and school-year expenses
2,

3,

and 4).

1994,
(see Figures

In calculating the staff salary costs for

each child's special education program,

each staff salary

was divided by the amount of time that person worked with
the child.

For services provided in a group—for example,

adaptive physical education

(APE)--the figure was further

divided by the number of pupils per group.
Ian,

For Sara and

the cost for aides included not just the expense

incurred as a result of instruction provided by an
individual aide,

but also group time

(in each case,

took place in a special education classroom)
classroom aide.

this

with a

The result was then multiplied by the

total number of hours of service delivery provided during
the period of the study.
Transportation figures were provided on a "cost per
run" basis,

which included the cost of one day's round trip

transportation.

For Sara and Ian,

that figure was divided

by the number of children who share that transportation.
Jay's higher transportation rates reflect the fact that his
cab ride is not shared by any other student.

Additionally,

mileage is a factor in rate determination; Jay's long
commute to/from school also contributed to the higher cost.
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Figure 2.

I

Special Education Costs

Special Education Costs

!
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Figure 3.

Instruction Costs by Program

Instruction Costs by Program
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Cost Differences
As the bar graph on page

119

shows,

there

is a

$8,973

difference between the most expensive placement
(Jay's—$20,014)

and the placement with the lowest costs.

(Ian's—$11,155).

Sara's placement costs

midway between these two,
The

at

fell virtually

$15,681.

following section details the

"most expensive"

aspects of each child's educational program.
analyzes differences

in program costs.

Analysis of Critical

Programmatic Expenditures

The largest cost of Jay's program is
individual teaching assistant
participants,

It also

($8232).

for his

Of the three

Jay is the only one who had his own aide

throughout the entire study.
Transportation comprised the second largest portion of
Jay's expenses

($5673).

Jay

is the only participant

transported to an out-of-district placement,

and the only

one transported alone by cab.
The largest programmatic expense
of her 1:1 aide

($4,335).

for half of each day,

into the kindergarten class.

September—December interval,
classroom,

is the cost

During the January—June period,

Sara had her own teaching assistant
when integrated

for Sara

in the

Sara had her own aide
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For the

integrated

fulltime.

first grade

Ian

is the only participant whose aide did not

represent the single highest expense
case,

this

$2,144

education teacher.

for speech therapy,

costs of the special

is very close to the
individual aide.

while considerably higher than

those of Sara and Ian's placements,
it not for two

$2,764

The third highest

education teacher and

Jay's program costs,

still were

In his

figure was exceeded just slightly by the

expense for a special
expense,

($2,663).

would have been higher

irregularities

in his educational

costs that saved his district thousands of dollars.
significantly,

Jay's

10-week summer program,

United Way donations and volunteers,
to his district.

Additionally,

for the monthly OT consultation,

Most

supported by

is provided at no cost

the district was not billed
which

is provided

informally and within the context of general

classroom

suggestions.
Sara's cost data are straightforward,
exception of the costs
The majority of this,

for the special

education teacher.

the second highest expense,

incurred during the January—June period,
enrolled halftime

Special

for the September—December

During those months,

integrated first grade,

was

when Sara was

in a self-contained classroom.

educator costs were minimal
period.

with the

when Sara was enrolled

in the

she received direct services

from a

special education teacher for one hour daily,
with seven other learners.
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in a group

Similarly,
clear-cut.

Ian's program costs are relatively

However,

Ian's behaviors

the cost of a bus monitor to address

for a portion of the study nearly doubled

his overall transportation costs.
Costs
educational
peers

for each of the participants represent
expenditures

in general

far surpassing those

education.

At the same time,

considerably higher than the
expenditure
1988) .
rate,

(PPE)

cited

$6,913

(Moore et al.,

Adjusted for an annual three percent

year.

$8,014

for the

Cost inflation might account

expenses during the

1993-94

have affected the costs.
districts was
from southern,
overall

they are

average per pupil

in the Moore study

that figure would be

for their

1993-94

in part

school year.

inflation
school

for the higher

Location also may

None of Moore's cited sample

in Massachusetts.
southwestern,

A considerable number were

and midwestern states with

lower staff salaries and PPE

in both general

and

special education.
The participants'

speech therapy costs were

significantly higher than the $641—$749 price range noted
in the Moore study.

Here again,

the adjusted range

1993-94 year would be $743—$868.
all three participants received
therapy sessions.

Additionally,

for the

This might be because

individual

as well as group

the amount of therapy

received is not recorded in the aggregate data.
Interestingly,

PT,

APE and OT expenses were noticeably

less expensive in this study than among the Moore group.
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It is not known if the Moore costs were based on individual
or group therapy sessions;

this would certainly affect the

expenditures.
Transportation expenses

in the Moore analysis were

limited to the mean costs of adapting vehicles;

i.e.,

adding seatbelts and other specialized equipment.
somewhat surprising in view of the
busing of students,
distance,

particularly over a considerable

contributes toward making transportation the
study herein.

Sara and Ian's within-district transportation

costs remain lower than the
$1,957)

is

fact that the actual

costliest related service within the small
Even so,

This

cited

$1,688 mean

in another cost study

(adjusted to

(Singer & Raphael,

1988) .
All three sets of study data
instructional

and transportation costs represent the

majority of expenses

for children with severe disabilities.

The current study included
students
1992-93

indicate that

individual

cost data

in three different educational
school year.

for three

programs during the

The Moore and Singer studies present

aggregate data collected

in

1988.

The differences between

the two types of studies limit the conclusions that can be
drawn from comparisons.
data lies

The usefulness of the aggregate

in their providing a general

for cost analysis.

frame of reference

Cost data detailed within this paper

provides an indepth look at the costs

involved

three children with severe disabilities.
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in educating

CHAPTER

6

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study examined the service delivery models of
three students with severe disabilities
settings.

Benefits accruing to students and

families were

Indepth cost data were detailed.

Based on the

discussed.

findings analyzed herein,
recommendations

this concluding chapter presents

for further research as well

implications of this study's
integration activities,
three students
acceptance.

Forest &

good intentions,

as

Inclusion and

as they were conducted with the

A substantial

(Eichinger & Woltman,
1989;

findings.

in the study,

the necessity of social

al.,

in three different

did little to promote

body of

literature attests to

acceptance to successful

1993;

Giangreco,

Lusthaus,

1989).

1993;

Halvorsen et

Despite everyone's

Sara and Ian were thrust

education settings with minimal

inclusion

into general

advance preparation and

inadequate ongoing support.
In the rush to
educational
environment,

fulfill

legal mandates stipulating that

services be provided

in the

least restrictive

it may be easy to overlook the need to select

the least restrictive appropriate environment.
setbacks Sara experienced

in social,

The

communication,

and

educational performance evidence the shortcomings of her
inclusive setting.

The disruptive nature of Ian's

behaviors resulted in his being removed from his
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kindergarten classroom during
sessions.
segregated,

five of his ten observation

Although Jay's educational program was primarily
little discernible effort was put

facilitating social

into

acceptance when opportunities did

occur.
Certainly,

inservice training and ongoing support

would have enhanced the benefits accruing to the three
students.

As extensive research has demonstrated,

support are necessary to any educational placement,
absolutely critical to successful
Ford,

1996;

Eichinger & Woltman,

1990;

Sailor et al.,

1989).

inclusion
1993;

and are

(Fredericks

&

Williams et al.,

While this small

study

supports previous

findings that

disabled learners

is not unequivocally successful,

spotlights possible ways to

and

inclusion of severely
it also

facilitate their integration.

This study found three examples of the difficulties
involved in meeting the extensive needs of students with
severe special needs.

Clearly,

inclusion

is more

complicated than some professionals and parents realize.
Candidates

for inclusion should be placed

only after all

staff and general

in classrooms

education pupils have

received thorough training and after support systems have
been established.

Further,

valuable team members.

parents must be recognized as

They cannot make informed

placements decisions unless they are kept updated on their
children's social and educational performance.
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Finally,

it should be kept

it was observed

in mind that

inclusion as

in this study might not be the

restrictive appropriate educational

option

least

for all

children

with severe disabilities and/or acting-out behaviors.
Before jumping onto the

inclusion bandwagon,

team should evaluate a child's needs.
that those needs can be met
part or all

in an

of the school day,

If

it

the entire
is determined

inclusive setting

for

then team members should

meet together throughout the year to design and

implement

an individualized program.
To summarize,

the

following recommendations should be

considered before attempting to

include a student with

severe disabilities:
1.

Student needs should be detailed vis-a-vis the
LEA's ability to meet them.

2.

Professional

development must be provided to all

staff who will be working with the student.
Additionally,

staff and family support must be

outgoing throughout

inclusion.

Given the specialized natures of programs serving
learners with global developmental delays,

it

is not

possible to identify any of these three placements as
"typical."

However,

this study does enable one to assert

that clear inclusion guidelines
education are lacking.

in severe special needs

This modest study suggests a need

for further research to explore the
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following questions:

1.

What models of staff
available,

inclusion training are

and what benefits can be

linked to

each?
2.

3.

When children with severe disabilities are chosen
for participation

in

inclusive settings,

criteria are used

in their selection?

Are certain student characteristics correlated
with so-called successful

4.

what

How does

integration?

inclusion correlate with changes

costs of educating

in the

learners with severe

disabilities?
5.

What kinds of school

support would increase the

benefits experienced by children with severe
disabilities?
6.

What kinds of

family support would

increase the

benefits experienced by children with severe
disabilities?
7.

What role does cost play in determining
educational placement of children with severe
disabilities?

In conclusion,

further study

the appropriateness of existing

is needed to determine

inclusive education models

for children with severe disabilities,

focusing on

disruptive behaviors and severe communication deficits
particular.

More importantly,

research

in

is needed to

determine ways to facilitate the use of best practices when
including these youngsters.
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Finally,

inclusion strategies deemed effective

serving learners with mild and moderate special
all

likelihood will provide

inclusion of all

students

override educational

needs

insufficient support to

pupils with severe disabilities.

Additionally,

is a worthy goal,

and therapeutic needs.
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in
in

include

while

it should not

APPENDIX A
LETTER TO PARTICIPANTS
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47 Moose Hill Road
Walpole, MA 02032
Date

Dear-,
As a doctoral student at the University of
Massachusetts/Amherst, I am studying the cost-effectiveness
of educational services provided to youngsters with severe
special needs.
I am writing to request your assistance as
a participant in my study.
The purpose of the study will be to provide detailed
information regarding the educational services offered to
three different children.
I believe that this
individualized data will provide an in-depth view of
services that currently are detailed primarily in more
general, aggregate data.
As part of my study, I plan to focus on three
children, each in a different educational setting, who are
receiving a wide variety of specialized services.
Interviews with each child's family will provide important
information concerning the child's overall needs and their
effects on family life.
Families will be asked to comment
upon their child's educational progress.
In addition, I will visit each child's classroom to
speak with teachers and observe the educational setting.
Finally, cost-related services will be analyzed for each
child's program.
Enclosed is a copy of the interview guide that I
will be using.
Our interview will probably last 1-1/2
hours. I can meet with you at your home or at some other
convenient place.
I will be tape-recording the interview
and also taking notes to insure accuracy.
When the dissertation is finished, you shall receive a
copy of the section concerning you and your child.
Your
names and personally identifiable information will not be
revealed anywhere in the manuscript.
Although your participation is important to me, I want
you to know that you are entitled to refuse.
Further, you
are free to withdraw at any point during the study.
I
shall contact you by telephone within a week, and will be
glad to answer any questions you have in the meantime.
(My
daytime
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telephone number is 508-478-1693; in the evenings and on
weekends you may reach me at 508-668-2757.)
Thank you very
much.

Sincerely,

Lorri Ventura
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Informational

questions:

1.

What are your child's needs?

2.

What

3.

What do you like best about the current program?

4.

What changes do you think would enable the program to
better meet your child's needs?

is the school program doing to meet those needs?

5. In what other types of programs has your child been
involved?

6.

How would you compare them to the current educational
placement?

7.

How are you and your family affected by your child's
special needs?

8.

What other services might help you and your family?

Philosophical

questions:

9. What are your hopes

for your child's

future?

10.

What are your greatest worries re:
future?

11.

How would you define cost-effectiveness
education?
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your child's

in special

APPENDIX C
TEACHER INTERVIEW GUIDE
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Informational

questions:

1.

What

is the student:

staff ratio

in your program?

2.

What direct services does this student receive?

3.

What indirect services?

4.

Length of school day and year?

5.

What other services might benefit this child?

6.

What kinds of goals and objectives
working on?

7.

How would you assess his/her program?

8.

Is the child integrated with regular education
students for any portion of the school day?

9.

If so, for what activities and
day/week?

is the child

for how much time per

10.

Do you feel that the child has benefited
integration?

11.

If so,

from

how?

Philosophical

questions:

12.

Do you feel that the absence of integration would
change the quality of the child's educational program?
If so, how?

13.

(If the child is not integrated)
Do you feel that the
addition of integration would change the quality of
the child's educational program?
If so, how?
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14.

What do you think will be the "next step"
child when s/he leaves your program?

15.

What are your hopes

16.

What are your greatest worries re:

17.

How would you define cost-effectiveness
education?

for this child's
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for this

future?

the child's

future?

in special
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I freely agree to participate
dissertation study.
I

in Lorri Ventura's

realize that:
— I will be interviewed by Lorri regarding my
perspective on a particular child's educational
program.
— statements
verbatim.
— the

I make will be both summarized and quoted

interview will be tape-recorded.

— my real name will not be used,
identifiable information.

nor will

any personally

— I retain the right to withdraw my participation at any
time.

Signatures:
Participant

Researcher
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The following observation relates to objective 2.14:
"Given a simple task and constant reinforcement, the amount
of time S. attends to a group lesson will increase at least

10%. "
Observation—Sara—Kindergarten class—1/93
Sara and 17
on the

kindergarten classmates are sitting

floor as the speech therapist reads to them a Big

Book of nursery rhymes.
so to speak.

Sara

is seated

She does so

while looking around the classroom.
"Sara,

what did we say a

bites her lip and rocks back and

for nearly 10 minutes
The speech therapist

'tuffet'

forth.

is?"

Her aide,

back of the room,

Sara

"I know!

looks at the Big Book for 1—2
flipping her shoe over

who has been doing paperwork at the

walks by Sara and,

without saying

takes the shoe away.
looks up with a startled/fearful

her face.

expression on

Her aide walks away without making eye contact,

sits down several
absorbed

Sara

then looks down and begins

and over.

anything,

out,

Someone gives a correct answer and the therapist

resumes reading.
minutes,

Sara

"Don't know."

Many students raise their hands and call
I know!"

"back row,"

She has taken off one of her shoes and is

fiddling with the laces.

asks her,

in the

feet away

in the stories.

from Sara,

Sara's eyes move nervously/

questioningly from her aide's
aide still holds.
other shoe.

and appears to be

face to the shoe that her

After about a minute,

Sara removes her

Right away her aide leans over and takes

Sara looks crestfallen,

almost as

tears.
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if she

it.

is on the verge of

The story ends.

The speech therapist tells the

children to return to their seats,
pertaining to the story.

to color a worksheet

Sara promptly goes to her seat,

at a table shared by four youngsters.
her,

puts her shoes back on,

belong on your feet.

Her aide

follows

smiles and tells her,

Keep them there!"

"Shoes

Sara smiles.

The speech therapist directs the class to color the
picture that shows
rhyme.

"what happened

first"

in each nursery

Sara looks at what the girl beside her

is coloring,

then colors the corresponding drawing on her own paper.
Sara's aide

is standing behind her.

You colored the picture of Jack and Jill
bucket up the hill!"

"Good job,

Sara!

carrying the

Sara smiles and nods.

The speech therapist continues to give directions.
"What happened next?"
classroom,

She gives hints and walks about the

assisting various students at their tables.

The aide cues,
falling down."

"Color the picture that shows Jack

Sara does so correctly without copying her

neighbor's paper.
The activity lasts
direction is given,
her is coloring,
her paper.

for 15 minutes.

Each time a

Sara turns to see what the girl beside

and then she colors the same picture on

She attends to task for the entire
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15 minutes.

The following observation relates to objective 3.16:
". . . the number of trials in which S initiates a peer
interaction will increase at least 50%."
Observation—Sara—Indoor recess
classroom—2/93

in the self-contained

Sara and her classmates Brett and Michaela are
standing

in the

"housekeeping"

"Let's play doctor."

area.

Brett suggests,

Sara replies,

"Ya!

I be havin'

baby!"
Brett nods,
floor."

"Okay,

Sara says,

"No!

toy box for a moment,
grabs a doll

I'll be the doctor.
I

need a bed!"

then jumps up.

from a nearby cradle.

You lie on the

She lies on the

"Need a baby!"

she

Michaela hands her a

blanket that was also in the cradle.
Sara lies supine on the toy box with the doll
stomach and the blanket covering the doll.

on her

Michaela lifts

the blanket and picks up the doll.
Sara sits up.
doll

"Hey!

and lies down with

doctor!

No!

Gimme that!"

it as before,

She grabs the

explaining,

Only doctor take baby out my tummy!"

"You not

Michaela

walks away.
Brett grabs a plastic saw from a toy tool
cut that baby out."
with the saw.
not my tummy!"

He accidentally hits Sara

Sara grabs her head and

up and laughs.

"Gotta

in the head
"Hey!

That

Brett uses the saw to lift the blanket.

throws the blanket and the saw onto the
doll up high.

laughs,

set.

"Here,

lady,

Brett a hug with the other.

floor and lifts the

here's your baby!"

She holds the baby

Sara sits

in one arm and gives

They both laugh.
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He

For the next

twenty minutes Brett and Sara
theme.

Sara seems to be directing the activity.

point she decides,

"Now I be doctor,

follows her instructions.
baby out!"

you be mommy!"

At one point she yells,

"With you hands."

"Put

"How does the baby really get

Sara answers.

under the blanket and pushes the doll
The bell

She then reaches

out.

rings and the teach tells the children to

Brett skips out of the housekeeping area without

putting anything away.
cradle,

Brett

Sara smiles.

Brett sits up and asks,

clean up.

At one

A classroom aide reminds Sara to use her

"indoor voice."

out?"

replay variations of this

covers

Sara carefully puts the doll

it with the blanket,

cradle atop the toy box.
classroom door,

in the

and then places the

She then lines up at the

where another student awaits dismissal

for

lunch.

Observation—Sara—language arts activity
self-contained classroom, 3-93

in the

Sara sits on the outside of a horseshoe-shaped table
with classmates Billy and Katie.
center of the table.

is a stack of

full

It consists of a

of miniature objects,

alongside of which

flashcards with color pictures depicting

these same objects.
barrel

in the

They are going to play an activity

called the Reading Readiness Box.
cardboard box full

A teacher sits

The teacher holds a clear plastic

of plastic lower-case letters.
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Sara grabs the stack of
Next to her,

flashcards.

Billy protests,

The teacher says,
quiet sitting,

we'll

"No!

"Well,

first?"

I never get to go

since Katie

let her go

go right around the table.

"I go

first.

first!"

is doing such

After Katie we'll

Billy will be second,

and Sara

will be third."
Sara puts the cards down on the table and crosses her
arms

in front of her chest.

"That mean me

last!"

Her

lower lip protrudes and she appears to be pouting.
The teacher explains,

"While Katie

you and Billy can look through all
pick out your favorite."

is taking her turn,

of the

flashcards and

The teacher cuts the stack in

half and gives Sara and Billy each a pile

from which to

choose.
Right away Billy selects a card.
himself

in the

face with it,

across the table.
hold this

He

and then sends

The teacher catches

for you."

folds
it

it,

slaps

flying

it and says,

"I'll

She turns her attention to helping

Katie.
Sara pores over the cards while awaiting her turn.
She alternately stands,
chair,

sits,

kneels,

in her

but remains on task.

More than five minutes later it
has not yet chosen a card.
pick a card,

Sara.

Sara laughs,
card.

and rocks

is Sara's turn and she

The teacher says,

"Hurry up and

I'm getting old while I wait
"You not old!"

It shows a red wagon.

She holds up the top

"Wagon!"
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for you."

The teacher nods and passes the barrel

of letters to

Sara as she gives the card stack to Katie and directs her
to choose her next card.
the word

'wagon.'"

teacher and reaches
objects.

old!"

Sara

few minutes,

I

Sara,

let's see you spell

Sara pushes the barrel back toward the
for the collection of miniature

"Find wagon

that's right.

"Here,

first."

forgot."

The teacher nods,

Sara

fumbles around

laughs.

"Got wagon!"

Sara takes several
and spreads them in

forgot.

in the cardboard box.

she lifts out a red wagon

in the picture.

"You

"Oh,

Sara

fistsful

identical

says

of

floor.

She

chair tips over,

but she does not

After a
to the one

loudly.

letters

from the barrel

front of her on the table.

them fall on the

You

Some of

leans over to reach them;
fall.

She

and q and places them atop the corresponding

finds w,

her
a,

letters on the

flashcard.

She sees that the q does not match the g on the

flashcard.

She

the g,

fishes around

she

then

flips

it over to try to make
in the

it

fit over

letters on the table until

finds a g.
The teacher asks,

puts her head down,

"What letter is that,

bites her sleeve,

Sara?"

and mumbles,

Sara
"Don't

know."
The teacher asks,
Sara looks up,

"Is

it an h?"

smiles,

and nods vigorously.

The teacher shakes her head.
This

is a g.

What letter is

Sara repeats,

it?"

"G."
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"This

"H!"

is a hard one.

The teacher places the letter in Sara's

left hand and

gives her hand-over-hand assistance rubbing the

fingers of

her right hand over it.

She helps Sara place the g in the

correct spot,

"We need two more

then cues,

letters.

Can

you find them?"
Sara

finds the n,

correctly.

The teacher praises,

and nods.
us,

then the o,

'wagon.'"

flashcard and bites her lip.
teacher points to the g.
twists a

"You did

The teacher continues.

tell us how to spell

and places them
it!"

Sara smiles

"Now read the
Sara

looks down at the

"W...A....wagon."

"What

letter

letters to

The

is this?"

Sara

leg around the back of the chair and rocks.

Don't know."

The teacher says,

"It's a g.

"F?

What letter is

it?"
"G."
"Good.

What comes next?"

"0_M_No. . .N! "
"All
sticker!"

right!

Way to go!

You all worked hard!

Get a

The students step toward the nearby sticker box

and spend several minutes selecting stickers.

The following observation relates to objective 3.16:
". . . the number of trials in which S. initiates
a
peer interaction will increase at least 50%."
Observation—Sara—self-contained classroom lesson—4/93
Sara and two classmates are sitting on the carpet,
independently working on a Mosaicolor activity.
replicating a sailboat scene by placing 1/2"
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tall

They are
colored

pegs

in corresponding holes atop the scene.

One of Sara's

classmates works very quickly and accurately.
time he pulls the scene directly in
the other children cannot reach
wordlessly pulls
third child

front of him,

it.

Each time,

it back to a more central

so that

Sara

location.

The

in the group does not appear to be

participating in the activity.
a box,

From time to

He

is taking the pegs

from

then trying to spin them on his arm or on the rug.

At one point he puts one
Sara sees this.

inside one of his nostrils.

Her eyes widen and her jaw drops open.

She yells to the teacher,
him's nose!"

The peg

"Hey,

Kathy!

Eric put thing in

falls out as the teacher walks over.

She helps bring him to a standing position,
come work with me.

Thanks

saying,

for telling me that,

"Eric,

Sara."

Sara smiles and turns back to the sailboat scene.
classmate Robbie

is still working

reaches to pick up a peg.
places

it

frantically.

She drops

in the correct hole.

Her

Sara

it several times,

then

She continues with this

activity for nearly 25 minutes.

She often has difficulty

picking up and placing the pegs,

but shows no signs of

frustration.

At one point she pulls the scene away from

Robbie and says,
back,

"Let me do it!"

Robbie moves right next to Sara.

the teacher rings a bell
Time

for handwriting!

and says,

Robbie says,

it

The two work until

"Choice time

is over!

Let's pick up!"

The picture is nearly
peg.

Instead of pulling

finished.

"Let me dump
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Sara puts

it now."

in another

He turns the

scene over and lets the pegs
the them fall

fall

on the carpet.

into the box.

The teacher comes over and

helps them pick up.

She asks

finish the picture.

Sara shakes her head no.

says,

"That's too bad.

Next time,

if they had had time to
The teacher

You were both working so hard.

just let me know.

we can save

it

ready.

finish this

I'll

Most of

for later.

Instead of taking

Here,

it apart,

the other kids are all

for you.

You two worked so hard,

you can each pick out a sticker.

Get one,

and then sit at

your table."
Sara jumps up and

follows Robbie to select a

She then goes to her seat

sticker.

for her handwriting lesson.

The following observation likewise relates to
objective 3.16.
Observation—Sara-Outdoor Recess—9/93
The school playground
into a de
girls'

facto

side,

talking,

"girls'

and

"boys'

side."

On the

and yelling.

There

is no playground

Some girls are playing on a hopscotch painted

onto the pavement.
pairs,

side"

divided

youngsters are milling and running about,

singing,

equipment.

is a paved parking lot,

A number of girls are standing

playing handclapping games.

Skip-It toys or playing jumprope.

in

Some are sharing
A few are standing

alone.
Sara
end,

is sitting at one end of a bench.

with her back toward Sara,

alone for 15 minutes,

At the other

is another girl.

Sara sits

spending the majority of that time
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looking around the playground,
She briefly draws

watching the other children.

in the dirt with the toes of her shoes.

Sara then begins sidling slowly down the bench until
almost touching the girl
toward Sara.

Sara

at the other end.

she

is

The girl turns

is looking down at the ground.

The girl

wordlessly rises and walks away.
Sara watches her leave,
toward the school.
all

then stands up and walks

She stops when she

of the building.

She

toward the playground.

faces the wall,

She cries.

around Sara's shoulders and,
are you okay?"

"Oh,

Sniffling,

look,

away

from a

with her back

She puts her arm

turning Sara toward her,
Sara nods yes.

turns Sara toward the playground.
the distance.

1-2'

She has been crying for

2-3 minutes when her aide approaches.

"Sara,

is

The aide

She points to a girl

there's Marisol!

to ask her to play with you?"

asks,

in

Would you like

Sara sniffles and shakes her

head no.
Leaving Sara,
stands alone,

the aide walks toward Marisol.

watching.

Sara

The aide questions Marisol,

you come with me to cheer Sara up?"

Marisol

"Can

nods and the

two of them walk toward Sara.
Sara smiles and begins chewing on the cuff of her
sleeve as they approach.

Marisol holds a hand toward Sara.

"Sara,

come play with me."

hands,

the two girls walk together on the playground for 5

minutes.

Sara takes her hand.

Both are smiling and looking around.

Holding

From time

to time Sara chews on her sleeve cuff or her shirt collar.
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The bell

rings.

Sara to their class

Still holding hands,
line.

They

file

Marisol

leads

into the building.

The following observation relates to Objective 3.17:
". . . the frequencies of S's responses (in an integrated
setting) will increase at least 50%."
Observation—Sara—outdoor recess—10/93
Sara

is standing on the playground,

girls playing jumprope.
asks,

watching three

A teacher walks up to Sara and

"Do you want to play jumprope?"

Sara

looks up and

smiles.
The teacher says to the girls,
play.

Give her a turn."

aside and Sara moves

"Hey,

Sara wants to

The girl who was jumping steps

forward to jump

Three times Sara tries to jump.

into the turning rope.

She does not succeed;

jumps without moving any closer to the rope.
speaks up,

"Let Sara try turning the rope

she

The teacher

instead."

A

girl hands Sara one end of the rope and positions herself
to jump.

Sara tries

for several minutes to turn the rope,

but can't lift it high enough or coordinate the swinging.
No one speaks.
to her and takes

The girl who gave the rope to Sara walks up
it out of her hand.

The three girls move

away from Sara and resume jumping rope.

Sara watches

for a

few minutes and then begins walking around the playground.
She stops and stands

for nearly 5 mins at a picnic table

where two boys are playing checkers.
the boys do not seem to notice her.
walks quickly to her class lineup.
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She does not speak;
The bell

rings and she

The following observation relates to objective 2.15:
"Given 1:1 instruction S's attendance to talk will increase
at least 20%."
Observation—Sara—handwriting
The children in the
grouped at tables,

lesson--11793

first grade double-classroom are

with 5-6 children sitting at each table.

In front of each child

is a blank sheet of beginner's

writing paper and a 5-line poem for them to copy,
words on each line.
desk,

which

several

The

faces the same direction as Sara's table and is

aloud and then re-reads
about each line.

Sara

her pencil

it,

"Who likes

flavor?"

responses;
upon.

first grade teacher stands at her

feet to her right.

favorite

The teacher reads the poem
line by line,
lollipops?

asking questions

What

is your

Students raise their hands and offer

some speak out without waiting to be called
is sitting

in her seat,

licking the eraser on

and looking around the classroom.

The teacher tells the children to copy line
poem.

She reads each word,

then each letter,

walk about the room and offer assistance.
to look around the classroom.
side of her table;
Sara's aide,

the shoulder,

slowly,

1 of the

pauses to

Sara continues

Her papers are off to the

she has not begun to write.
who has been standing behind her quietly,

steps up beside Sara.

"Sara,

with 2-3

She bends

forward,

touches Sara on

and repositions the papers closer to Sara.

you need to copy the poem."

She re-reads the poem

underlining each words with her finger.
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Sara immediately begins copying.

Every few letters,

the aide physically assists Sara with staying on the lines
and forming the letters correctly.

She frequently points

to the poem to help Sara keep her place.

The aide keeps

whispering cues to Sara as the teacher walks about the
classroom,

instructing the class.

when a boy at her table exclaims,
rips his paper up.

She looks up and gasps
"I'm not doing this!" and

No one says anything to the boy.

Sara

returns to task.
With the aide providing cues every few seconds,
stays on task for nearly 30 minutes,
the entire poem.

Sara

until she has copied

By this time many of the students have

moved on to the next activity at their tables.

Sara does

not look up from her paper and does not seem to notice that
they are doing something different.
Throughout the activity,
seat,

but stays on task.

"You're doing a good job,"
working sooo hard!"

Sara sighs and wiggles in her

Sara's aide frequently says,
"That's the way!" and "You're

When Sara completes the task she

smiles and holds the paper up toward her aide.
says,

"I did it!"

shoulder,

pats her own the

and turns toward the teacher with the paper.

teacher smiles,
so hard!"

Her aide praises her,

She loudly

says,

"That's wonderful,

Sara smiles.
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Sara!

The

You worked

The following observation relates to objective 2.14:
". . . the amount of time S. attends to a group lesson will
increase at least 80%."
Observation—Sara—Integrated First Grade Art Class—11/93
Sara and her classmates file quietly into the art
room.

Sara immediately sits in her assigned seat and folds

her hands.

She watches the teacher,

who smiles at her and

then addresses the class.

"If you're ready to start,

your hands on your head."

Sara puts her hands on her head.

"Now,

fold your hands on the table."

put

Sara does so.

The teacher explains the art project,

which involves

decorating and cutting out something that resembles a
theatrical mask.

As she explains,

she passes out to each

student a pair of scissors and a box of magic markers.
continues,

She

"You can decorate the mask any way you want."

Sara speaks out,

"I want make witch!"

The teacher

demonstrates how to cut eye holes for the mask,
"That's the hard part.

adding,

If you have trouble with the eyes,

just wait for me to come around and help you."

Sara picks

up the scissors and cuts

She then

a hole for the nose.

cuts through both eyes so that the mask is nearly torn in
half.

She exclaims,

"I did it!" and smiles as she holds it

for the boys on either side of her to see.
looking down at their own masks as they cut,
seem to notice Sara.

and do not

The art teacher brings over a roll of

scotch tape and repairs the tear.
she says to Sara.

They are

"Let's cut together,"

She then gives her hand-over-hand

assistance cutting the eyes and the rough edges around the
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mask.

When it is nearly finished,

see you do the rest by yourself."
the teacher walks away.

Sara

she says,

"There!

Let's

Sara smiles and nods as

looks

studying her neighbors as they cut.

from side to side,
She

looks at the boy

to her left and tries to hold her scissors exactly as he is
holding his.
paper,

She watches,

then cuts a tiny bit of her

watches the boy on the other side,

bit more.

then cuts a tiny

She continues this way for several minutes,

puts the scissors on the table and shakes her hand as
is sore

from cutting.

She then

then
if it

folds her hands atop the

table.
The teacher approaches.
addresses the entire class,
can decorate

Standing next to Sara,
"When your mask

it any way you want."

she

is cut out,

you

She points to several

examples on the back wall.
Sara picks up a black marker.
classmates'

working

can't do this."

The teacher stands

She points.

Okay,

looks around at her

for several minutes,

bends down to make eye contact.
make a witch?

She

well,

in

then speaks up.

"I

front of her and

"Did you say you want to

you need to draw hair here."

Sara makes a black mark on the spot where the

teacher pointed.

She then picks up her scissors and starts

to cut out the mark.
The teacher bends down again and says very quietly,
"I'll take your scissors,
the cutting."

Sara.

You already finished with

She takes the scissors and walks away.
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Sara

watches her classmates.

From time to time she draws a

few

black lines at various spots on the mask.
After five more minutes have passed,
all done."

she speaks up,

Not responding specifically to Sara,

teacher says to all

of the students,

the

"Remember to use

different colors and to really decorate your masks.
just put a

nearly 15 minutes.

yours?"

Can I borrow

Sara nods and gives him a pink one

black one."

This takes

At one point the boy on one side says

"My black marker doesn't work.

The boy tosses

the box,

Don't

few marks and say that you're done."

Sara then colors the entire mask black.

to her,

"I

it back into her box,

Sara shrugs,

saying,

from her box.
"No,

I

need a

repositions the pink marker in

and continues coloring over the mask with black.

Sara colors until the teacher tells the class that
is time to clean up.

At this,

it

Sara holds her mask up to

her face and turns to the boy who asked to borrow the
marker.

He smiles and

feigns

fear.

"Argh!

You scared me!"

Sara laughs.
The teacher tells everyone to pick up nearby scrap
paper.

Sara throws away the scraps atop the table and then

crawls under the table to pick up some more.

She puts the

cover on the magic marker and then sits with her hands
folded while the teacher disciplines two of her classmates
and then calls the children to line up.
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The following observation relates to objective
will participate in a variety of activities."

"I.

1.1:

Observation—Ian—kindergarten—9/93
Ian is enrolled half-days

in a regular kindergarten

class with his own teaching assistant.
18

classmates,

He has a total

including one other who has also been

identified as having severe special

needs.

The students are sitting on the carpet
The teacher sits on a chair with them,
side.

She

of

in a circle.

a small desk at her

is writing on large sheets of paper that are to

become a class book,

"Things We Do

raise their hands to share their
the teacher writes one
suggestion,

in the Fall."

ideas

idea per page.

Children

for the book's text;
As a child offers a

the teacher hands him/her the piece of paper on

which the suggestion is written.

The student then goes to

his/her seat and draws an illustration to accompany the
text.
Ian is sitting slightly apart
aide

from the others.

is on the other side of the classroom,

for the teacher.

you doin'?"

doing paperwork

Ian runs up to the researcher,

onto her lap and giving hugs and kisses.

His

"Hi,

climbing

there!

What

His aide tells him to get back to the circle.

He complies.
Ian looks about the classroom for about
the activity continues.
other children.

is now sitting behind the

He unties his sneakers and shakes his head

from side to side.
the bottoms.

He

15 minutes as

His sneakers have

flashing lights on

From time to time he stomps his
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feet up and

down on the

floor and watches as the lights

flash more than

usual.
A boy suddenly begins crying,
mommy!"

"I want to see my

Ian's aide approaches the sobbing boy,

onto her lap,

and talks to him quietly,

from the class activity with him.

He

lifts him

moving a bit away
is crying loudly;

many of the students are staring at him.
Ian freezes,
his lower lip,

staring at the boy.

and continues staring

He begins chewing on
for 2—3 minutes until

the boy stops crying and returns to the group.
resumes the headshaking behavior.
chattering.

Two youngsters roll

He then

Children begin
onto their backs,

their limbs

in the air and saying things such as,

I'm a bug!

Guess what kind of bug I am?"

tickles the stomach of one of the

"bugs."

waving
"Look,

Another student
Many children

are talking/laughing.
The teacher puts down her piece of paper and stands.
She says

loudly,

"Everybody,

zip lips!"

class

is silent.

"Ian,

can you tell me something you do

glares down at the

Instantly,

the

The teacher sits down and looks toward

floor.

in the

fall?"

Ian

His aide squats down beside Ian,

puts arm around his shoulders,

and says,

"Ian,

what did we

talk about when we were watching the custodian working
outside?

Were we doing something that we do

Ian shakes his head

in the

fall?"

from side to side repeatedly.

The

teacher turns her attention to two boys who are punching
each other.

The aide spends several minutes trying to coax
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Ian to respond.

The teacher stands and says,

return to our seats and
our ideas."

"Now,

let's

finish the pictures that go with

Nearly half of the students already are

working on this;
their seats.

except

for Ian,

the others guietly go to

The teacher distributes a

large piece of

paper to each and walks about the room,

offering help with

their work.
Ian is sitting on the
front of him;
watching the
seat now,

he

His aide

Ian jumps up,

gives her a hug and a kiss,
aide

His

follows him,

lifts him up.

next to Ian;

moves back slightly,

Ian

The aide puts an

he pushes

it off.

She

taps the sheet of paper on the table

Do the

fall?

"Do you ever

Do you

leaves turn colors?

rake them when they fall off the trees?"

find
Do you

She pauses

Ian stares straight ahead,

aide sighs and says,

The

floor beside him.

put a skeleton on your door in the

about a minute.

"Go to your

and begins asking guestions.

acorns on the ground?

floor and

then runs to his seat.

kneeling on the

elbow on the table,

for

silently.

you've got to do your work."

sits on his hands and continues staring straight ahead.

soccer?"

"Is

Ian nods.

The

"If you want Mommy to give you ice

cream when you get home,

The aide asks,

in

runs over to the researcher,

shares a table with three classmates.

in front of him,

legs are extended

is banging his sneakers on the

lights.

Ian."

floor.

fall when your brother Jared plays
The aide smiles.

something for fall that we can put
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"GOOD!

That's

in our fall book."

Ian

Writing,
Then,
we

she

"My brother plays

"Next we have

need?"

begins
him.

to draw a

Ian turns

tugging
His

on the

"Ian,

center

markers.

skirt

soccer balls

are

black and white."

a

is

a

The
Ian?"

Jared

a

kicking

the ball?"

on the

nice

over to the
Ian
markers.

dumps

reaches

toward

climbs

Hawkins!

Ian

up,

her eyes

rolls

the

another table.

is

The

"Hey!

looks

coffee

"What

The

The

the

aide,

at his

can

some

friends

did you make,
replies,
somebody

and dumps

reaches
fall
The

out!

and

"Now

teacher pats him
She moves

the

the

can

the

can,

on the
girl

Mrs.
The

out

of

and

table,

he

next to him

Hawkins!

Mrs.

teacher

looks

continues working

aide physically places
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Ian's

good work."

floor.

Cut that

in

down

and

and moves

the markers

In

soccer?"

knocking the markers!"
at

it

teacher

away.

face

of magic

Now can you draw

them up

of them onto the

loudly,

asks,

onto the table,
When

complains

full

to draw the ball.

keep up the

picks

them again.

pushes most

and

turns

"Well,
table.

Ian

him around to

How about Jared

"Soccer."

Ian

aide

and

and you playing

next

The

hand

soccer ball.

shoulder.

reach.

the marker

teacher approaches

"That's

can

sitting behind

black marker and puts

need to draw?

Ian whispers,

coffee

do

and

turns

takes

soccer?

chair

and

aide moves his

playing

in his

colors

his hands

paper as

do we

What

fall."

person

Ian grasps

what

soccer ball.

the

the

right hand.
the

in

of

of the table
She

soccer

around backwards

aide takes

the table.
the

says,

Ian

in his

at
chair

and picks up all of the markers.
says,

"Ian,

take one marker."

hand and gives him full

Holding the can,

She then takes his right

assistance taking a marker.

then places the can at the

far end of the table.

his hand away from the aide and says,
"Mommy playing soccer!

she

Okay,

sure,

She

Ian pulls

"I draw Mommy,

that's a great

too."

idea!"

The aide watches as Ian makes some lines on the paper.
teacher hurries over and says,
hard!"

Ian looks up,

drawing circles all
it,

Ian,

kick it'!"

smiles,

"Oh,

and nods.

over the paper.
He says.

on the activity for about

Ian,

The

you're working so
He then begins

"Draw,

He appears

Daddy say

'Kick

intensely focused

five minutes.

The teacher walks over to her desk and rings a bell.
"We have a
done,

few more minutes to work on this.

When

it's all

we're going to take turns sharing the book with our

families."

She holds up a piece of construction paper with

leaves drawn on
for our book.

it.

"This will be the cover and title page

The pages will go

will have at least one page."
Ian brings his

face within an

inside.

The children ooh and ahh.
inch of his paper and

furiously fills the paper with circles and
comments,

"Wow,

you've

Every one of you

lines.

filled your page all up!

room to add another color?

What are some

The aide
Is there

fall colors?"

She takes the black marker out of Ian's hand,

replacing it

first with an orange marker and then with a red one.
continues drawing.
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He

The other students have all moved on to the next
activity,

Choice Time,

centers.

After a

and are playing

few minutes,

marker from Ian's hand,
says,

"You have to be

lays

in various activity

the aide takes the red

it down on the table,

finished now.

It's time to clean up."

Ian shoves the marker off the table.
it up.

A girl

picture,
know!"

approaches Ian and says,

Ian."

Ian looks up,

and

smiles,

The aide picks

"That's a good

and answers,

"I

The girl heads toward the housekeeping play center.

Ian gets up and

follows her.

The following observation relates to objective 1.4:
". . . will participate in a variety of perceptual motor
activities."
Observation—Ian—self-contained classroom—11/93
Ian and a classmate named Kyle are sitting on the
outside of a horseshoe-shaped table.
the

"hole"

in the table's center.

Their teacher sits

They are playing a board

game in which the youngsters are required to
colored shapes.

Kyle takes a turn.

identify

He sees that the

spinner is pointing to a blue triangle.
says,

in

"Triangle!"

he

and moves his gamepiece to the nearest triangle,

which is red.
Ian makes a

"raspberry"

sound and says,

"Good grief!"

The teacher brings the spinner over to the red triangle.
"Are they the same,

Kyle?"

"Yes,

lifts his gamepiece

in the air and
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triangle.

Oh...no?"

He

looks quizzically at the

teacher,

who tells him to try again.

triangle that is near the game's
dummy!"

The teacher says,

found a blue triangle

finish line.

"Ian,

about calling people names?"

Ian points to a blue
"Goes there,

remember what we said

She then turns to Kyle.

for you,

but

it's too

"Ian

far away.

Can

you find the blue triangle that's closest to where you
started?"

Kyle scans the board for several minutes.

breathes rapidly and begins picking at his
"Help me?"

He

fingernails.

The teacher moves his piece to the correct spot

and pats him on the head.
Ian grabs the spinner.
wildly over and over.
make it stop.

"Ian turn!"

The teacher puts a

" AwRIGHT!

Yellow circle!

".

.

it to

Ian jumps up

in a victory

Ian winner!"

his gamepiece to the yellow circle at the

it

finger on

It points to a yellow circle.

and holds his hands together over his head
stance.

He spins

He moves

finish line.

The following observation relates to objective 1.1:
. I. will participate in a variety of activities."

Observation—Ian—self-contained classroom—11/93
Ian and eight classmates are sitting together around a
large table.

A teacher and an aide are with them.

ingredients and materials are placed
table.

The class

teacher asks

in the center of the

is preparing to make popcorn soup.

The

if anyone remembers what the pilgrims ate.

Children speak out,
corn.

Cooking

One boy asks,

suggesting deer meat,
"Pizza?"
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potatoes,

Another says,

and

"They didn't

have pizza back then.
"Well,"

the teacher says,

good food?"
stuck!"

Several

The aide,

do you mean,

students nod.
who

Just move it!"

quickly puts

"Oh,

Ian,

ask,

"What

in the back of the

your arm isn't stuck.

lifts the chair up and down,

in position.

It slips out,

it back into the so-called

The aide moves both of his arms
During this digression,
the lesson.

"I'm

Ian jiggles his right arm to

Ian stands and

with his arm still

Ian speaks out,

is standing next to him,

it is wedged loosely

The aide says,

food."

"do you think that popcorn is

you're stuck?"

indicate that
chair.

They didn't have any good

"stuck"

and he
position.

forward onto the tabletop.

the teacher has continued with

She is explaining that the Indians taught the

pilgrims how to make popcorn,
much they ate

and that they liked

it many different ways.

popcorn soup!"

Several

"They even made

children make disbelieving noises.

The teacher explains that they,
popcorn soup,

it so

too,

were going to make

"but we're going to do

it the modern way.

We're going to use a can of tomato soup."
Ian now has both arms through the back of the chair.
"Stuck!

Stuck!"

his arm.
direction,

he shouts.

The aide silently repositions

Ian looks back at her,

spits

in her general

then turns his attention toward the teacher.

The children take turns trying to open the soup can.
Ian is unable to hold the can opener and turn the key.
"Stupid thing!" he laughs and throws the can opener onto
the desk.

It bangs loudly.

Several
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classmates laugh.

He

grabs

it and bangs

it again,

laughing.

The teacher puts

the can opener in his hands and gives him hand-over-hand
assistance.

He opens

it partially,

and two classmates

complete the task with assistance.
the rest of the cooking activity,
and adding water,

They take turns with
stirring soup,

and adding the popcorn.

stirring the soup and adding popcorn.
asks.

"First we have to cook it.

someone suggests.

Ian takes turns

"We eat now?"

he

How do you think the

pilgrims cooked their popcorn soup?"
microwave?"

measuring

the teacher asks.

"In

The teacher reminds them

that they didn't have the kind of ovens we have,
perhaps they had big stone ovens.

but that

"Can anyone think of

another way they might have cooked the popcorn soup?"
Someone suggests

fire;

the teacher praises him.

the soup in the classroom's microwave oven;
the dial.

While

it cooks,

taste

"yucky"

and

second suggestion,

a student sets

the teacher asks the students to

predict how the soup will taste.
appears to be attentive.

She places

Throughout this,

Ian

He predicts that the soup will

"like poop."

Students

laugh at the

leading Ian to smile and repeat

it

several times loudly.
The microwave

"dings."

The children show excitement.

Two stand up and head toward the oven;
seats when told.
everybody!

Ian exclaims,

they return to their

"Eat poop now!

Come on,

We gonna eat poop!"

The teacher poured the soup into styrofoam bowls and
places one

"in front of each person who is sitting nicely."
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Ian,

who has been rocking his chair backwards,

stops and sits with his hands
teacher says,
be the

"Oh,

Ian

folded on the table.

"Yeah!"

He

The

is doing such nice sitting;

first one to try our popcorn soup."

arms over his head

immediately

he can

Ian raises his

in a victorious gesture and says,

finishes his bowl

of soup before some of his

classmates have even received theirs.

He places the empty

bowl

please."

on his head and says,

"More soup,

The aide takes the bowl
the table,

from Ian's head,

and reminds him to ask nicely.

request and

is given a second bowl

that quickly and asks

for more.

already had two bowls,

Ian.

places

He repeats his

of soup.

He

of soup.

finishes

The teacher says,

That's enough

other students.

A girl

"You've

for now.

need to make sure everyone else has enough."
serves several

it on

We

She turns and

spills her bowlful

The teacher places the serving bowl

on the center

of the table and crosses the room to get some paper towels.
Ian quickly yanks off one of his sneaker and tosses
into the soup.
Shoe

He stands up and shouts,

in the soup!

loudly.

Now nobody have more soup!"

One student whines,

we gonna eat soup now?"
Some children laugh;
jerk!"

"Look,

"Oh,

There

man,

everybody!
He laughs

look at that!

is a general

it

How

commotion.

others make remarks such as,

"Ian's a

and "Can we cook the sneaker?"

The teacher says,
drags the chair,
taped near a

"Ian,

sit down!"

with him in it,

far wall.

He does so.

She

over to a triangle shape

"You are going to Time Out because
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you put your sneaker in the soup!"
over his chest;

his lower lip protrudes.

the sneaker from the soup.
and places
saying,

Ian crosses his arms

She wipes

it atop a high cabinet.

"Hey,

The aide removes

it with a paper towel

Ian turns and watches,

my sneaker!"

The other students assist with cleanup and then are
told that
area.

it's Choice Time.

The teacher tells Ian,

out of Time Out now."
up,

They head off to the play
"All

right,

Ian,

you can come

Ian runs to the cabinet and jumps

trying to reach the sneaker.

I'll give you your sneaker when

The teacher says,

"Ian,

it's time to go to lunch."

Ian sticks his tongue out and answers,

"I

call police!"

The teacher smiles and walks toward three students who are
playing

in the classroom's housekeeping section.

Ian

stands and glowers the teacher's back for a moment,
walks over to a table where a girl
alphabet puzzle.
her.

"What

"I can't read!"

is playing with an

For fifteen minutes he stands next to

She spells words such as

and asks him,

then

"in",

is this word?"

"to,"

"hi,"

Each time,

and

"my"

Ian replies,

She tells him the word and he repeats

The teacher then rings a small bell
"Cleanup Time to get ready for lunch!"
put away activities,

the teacher

approaches him with it,

saying,

and announces,
As the youngsters

fetches
"I'll put

Ian's sneaker and
your sneaker on

after you and Amy have put away the puzzle."
large wooden puzzle;

it.

It

is a very

the two youngsters struggle to lift it

and carry it toward the spot under a shelf where
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it

belongs.

Ian then runs up to the teacher,

floor in front of her,

sits down on the

and puts his stockinged

air.

Silently,

says,

"Now get your lunch bag.

foot

the teacher puts the sneaker on.

in the

She then

And keep your sneakers on!"

The aide hands Ian his lunchbag and he joins the
lunchline as the class

"I.

files out of the room.

The following observation relates to objective 1.7:
will use appropriate language in the classroom."

Observation-

Ian—kindergarten—11/93

The students are all
teacher stands at the

sitting grouped at tables.

front of the room.

in a chair beside him.

The

Ian's aide sits

The students are discussing things

for which they are thankful.

They are raising their hands

and waiting to be called on.

Ian shouts,

"Penis!"

aide leans toward him and whispers something.
hand across her
"Penis!
loudly.
says,

face and pushes her away.

Penispenispenis!

I got a penis!"

Ian,

we do not use that word

of something you are thankful

Again he shouts,
He laughs

for."

in school.

Think

Ian stands up and

"You penis!"

The teacher says,
Out."

He places a

The kindergarten teacher looks toward him and

"Okay,

shouts,

His

"Ian,

now you have to go to Time

She points to a corner of the room.

The aide slide

Ian's chair back and places her hands at his elbows to help
him stand.

Ian becomes limp;

Time Out corner.

the aide carries him to the

The other children are all
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looking at

Ian;

their facial expressions register confusion/fear.

one says anything.

Ian's aide carries him to the Time Out

spot.

As soon as she stands him there,

door.

She catches him,

stands there with him,

he runs toward the

carries him back to the corner,
holding his arms.

resumes the discussion.

and

The teacher

She passes out paper and tells the

youngsters to draw pictures of things
thankful.

No

for which they are

She explains that the pictures will become a

class book.

After 3 minutes,

the teacher says,

you are ready to work on the Thankful

Book,

"Ian,

if

you may return

to your seat."
Holding onto the aide's hand,
seat.

He sits down and screams,

at the aide,

classroom,"

"PENIS!"

who stands and takes

you cannot stay here.
she says,

Ian walks quietly to his

Ian by the hand.

referring to Ian's self-contained

Ian runs out of the classroom and

center,

which is crowded and busy.

at him;

into the media

Again he shouts,

Students stop whatever they are doing and stare
some laugh.

by an arm,

classroom.

His aide catches up to him,

grabs him

and leads him out of the media center.

becomes limp;

He

she has to carry him to the special education

When they are

in the sped classroom,

places Ian in a chair at his table.
on the tabletop and says,

the aide

She places his hands

"Sit there!"

The classroom teacher is working at her desk.
else

is

"Ian,

Let's go back to the other

class.

"PENIS!"

The teacher nods

in the classroom.

No one

The aide walks over to the desk
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and tells the teacher,
have no

idea why.

He has been awful.

out of kindergarten.
Ian,

still

hate you!"

"Ian has been screaming

I had to take him

sitting,

looks at his aide and says,

"I

The teacher says that she will go and speak to

right there

"While I'm gone,

in that chair.

in kindergarten,

you were told not to say."
is gone,

I

What do I do now?"

the kindergarten teacher.

screaming

'penis.'

Ian,

you stay

You are being punished
and

for

for saying something that

The teacher leaves.

the aide sits behind Ian,

While she

saying nothing.

Ian

reaches and knocks a piece of paper off the opposite side
of the table.

He removes a sneaker and sock,

but remains

in the chair.
Within a

few minutes,

the teacher returns.

crouches beside Ian and says,
Hawkins.

"I

just talked to Mrs.

She said that she'll give you one last chance.

You can go back to kindergarten now,

but

say anything that you shouldn't say,

she will

stay there.

Do you understand?"

it another shot.

if you scream or

Ian says,

aide stands up and takes his hand.
give

"All

out of the classroom,

right,

down the corridor,

let's

They walk

and back into the

As they enter the kindergarten

the teacher smiles and says,
We've finished drawing,

another time.

Ian,

The

You can work on your thankful

kindergarten classroom.

Ian.

not let you

"Yes."

drawing and see what everyone else has drawn."

class,

She

"I'm glad you're back,

but you can do your picture

Right now we're talking about things that
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begin with the letter P."
P? Oh,

no!"

She helps

The aide quietly says,

Ian settle at his table.

"Letter

Students

are raising their hands and suggesting words that begin
with the letter P.
her eyes,

Ian shouts,

smiles and says,

the letter P,

"Well,

yes,

The teacher rolls

that does begin with

but you already know that I don't want you to

use that word here.

You'd better think of another word

that begins with P."
"Parachute!"

Ian hesitates,

The aide smiles,

The teacher praises
sits quietly

"Penis!"

in his seat

then says,

"Great P word,

Ian!"

Ian and moves on to others.

Ian

for the remainder of the

discussion.

"I.

The following observation relates to objective 1.1:
will participate in a variety of activities."

Observation—Ian—kindergarten—11/93
The children are sitting together on a carpet.
sitting in his aide's lap.
front of them,

The teacher is standing in

directing a pointer at a poem printed on

storyboard paper.
pointer and use

She

it to

is calling on students to take the
identify letters they recognize

the Indian poem printed on the storyboard.
with his aide,

at the back of the group.

he looks up at the activity.

aide's

holding a
face.

in

Ian is sitting
From time to time

He spends more time untying

his sneakers and pulling on the laces.
back,

Ian is

He lies on his

foot with an untied lace up next to his

She pushes his

foot away and quietly ties the
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shoe,

whispering,

"Pay attention to Mrs.

Hawkins,

Ian."

After most of the students have volunteered or been called
upon,

the teacher asks,

"Ian,

Ian jumps up and hops to the

do you want a turn?

C'mon!"

front of the group.

the pointer and points to the

letter I.

He grabs

He then holds the

pointer out toward another student.

The teacher reminds

him that he has to name the letter.

He does so correctly.

The teacher praises him;
hands her the pointer,
sits down.

he

skips back to his aide's

He appears attentive

minutes of the lesson.

everyone has had a turn,
it's a song,

Little Teapot."
song.

He
and

five

"You all have

You should be proud.

Now that

we're going to read this poem.

and

it has the same tune as

"I'm a

She uses the pointer as she sings the

She then puts the pointer down and sings the song a

second time,

using hand movements to accompany the words.

"Let's everybody stand up and try

it."

and movements again as the children
lifts him as she stands.

She models the song

follow her.

He leans against her,

falling as she takes a step back.
attempt the hand movements.
again,

lap,

for the remaining

The teacher says,

learned so many letters!

Actually,

looks at her and smiles.

Ian's aide
almost

He does not sing or

As the class tries the song

his aide takes his hands and guides him through the

movements.

Ian tries to pull his hands away.

pulls him close to her and gives him a hug.
you try it,"
and climbs

and sits down

into her lap.

in a nearby chair.

His aide
She says,

Ian turns

As the children sing the song
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"Now

once again,

he is bending over backwards,

with his head on

the floor.

His aide props him up several times;

each time

he returns to this upside-down position.
When the students finish singing,
them to return to their seats.
roles to the class helpers.
seat.

the teacher tells

She then begins assigning

Ian's teacher leads him to his

He sits quietly for several minutes,

until

snacktime.

Observation—Ian—Kindergarten Music class--ll/93
The kindergarten music class is on the stage.
youngsters are sitting on the floor in a circle;
teacher sits with them in a chair.
her.

The

the

A guitar case is behind

Ian is sitting beside the teacher; his aide is

sitting behind him,

in a chair.

The children are

discussing things for which they are thankful.
teacher sings,
answer."

The music

"What are you thankful for? Sing me your

The first two children who volunteer say their

answers instead of singing them.
repeats their answer,
understand;

Each time,

but singing it.

the teacher

The children seem to

the rest of them sing their responses.

Ian sits quietly as all of the other students take
turns.

He watches each one in turn.

turns to him and sings,
Ian shouts,

"Stupid!"

"Ian,

what are you thankful for?"

The teacher talks,

listening to all of the other kids.
answer."

Ian nods,

The teacher then

"Okay,

"Ian,

You know how to

lemme try again."
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you've been

Then he sings

something unintelligible.
aide,

who shrugs.

sings

it two more times.

"Hmmm...great,

The teacher glances back at his

The teacher asks

Ian!

I

can tell that you're thankful
A boy asks,

Another boy responds,

"Who knows?"

The teacher says,

does this

it.

He

The teacher nods and smiles.

something special!"

and you have to see

Ian to repeat

"Okay,

for

"What did he say?"

now I'm going to hum songs,

if you can guess what they are!"

for nearly

10 minutes.

The students seem very

excited when they think they know what she

is humming.

They wave their arms,

and shout,

Me!

I

know!

onto on the
feet.

I

bounce on the

know!"

floor,

floor,

During this,

Ian

song!"
back;

"Okay,

he stands.

little turkeys.
hand motions.

class,
stand.

now let's stand up for our turkey
Ian's aide touches him on the

Together they do a handsong about five
Ian watches the teacher and

imitates her

They do the song twice and the teacher tells

them to sit down.

smile.

This continues

five minutes.

They all

circle.

falls backward

The aide and the

teacher take turns propping him back up.

Then,

"Me!

with his head bouncing on the teacher's

He does this over and over.

for nearly

She

Ian lies prone across the center of the

For nearly a minute he

looks around with a big

No one seems to notice him;

The teacher then calls on

he

frowns and sits up.

five students to perform the song

in the center of the stage.

Those students then select

five children to replace them.
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A girl points to Ian.

He

jumps up immediately and stands
During the song,

in line next to the others.

he does not sing,

others and copies their actions.
praises the group.
again seated

When all

in the circle,

but he watches the
Afterwards,

the teacher

of the youngsters are once
the teacher reaches behind her

and lifts the guitar from its case.

She announces that

they're going to do a sing-along version of Whose Woods
These Are,

I Think I

Know.

As she plays the guitar,

tugs repeatedly on the strap.
the instrument off her lap.

don't touch that!

Ian

If the guitar

Ian sits quietly
class.

At one point he nearly pulls
At this point,

singing/playing and speaks to

Ian

she stops

in a stern voice,
falls,

for the remaining

"Ian,

it could break!"
five minutes of the

He unties his shoelaces and tugs on them from time

to time.

"I.

The following observation relates to objective 1.1:
will participate in a variety of activities."

Observation—Ian—self-contained classroom—outdoor
recess—11/93
Ian and his eight classmates are out on the
playground.

Two aides are supervising.

The playground

consists of a blacktop decorated with painted roads,
sandy area,

and a wooden climbing structure

slides and a tire swing.
together on the tireswing.

a

featuring two

Two children are swinging
Two are digging

One is drawing on the blacktop with chalk.
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in the sand.
One

is standing

in the sand,

flapping his hands

in

Another is sitting in the sand,
fingers.

front of his

sifting sand through her

One is standing at the top of the climbing

structure,

spitting down toward the ground.

For ten minutes,
climbing structure.

Ian sits on a wooden block near the
An aide suggests,

go down the slide?"

this several times.

He does

He then spends the remaining twenty

His hands are

shaking his head

in his pockets.

the two children on the tireswing,
interacting.

why don't you

The aides applaud.

minutes walking around the playground,
forth.

"Ian,

Ian gets up and runs to the ladder.

He climbs up and slides down.

back and

face.

Except

for

none of them are

The only sounds are the aides conversing and

one student spitting.

The following observation relates to objective 1.2:
". . . the average duration of I.'s participation (in group
lessons) will increase at least 20%."

Observation—Jay—first grade music class—1/93
Jay and his teacher are walking down the hallway,
behind a class of
that,

first graders.

periodically,

she attempts to

first grade activities.
will be on the stage.
cafeteria.
quietly."

The teacher explains
integrate him into

The teacher says,
You know where that

When you get on the stage,

in the opposite direction.
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is.

It's

in the

you have to sit

Jay covers his ears and screams,

turns and runs

"Music class

"No music!"
The teacher

He

spends several minutes trying to locate him.
the self-contained classroom,
computer lab.
hallway.

the boys'

She checks

bathroom,

and the

Then she sees Jay run around a corner

She calls him.

He approaches her calmly.

are you ready to go to music now?"

Jay echoes,

"Jay,

"Music

now. "
They walk silently down the hallway.
the music class,

which

is on stage

children are sitting on the
squeezes a place

floor,

in the cafeteria,
singing.

at the back of the stage.
Jay.

screams,

NO!"

go."

His teacher stands

it."

Jay jumps up and

He stands and jumps up and down.

stamping echoes on the stage;
teacher steps

he

The music teacher smiles at Jay.

Glad you could make
"NO!

the

Jay quietly

for himself between two youngsters;

sits silently until the singing ends.

"Hi,

When they get to

the children move away.

forward and takes him by an elbow.

His
His

"Time to

Jay immediately stops screaming and holds his arm out

toward the teacher.

Holding him by the wrist,

leads him off the stage.

While he

is still within hearing,

children are asking the music teacher,
him? Why did he scream?"

and so on.

the teacher

"What was wrong with

The teacher replies

that he isn't ready yet to be part of their music class.
Walking back toward the self-contained classroom,
teacher says,

"Jay,

you can't stay

We'll try it again next week."
again next week."
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in music

Jay echoes,

the

if you scream.
"We'll try it

Observation—Jay—indoor recess,
classroom—2/93

self-contained

Ten children are in the classroom for indoor recess,
with four staff.

The staff are alternately walking around

the classroom and sitting down to chat with each other.
Two of the children are playing

interactively with a toy

airport set.

One is sitting at her table,

hamster.

is being restrained by an aide.

One

5-minute restraint has ended,
classroom,

he catches.

One child

pacing back and

forth,

in a

stencils,
hearts,

is typing with an aide.
talking to himself.
eating snacks.

far corner of the room.

a pencil,

and gives them to his own aide,
table.

"Color February.

can color these yourself,

along with a
who

Jay."

aide.

is busy,

1-28.

he

"NO!

and traces
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red crayon,

instructs.

He

finds a
He numbers

and heads toward the same
When Jay sees that she

he turns to the student with the hamster.
He says.

"You

Color February.

leprechauns.

is coloring the hearts.

leprechauns."

When

insistently.

picks up a green crayon,
She

He stencils

is sitting at the snack

Jay returns to his corner table.

them,

is sitting at

He has a stack of

Hearts."

March leprechauns," he says

leprechaun stencil

Jay

and numbers them

he takes the paper,

Another is

Three are

and a basket of crayons.

one after the other,

he finishes,

touching toys briefly,

fingers out toward anyone whose eye

sitting at a round table,
a table

After the

he wanders aimless about the

knocking coats off hooks,

and sticking his middle

holding a

"March

He leaves the paper beside her
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with the crayon,

then returns to his table.

the stencils

for several minutes,

umbrellas."

No one responds.

several times.
pencil.

He shuffles

then says,

He repeats this quietly

He then takes a blank piece of paper and a

He approaches his aide,

who has

left the completed

February stencils beside her on the table.
umbrellas!"
"What?

Oh,

stands up.

"April

He says,

"April

shoving the paper toward her face.

you need to trace an umbrella?"
"Let's get one

The aide

from our calendar bag."

goes to the teacher's desk and pulls as bagful
pieces

from a drawer.

it to Jay.

"Give

of calendar

She extracts an umbrella and hands

it back when you're done."

and skips back to his table.
when the teacher rings the

He has made a

"clean-up bell"

Jay smiles
few umbrellas

to

indicate that

recess

is over.

room.

Three times the teacher tells him to put his

calendar papers

Jay jumps up and begins pacing around the

in his cubby.

Then she takes him by the

wrist and leads him to the table.
papers,

turns him toward his cubby,

your cubby now."

She

Jay does so,

She hands him his
and says,

"Put these in

but then grabs a

fresh piece

of paper and heads back to the table with the stencils.
His teacher intercepts and turns him around.
for lunch now.

"It

is time

You need to put that back and line up."

Jay lets the paper fall

to the

floor and lines up with

his classmates.

His aide leads him back toward the dropped

piece of paper.

He puts

it

in his cubby and lines up.
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The following observation relates to objective 1.1:
". . . the frequencies of J's participation will increase
at least 90%."
Observation—Jay—Circle Time—3/93
Jay and seven classmates are sitting on small
"mats"

square

on a taped circle in one corner of the room.

aides are with them,
the circle.
are not.

Three

sitting on chairs at various points of

A few of the students are sitting still;

Two are kicking each other;

across the center of the circle.
or talking amongst themselves.

one

is

most

lying down

Others are just

fidgeting

One aide gets between the

two kicking students while another lifts up the child who
is lying down &

sits him on the mat.

One teacher is holding
the children's names.
it's quiet."
at her.
sitting!

She says,

"We'll

start Circle when

Most of the children become quiet and look

She continues.
So is Jill!"

"Adrian
Except

look at Adrian and Jill

is doing such nice

for Jay,

the other children

and then scramble to sit

Indian-style like them.
name

flashcards on which are printed

The aide then praises each one by

for "doing good sitting."
Jay is on his knees,

rocking back and

forth.

aide holds up the first name

flashcard,

loudly says,

"After Circle."

"Go bathroom!"

individual aide responds.
left hand for several

"AWW!"

seconds.

kneeling position on the mat.
flashcard individually.

As an

he jumps up and

Jay says,

His
biting on his

He then resumes his
One aide holds up each

Each student recognizes his/her
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name and indicates this by raising a hand or reading the
name aloud.

Two aides assist at keeping the students

sitting in the circle—tapping shoulders to direct
attention and

frequently propping up the boy who repeatedly

lies down across his neighbors'

laps.

noticeably attend to the activity.

He

interrupts to recite the day's menu,
late-afternoon TV programs,
today?"

a

or to ask,

frequently
list of
"Gym today?

His questions are not answered.

aide reminds him,

"You need to be quiet,

Jay jumps up as his

clapping his hands.
flashcard.

kneels on

"Good,

Bolton!
Jay!"

Jay drops

Speech

Periodically an
Jay."

flashcard his shown.

Forty-seven Moose Hill Road,

him his

Jay does not

"Jay Garcia!

668-2933!

"

he says,

the aide says,

handing

it onto his mat and then

it.

When everyone has had a turn

identifying his/her name,

the teacher calls on a student to walk around the Circle,
collecting the

flashcards.

Jay continues to kneel

name as the student holds out her hand and asks
She then complains,
tells Jay,

aide continues,

for it.

"Jay won't give me his name!"

"Give your name to Ashley."

Several hands shoot up.

aide looks at the

"helper chart"

flag this week."

She lifts the

and says,
flag

An aide

Jay complies.

"Now it's time to say the pledge.

holds the flag this week?"

on his

The

Who
The

"Justin has the

from its spot atop a

shelf and hands

it to Justin,

who begins waving it back and

forth rapidly.

It swats two nearby children in the face.
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An aide puts a hand over the
still.

Like this."

the pledge.

flagpole,

"Hold

it

She keeps her hand there throughout

The students stand and are assisted at

positioning their right hands
shouting,

saying,

"L-E-F-T!"

for the pledge.

and using his

left hand

Jay keeps
instead.

He

laughs and jumps up and down.

His aide corrects him once,

than turns away without giving

further responses.

Jay stands silent during the pledge.
students are cued to sit down again,
to take the lunch count.
lunch?"

"Oh,

but

Afterwards,

and Jay

first,

Jay,

"Say

it so we can hear you."

POTATOPUFFSCHILLEDFRUIT!"

stands

what's

for

He speedreads barely audibly,

"Hotdogsandbeanspotatopuffschilledfruit."

again."

is called upon

Jay smiles and runs across the room to read the

menu posted on the wall.

asks.

the

an aide

HOTDOGSANDBEANS-

"That time

Jay skips back to Circle,

"What?"

it was too

fast.

Try

clapping his hands.

in the center of the circle.

Adrian speaks up.

"He

didn't do a very good job.

I

lunch."

"I think he said hot dogs and

beans.

An aide replies,
Okay,

Circle time

Jay,

still don't know what's

He

let's get going with this

is almost over,

for

lunch count.

and we haven't gotten very

far. "
Jay stands

in the center of the circle.

arm to point to each student by turn,
you buying lunch?

Justin,

are you buying lunch?"
children to respond.

Extending an

he asks,

"Ashley,

are you buying lunch?

He does not allow time
An aide says,
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"Jay,

are

Adrian,
for the

you need to WAIT

for an answer from Ashley before you can ask Justin."
repeats the questions slowly,

giving the youngsters time to

respond.

When he

his knees

for several minutes.

And aide says,

"Okay,

now who's

in charge of the calendar this week?

Cody?

Okay,

is done,

he kneels on his mat and bites

come on up and count

good,

for us."

Jay stands and heads toward the calendar.
had the calendar last week.
need to sit down."

Jay

"Jay,

This week Cody has

Jay kneels on his mat.

it.

you
You

He waits

silently as the children count the days and discuss the
weather.

An aide then holds up a class-made

songbook—pages depicting line drawings of children's
songs,

and asks,

song?

Ashley,

"Who would like to pick out the

you're doing nice sitting.

first

You can pick the

first song."
Jay sits silently as the class sings two songs.
he speaks,

"Jay song."

His aide touches him on the

shoulder and holds the songbook within his reach.
Jay,

you can pick a song!"

and begins singing.

Then

"Sure,

Jay pushes the songbook away

The words and tune are

indecipherable,

but he seems to be singing clocktimes and numbers.
"Four-thirty mumblemumble
complains,
stuff up."

" Hey,

zero

five o'clock."

that's not a real

Jay continues singing.

a song for Jay.

Let him finish."

several minutes.
His aide says,

Children begin

"Okay,

Jay,

song.

A student

He's just making

Jay's aide says,

"It's

Jay's song continues

for

fidgeting and chatting.

I'm really glad you sang for us,
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but

it's time to stop now and go to Language Arts groups."

"NO!"

Jay continues

abruptly.

for a

few more seconds,

The aide resumes,

away and go to groups."

"Okay,

then stops

everyone,

Jay jumps up,

put your mats

puts his mat away,

and runs to his activity table.

The following observation relates to objective 1.4:
"Given redirection, the frequencies of J's self-stimulatory
behaviors will decrease at least 20%."
Observation—Jay—outdoor recess—4/93
Jay's class

is out on the playground

for recess.

Three staff are supervising—standing at various playground
boundary lines.

They redirect a child who tries to run off

the playground but are not otherwise

involved

in play

activities.
Eight students

from Jay's self-contained class are the

only youngsters on the playground.
interacting with each other.
of a slide,

One

with her eyes closed.

climbing platform,

They are not
is

lying prone at the end

One

is at the top of a

holding a bottle of bubble soap and

blowing bubbles all over the playground.
back and

forth,

One

talking to himself animatedly.

parallel-playing with sand toys.

is pacing
Two are

One alternates between

trying to run off the playground and trying to scale the
playground fence.

He swears and yells whenever he is

redirected toward the playground.
forth across a wide,

Another walks back and

low wall made of railroad ties.
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Jay

is

riding back and

swinging with great

energy;

against

nearby pieces

smiling

and

to

minutes,

one,

Every

slow down

respond to these

across

not

out

at

his

Each time he
remains

can

it.

rushes

to

He

for the

swing.

"Jay,
"All

spits

but

dirt,

all

and

on

The

is

swing
into

stops
then

the

the

immediately

he

ground

swing

and

20

tries

holding

dirt

for

sometimes with

moving

swing

swing

back up

the

tire

not

it.

times

jumps

is

onto the
after

as
so

on with

one

it veers
quickly

before

the

aide

helps Jay

turns

and

reaches

right?"

right."

someone

should

else

back on the tire
remaining

aide

are you

"Maybe you
Give

sideways

catch the

face-down

The

stand.

Several

falls,

tire

two hands,

sitting upright

knocks Jay

reach

all.

straight

back toward Jay's head.
it

on with

Jay

does

lying

arms

that

He

and

holding his

aide

on.

is

staff person

standing,

sometimes

An

a

He

crashes

equipment.

the

and

fall.

repeatedly

few minutes

or to hold

swing.

rides

sometimes holds

He

tire

tire

He

Jay

swing.

a

reminders.

sitting,

teeth.

the

on

of playground

laughing.

reminds him

forth

a

turn."

swing

10 minutes

stay

of

and

off

the

tire

swing

Jay

screams,

"NO!"

swings—but more

recess.
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for a while.
He

climbs

slowly—for the

The following observation relates to objective 1.1:
. . . the frequencies of J's participation will increase
at least 20%."
II

Observation—Jay—start of the school
Jay's teacher,

his

individual

aide,

aides are sitting in the classroom,
door flies open and Jay bursts

dav--9/93

having a meeting.

into the room.

wearing a jacket & swinging a backpack.
coathooks occupying one wall

and two other

He

The

is

He runs to the

of the classroom and hangs his

jacket and backpack.

He then begins running around and

around the classroom,

narrowly missing the

is

flapping his hands,

furniture.

He

opening and closing his mouth,

and

making stereotypic vocalizations.
fixed on the

His eyes appear to be

floor.

After watching Jay for about

five seconds,

walks toward him.

She steps directly

says,

Jay dodges her,

"Hi,

giggles,

Jay."

"Hi,

Natalie!"

teacher cues.

"Jay,

forth

center of the classroom.
sides,
He

into his path and

keeps running,

and

hands down and walk,"

Jay stands still

begins pacing back and

his aide

for a minute and then

in a straight

line

in the

His arms are rigidly by his

and he repeatedly clenches and unclenches his

is still

looking down.

for lunch?"

The teacher asks,

Jay looks up and smiles.

over to the wall where the menu
mechanical voice,
screams,

"Oh,

no!"

teacher's desk,

his

he reads,

"Lunch!"

is posted.

"Meatball

"Jay,

sub."
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what's

He runs

In a

flat,

Then he

He reaches and takes a pen

crosses meatball

fists.

from the

sub off the menu.

Over it

he writes hamburger.
"Jay,

you can't change the menu.

do that,"
sub,

He loudly says,

his teacher says.

not hamburger."

"No!

"No meatball

sub!"

Only the lunch ladies can

"Today's

lunch

Hamburger!"

is meatball

Jay shouts.

He

jumps up and down and flaps his hands.
His teacher says,

"Jay,

Jay looks at the menu.
"Vegetable.

Chilled

Noon release.
"Uh-oh!

Milk.

isn't

for a

over the

down.

if Mommy

floor.

Sue will

isn't home."

The

They are

lunchboxes and

The teacher greets each one

"Hang up your things and sit down with

folders."

their things,

lunch service."

five students enter the room.

by name and adds,
your fun

breathlessly,

long time.

laughing and dropping coats,

backpacks all

November 24.

is Jay's daycare provider."

give you lunch on November 24th

talking,

Then,

Sue have no

"Sue

November 24

door opens and

for lunch today?"

Wednesday,

Thanksgiving recess."

Jay go to Sue's.

"Jay,

is

In a mechanical voice he reads,

fruit.

Jay's aide speaks up.
Then,

what else

Three students

get their folders

immediately hang up

from their cubbies,

and sit

They take papers out and begin coloring/drawing

quietly.

One student leaves his backpack on the

walks over to the play area,
shelves and

floor,

and begins taking toys off the

lining them up on the carpet.

Another student

tries to crawl under a teacher's desk.
Jay watches the students silently.
aide.

"Stevie?"

his aide replies.

he asks.

"Oh,

here comes Stevie now!"

The door opens.
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He turns to his

Stevie's mother walks

him into the classroom.

Stevie drops his bag and a package

of disposable diapers onto the
his mother.

"Stevie!"

floor.

Jay cries.

who is much smaller than Jay,

He sidles up against

He runs up to the boy,

and lifts him into the air.

He carries Stevie halfway across the classroom,
coathooks.

Stevie

is smiling;

The teacher says,

"Jay,

Jay

is

laughing.

let Stevie walk."

Jay puts

Stevie down.

The teacher says,

his things."

-Jay hangs the bag and throws the diapers

a corner near the coathooks.
classroom,

"Jay,

toward the

help Stevie hang up
into

Jay then runs/hops around the

flapping his hands and repetitively opening and

closing his mouth

for nearly

five minutes.

The classroom

staff are each busy tending to other students and/or
talking with Stevie's mother.
of scrap art materials.

Jay then goes to a bin full

He takes several

sheets of white

paper and a pen.

He brings them to his desk and sits down.

He draws

schoolbuses.

30 small

"Jay,

He numbers them

1-30.

are you making your own September calendar?" his

aide asks.

Jay looks toward the classroom calendar,

features red and green apples
September SCHOOLBUSES!"

for the month of September.

he says

and gets a pair of scissors

which

insistently.

from a cabinet.

He gets up
He has cut out

three buses when the teacher tells the students to put away
their folders and get their mats
his materials on his desk,
His aide asks,
Jay repeats,

for Circle time.

Jay jumps up.

Leaving

"Jay go bathroom!"

"Do you really have to go to the bathroom?"

"Bathroom!"

His aide says,
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"All

right.

Let's

go."

Jay runs out of the classroom.

Get back in here!"
says,

His aide calls,

Jay returns to the doorway.

"I'm going with you.

WALK."

"Jay!

His aide

They leave the room

together.

The following observation relates to objective 1.3:
". . . the amount of time J. remains seated while eating in
the cafeteria will increase at least 20%."
Observation — Jay —lunch
Jay
class.

is

in the cafeteria—10/93

filing through the lunchline at the head of his

He cuts

in

and grabs a tray.

front of six students

from another class

A teacher takes the tray

leads him toward the back of the line.
returns to his place

in line.

Nearby

from him and

Jay silently
is a door held open

by a coathanger-like wire attached to a hook in the wall.
Jay lifts the wire off the hook and straightens
door slams shut on two students.

There

the noise,

too,

That weird kid?"

with,

"Hey,

who did

The

is a bit of a

commotion as the two affected students shout,
"Ouch!" while the rest of the students

it.

in

"Hey!"

line get

and

in on

it? What happened?

and similar remarks.

Jay jumps up and down,

clapping and

laughing.

A

teacher reattaches the wire and tells the students to be
quiet.

The line moves

forward.

Jay takes a tray bearing

chicken nuggets and mashed potatoes.

He leaves the

lunchline without passing the pick-up sections
fruits,

and desserts.

for drinks,

A teacher taps him on the shoulder.
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"Jay,

don't you want to take a milk?"

off his shoulder and screams.

Jay knocks her hand

He runs out of the kitchen

to a table occupied by his teacher and three of his
classmates.
Jay sits at the same table as his classmates,

but at

the opposite end.

He kneels on the bench and bounces,

his hands

in

flapping

"Sit right."

Jay

the chicken nuggets

front of his

sits down;

kisses

His teacher cues,

flapping stops.

He takes

from the tray and lines them up in a

straight line on the table.
Jay shrieks,

the

face.

with

A nugget

falls to the

crawls under the bench to retrieve

it before returning

it to the lineup.

floor.

it,

and

He then opens

up several ketchup packets on his tray and places a daub of
ketchup

in the center of each nugget.

A boy with a lunch tray sits down across
looks at the row of nuggets,
doing?"

and asks,

"Hey,

from Jay,
what are you

Jay extends an arm toward the boy and screams.

The boy picks up his tray and runs to another table.
Jay spends
nuggets.

He

five minutes arranging and rearranging the

freguently laughs and claps his hands.

teacher walks by and cues,

"Jay,

eat or clean up."

returns the nuggets to the tray and brings
can,

His
Jay

it to the trash

which is located at the opposite end of the cafeteria.
After throwing the

full tray

into the trash,

Jay

spends nearly ten minutes running around the cafeteria,
flapping his hands and repetitively opening and closing his
mouth.

At one point he climbs onto the stage that occupies
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one end of the cafeteria.
stay on the

floor.

Jay,

His teacher tells him,

"Jay,

go look out the window."

Jay jumps off the stage and runs to a nearby window.
He spends several minutes watching children on the
playground.

At the same time he continuously opens and

closes his mouth and emits stereotypic vocalizations.
teacher approaches him and says,

"Jay,

His

it's time to line

up."
Children are

lining up with their respective classes

and filing out of the cafeteria.

Jay darts to the

his class line.

The teacher tells him,

"Jay,

the lineleader.

You need to get at the end of the

front of

Michael

is

line."

Jay smiles and hops

into line directly behind Michael.

teacher says,

you need to be at the end of the line."

"Jay,

Jay runs toward the doorway.
arm as he runs past her.

The teacher grabs him by an

She leads him to the end of the

line and walks beside him as the
There

is a

"traffic backup"

line moves.
of students

as the children exit the cafeteria.
from recess
screams,

"Oh,

through the
teacher.

are also
no!"

lobby,

filing

Students coming in

into the same

lobby.

bathroom.

Within minutes,

with Jay.

All

Jay
he runs

into a number of students and a

He runs down two corridors and

into a boys'

the rest of the class catches up

stop at the restrooms.

Jay runs out of the

bathroom and climbs atop a nearby bench.
down several times.

in the lobby

With his hands over his ears,
bumping

The

His teacher cues,
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He jumps up and

"Jay,

you have a

choice.

You can either get

Time Out."

in line on the

floor or go to

Jay covers his ears and screams,

"NO TIME OUT!"

He jumps down onto the

floor and joins the end of his class

line as the youngsters

file

from the bathrooms back to

their classroom.

The following observation relates to objective 2.6:
"Given 1st grade level phonetics instruction, J. will
master at least 50% of the units."
Observation— Jay—reading lesson—11/93
Jay receives

individualized reading

self-contained classroom.
begins,

instruction

Before the reading lesson

the eight students are seated on the carpet

Circle Time.

Two aides are sitting with them;

sits at the desk doing paperwork.
announces,

"Circle Time

is over.

into language arts groups."
gather the students

"It's time

story!

individually

in their particular small groups.

nods.

Please pick a storybook

The teacher nods.

then you can make a copy of

Jay smiles,
teacher's

Jay.

"Read

"If you read all of
it to take home."

then reaches out and gently touches the

face.

"Yes.

She tells

Jay jumps up from the carpet.

Then copy?"

the story,

the teacher

Now it's time to break up

The aides then

for reading,

from your cubby."

for

One of the aides

The teacher gets up and approaches Jay.
him,

in the

"Jay press buttons?"

If you read all

Again the teacher

of the story,

press the buttons on the copy machine."
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then you can
Jay runs to his

cubby,

which is

picturebooks,

full

of teacher-made paperback

similar to Bank St.

Early Reader books.

The

teacher sits down at a work table while Jay rifles through
the books,

muttering to himself as he makes his

It takes him five minutes to choose a book.
the teacher chides him,

"Jay,

Hurry up and pick a book."
When he

finds a book,

selection.

At one point,

I'm getting old over here.

Jay responds by rifling

he skips over to the worktable,

opening and closing his mouth repeatedly.

"Jay read now!"

he exclaims.

He opens to the middle of the book.

teacher says,

"Jay,

"That's right.

the cover to read the title.

What

book?"

Jay points as he reads.

"Close,

but that's not the title."
which Jay reads,

Jay decodes the
punctuation.
read."
dot?

We need to look at

is the title of this

"Easy Reader Book Four."
Teacher points to the

then turns to page one.

first page with no regard

The teacher stops him.

It's a voice mark.
Jay reads,

is stuck in the mud."
the shoulder.
sentences,

"See this

It tells me to rest my voice.
"My truck is stuck voice mark It

The teacher touches Jay lightly on

"Listen again."

then says,

for

"Listen to the way I

She reads the two sentences correctly.

You try it."

The

remember we have to start reading?"

Jay closes the book.

title,

faster.

She re-reads then

"Your turn."

This time,

more or less slow down at the period,
move to page two.
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Jay does

and they are able to

Jay works

for 30 minutes to read the

15—page book.

The teacher frequently asks him simple comprehension
questions,

to which he responds by re-reading the entire

page aloud.

As he

finishes reading,

flapping his hands.
the book,

"All done!

he jumps up and begins

Time to copy!"

he runs out the door.

The teacher leaps up and calls out,
to use the copy machine,
returns to the doorway,

"Jay,

if you want

you need to stay with me!"

Jay

bouncing up and down until the

teacher catches up with him.
corridor to the workroom.

They then walk down the

Jay bolts

into the room and

begins caressing the top of the xerox machine.
cheek on it and makes murmuring sounds.
"Jay,

Carrying

He lays his

The teacher says,

you know how to behave near the copy machine."

stands upright and steps to the side.

Jay

The teacher places

the open book inside the machine and closes the cover.
nods at Jay.
button.

He steps

forward and presses the

When the copy emerges,

continue this way until

all

laughs.

Jay speaks up.

"All

right,

the title page,
so you'll

it up.

"Print"
They

15 pages have been copied.

Jay is holding the copies.
the door.

he picks

The teacher turns toward

"Copy title,

too?"

that’s a good idea.

The teacher

We already copied

but we can make a copy of the cover,

remember to read

Jay presses the

She

too,

it."

"Print"

button,

with the teacher and clearly says,
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"I

then makes eye contact
like copying."

The

teacher seems surprised.
know.

You're good at

After a moment,

she says,

"I

it."

"Copy book again?"
"You only need one copy of this book.
another one someday.
now.

It's almost time

We'll make

It's time to go back to the classroom
for math."

The teacher heads toward the door.

Jay hesitates,

looking longingly at the copier and reaching toward it.
"Not today,

Jay."

The teacher says without turning around.

"Let's go back to our room and put your book together."
Jay follows the teacher out of the door and they walk
side-by-side back to the classroom.
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SARA
Informational Questions
What are your child's needs?
Sara really has extensive needs
speech and language delays,
gross motor delays,
she

in all

significant

She has

learning delays,

and fine motor delays.

is medically stable,

areas.

Thank goodness,

healthy and does not require any

medication.

What

is the school program doing to meet those needs?

Well,

the

first thing that comes to mind

of people have put an effort
a positive experience

is that a

into making Sara's

for her.

lot

integration

I had sort of expected to

have to fight to get her integrated;

instead,

everyone was

really enthusiastic.
Sara gets lots of speech therapy—four half-hour
sessions each week.
weekly.

And she gets OT,

PT,

Her speech and language delay

biggest problems,

so it's

and APE twice

is one of her

important to work on it

intensively.
(Her special

ed teacher)

is really good about keeping

me informed of what they're working on
me suggestions

for activities to work on at home.

us borrow one of the school's computers
summer.

in school

and giving
Even let

for the whole

Her aide sends a note home once a week so we know

what's going on there,

too.

I think that everybody works
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together,

shares

ideas.

I get the

really wants to do what's best
way,

we would've had to

feeling that everybody

for Sara.

If

it wasn't that

find someplace else that was.

What do you like best about the current program?

I

like the special ed program because

individualizes
therapy,

instruction to meet Sara's needs.

for example,

one-to-one

she

is pulled out of class

in a group,

practice making herself understood
'sped'

In speech
for some

instruction to work on articulation exercises,

but she also gets therapy

the

it really

where she has to

in conversation.

staff who make sure that everything

educational plan

Sara

thrives on that.
than ever before.

in Sara's

integrated

is the

is the kind of person who really

This year she

feels better about herself

She proudly tells everyone that she

in kindergarten!
I think that her speech has
because she has a roomful
Sara

is

is being addressed.

The best part about being
socialization.

It

is thriving in the

improved a

of role models

too,

in the class.

integrated setting.
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lot,

is

What changes do you think would enable the program to
better meet your child's needs?

Ideally,

I think that Sara should be

in a regular

classroom with other children who have the same degree of
special needs,
different.

so she won't be the only one who

is so

And I wish she could get the kind of small

group attention in regular ed that she gets

in her sped

class.
The one thing that bothers me
skills have regressed this year.
read about

integration,

assume the skill

loss

is that Sara's academic
Based on everything I've

that's not supposed to happen.

is because she's not getting as much

individualized attention there.

I

know that she has

trouble paying attention and keeping up
even though she has her own aide.
skills she has

lost.

She

constantly reinforced.

in a

large group,

I hope Sara regains the

forgets things

The other kids

so the teacher moves on.

But still,

if they aren't

learn more guickly,

I think the progress

Sara has made with her language and her social
the integrated setting

I

far,

skills

far outweighs the academic

setbacks.
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in

In what other types of programs has your child been
involved?

She stayed
birth.

in the hospital

for a

long time after

She was on an apnea monitor and received all kinds

of high-tech interventions there.
we had monthly medical
along,

checkups to monitor everything.

I noticed some delays,

and I

concerns to the pediatrician.
catch up.

Then she came home and

kept expressing my

He kept saying,

"She'll

Give her time."

At ten months,
was so limp—just a

Sara had just started sitting up.

own.

She

little dishrag—that then the doctor

finally said something about Early Intervention.
called them

All

I think I

(the local Early Intervention program)

on my

Two people did an evaluation on her at home and right

away took her into the program.
called when I did,

because just a

It was a good thing I
few months

later,

the

program had to establish a waiting list.
When Sara was almost three,
El program's preschool,
week.

she started going to the

first two and then three mornings a

There she was at age two and a half,

own to preschool!
herself

She was such a

little thing,

in her carseat in the cab to and

When she turned three,
school's pre-k program.

she started

She was

going on her

from school!
in the public

in a preschool classroom

specifically for children who had special needs.
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riding by

This was

before the advent of integrated preschools.

Pre-k was good

for Sara.
While she was

in pre-k,

we sent her to a regular

daycare center two times a week,
socialization.

Sara was the

had ever had there!
going there.

just

for the

first special needs kid they

She had a great time,

She had

friends there,

always

loved

and the teachers all

really loved her.
When Sara was

five,

she started

self-contained classroom she was
years.

The classroom is

in the same

for the next three

for kids who would be

kindergarten through third grade,
amount of time she was

in

full days

agewise.

integrated was

in

Each year,

increased,

the

so that

last year she was enrolled as a kindergarten student half
of the day and was

in the sped classroom for the other half

of the day.

How would you compare the previous placements to the
current program?

In all honesty,
Sara's placements.

I've been happy with every one of
Each one was specifically designed to

meet her needs at a particular stage

in her life.

The

initial home program was just right when she was an infant,
because the teachers worked around Sara's schedule.
preschool and pre-k programs were great

for her,

think kindergarten has been the best of all
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too.

for her

The
I

socially.

But,

truthfully,

Sara has made solid gains

in

every one of her placements.

How are you and your family affected by your child's
special needs?

In some ways,

that's an impossible question to answer.

We've all probably been affected
realize.
family,

Obviously,

in more ways than we

it has affected us negatively as a

but it's not something we dwell

on.

Everyday things are changed—family vacations,
you just one example.

to give

Last summer my husband and I were

saying that both Mark and Sara were old enough to benefit
from an educational trip to Washington,
though,

Sara

DC.

Obviously,

is so delayed that that kind of vacation

wouldn't be appropriate.
It's not that I
think,

though,

that

level of acceptance.
think positively,

regret Sara being the way she
it took a

is.

long time to get to this

Even now,

I have to force myself to

to remind myself of all

good things about our lives and,

of the really

especially,

Sara's.

Sara's disabilities have affected the other kids,
think,

I

I

because we have to spend so much time with her.

Mark will

sometimes come out and say,

time with her.

"You spend so much

Why don't you do that with me?"

definitely divide our time among the kids,
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We

though.

We make

sure the other kids have their special
That's an issue all
Sometimes I do
into Sara,
long.

time with us,

too.

families have to deal with.
feel that I'm putting more of my energy

but I can't do everything.

The day is only so

When you have a child with special

needs,

you worry

about things that other parents don't give a second
thought.

When Sara was

little,

I'd be an absolute wreck

before every doctor's appointment,
to be wrong this time?"

worrying,

"What is going

The decision to enroll Sara

regular dance class was a big one

for me,

in a

and the decision

to take her out of class was an even bigger deal.
I

stopped Sara's dance

she wanted to go.
with all

It was a class

of the counting,

couldn't keep up.
of making a

lessons this year,

for preschoolers but,

sequencing,

and turning,

She loved the recitals,

fool out of her.

even though

Sara

but I was afraid

It was getting to the point

where it was just very obvious that she couldn't keep up.
Her dance teacher loved her dearly,
dancing.

and said,

What do you care what other people say?"

it's different when it's your own kid.
back to me at age
a fool of myself?"

16 and say,
So,

"Mom,

I mean,

But

Would Sara come

why did you let me make

even a routine thing like

deciding whether or not to sign her up
well,

"Sara enjoys

for dance class,

it touched upon far-reaching concerns that other

parents don't have to think about.
Similarly,
(Girl Scouts)

to get her involved in Brownies or Daisies

I would've had to stay there to help with
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her.

I don't want to do that.

bring her there,

I want to just be able to

the way the other mothers bring their

kids.
I'd like Sara to be more
activities,

involved with community

but even that's hard.

I go someplace,

see Sara and they want to know her whole history.
to say,

"My kid wants to take swimming lessons,

can't do the same things the other kids do."
wish there were other special
Sara

I have

but she

It's hard.

I

needs kids at these things.

is always the only one.
The hardest time,

born.

people

I think,

was when she was

She was very premature and very sick.

in the hospital,
me do anything,
be there.

I'd go to visit her,
and I'd feel

like

first

When she was

but they wouldn't let

I wasn't even supposed to

The hospital unit was just so high-tech.

Sara would have a good day

followed by a bad day.

And
It was a

roller coaster ride.
One time I confronted one of the doctors.
been having a lot of periods of apnea.

Sara had

The hospital was

always calling us to get permission to do spinal taps and
other tests.

I

finally got the courage to ask,

we talking about for the long term here?"
what Sara's

"What are

I needed to hear

life would be like after surviving all

The doctor just stared at me and

of this.

finally said,

"Getting them out of the hospital—that's our goal."
couldn't say what five years,
would bring.

ten years,

But I needed answers!
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He

or even one month

My husband really got

mad at me

for asking that.

know?

it going to change your feelings

Is

you knew the future,
treatment?"
on me.

He said,

would

"Why do you need to
for Sara?

If

it change our course of

That doctor's response had a profound effect

I had never before realized that the doctors

in exclusively on the hospitalization period.

zeroed

They didn't

think about what kinds of lives these babies had ahead of
them,

being severely disabled.

hospital,

I

felt,

Once Sara

we'd be on our own

left the

in uncharted waters.

I guess we've been affected more at some times than at
others.

Of course the whole birth experience was

unpleasant.

At about the same time,

little house down the cape.
weekends to escape all
background.

I

we had just bought a

literally went down there on

of this.

Down there,

no one knew my

No one knew what we were going through.

one asked any questions.
have to deal with any of

No

When I was down there I didn't
it.

It must be harder for people

who don't have any kind of escape.
I think we'll be affected more as Sara gets older.
ages three,

four,

and five,

she was still

differences seem more obvious.
hoped something would click.
saying:

"When she's three,

she's six,

Up until

little.
last year,

At

Now the
I

still

That's what the doctors kept

everything will

everything will click."

click.

When

Like she'll all of a

sudden catch up and everything will be okay.

Now I

that things just aren't going to click.

is always
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Sara

realize

going to have a lot of learning problems,

and we are just

going to have to deal with that.
On the other hand,

I think that having a child with

special needs has really helped us as a
has opened Mark's eyes.
him,

and that's okay.

stuck up for him!

too.

He knows that not everyone

It
is like

I think that he has really become

more understanding of other people.
picked on at school

family,

He saw a kid being

for going to a special class,
I thought that was wonderful!

and he
So it has

definitely helped Mark to be a better person.
Mark gets

frustrated with Sara.

does she do that?
think,

though,

Why can't she be

that

He often asks,

"Why

like other kids?"

if he heard someone making

I

fun of her,

he'd be right there to defend her.
Having Sara has helped me as a person,

too.

child with special needs changes your whole life,
perspective on everything.
important anymore.

Having a
your

Certain things aren't as

It has made me more tolerant,

more

patient.

What other services might help you and your family?

I think we should have,

at every grade level,

a

regular ed classroom with some other children who have
special needs.
of the kids,

not

This would mean that Sara would just be one
"the Integrated One."

has an integrated kindergarten an
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Right now our town

integrated fifth grade,

and just this year they started the

integrated

but the kids are segregated

of the other grades.

for all

There's this tremendous gap
goes

from an

integrated preschool to an

kindergarten and then
classrooms

in services.

it's,

"Sorry.

first grade,

Your kids

integrated

She has to be

for four years before she can be

in sped

in a regular

class again."
And I wish the schools had guidance counselors
parents.

for the

I don't know what other programs are out there.

Not that I'm specifically looking to put Sara
out-of-town placement;

in an

it's just that I want to know

everything that's out there.

I don't want to miss

something that might benefit her.
But how do I
everything
ask,

I

find out what's out there?

is kept quiet unless

feel

as

I

ask.

if I'm overstepping.

It's like

And then,

Yet

when I do

if I don't ask,

I

might find out too late about something good that was
offered.
Am I

supposed to call the superintendent of every

district to ask what programs they offer?

How would I

the time to do all of that research and visit all
programs?
this.

I

feel as though I

of the

only have one shot at all of

Either I choose the right program or,

choose the wrong one.

find

uh-oh,

I

I could use some professional

guidance.
I'd also like to see more
activities,

integrated community

with staff who expect and welcome children who
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have special needs and who can teach at their level.
Summer camp,

Girl Scouts,

things

like that.

can sign Sara up for these things now,
keep up.

I

know that I

but she could never

I could put her in these things just so she could

be with regular kids,
frustrated,

but if she can't keep up and gets

then I'm not doing her any favors.

Philosophical Questions

What are your hopes

for your child's

I'm hoping that Sara can
I'd like her to

future?

find a niche

for herself.

find something that she can enjoy and do

independently.
Oh,

I'd absolutely love to see her go to college and

then live on her own—be self-sufficient.
highest hope.

Maybe

That's my

it would be more realistic to hope

for

Sara to learn a trade but then still be out on her own.
Really,
be happy.

just want her to

feel good about herself,

to

I'd like her to have a dream of her own that she

can fulfill.
my kids,

I

I want her to

fit

in.

but with Sara I worry about
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I want that

for all

it not happening.

of

What are your greatest worries re:

I worry that she won't
sufficient.

in,

future?

won't be self-

My husband says that I'm too pessimistic.

worry about everything.
school.

fit

your child's

I

I'm already worrying about high

Will Sara have friends?

Will

she go to her prom?

Donald thinks I'm crazy to worry about things that haven't
happened.
Sara's progress has always been slow and steady.
worry because she hasn't
made miraculous gains.

"picked up speed."
Every Christmas

I

Yet she has

I get out the

little dress she wore when she was

in the hospital the year

she was born.

It was a dress made

for a Cabbage Patch

preemie doll!

Back then,

they didn't have clothes made

specifically for premature babies.
dress Sara up in doll
picture.
than a

The nurses said I could

clothes and hold her for a Christmas

She couldn't be out of the

few minutes,

so they bundled her up in layers and

layers of undershirts,
top of all that.

incubator for more

and then this minuscule dress

They let me hold Sara

fit on

for two minutes and

then I had to put her back.
She didn't look like a regular baby;
E.T.

she looked like

Whenever we take out the old pictures,

we look at

Sara's pictures to remind ourselves of how very far she has
come.
Right now my concern is
continue to be integrated?

for this year.
If so,
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how will

Will Sara
she keep up?

What

if

she

continues

kindergarten was
It's

so much more

one

If

There's

she

not

just had,

we could

Sara

one
say,

follow one

an

.

I

for this

if

overwhelming

teacher

another.

for anyone to

But

she

follow.

has

then

processing

gross motor

suggested

instead

for her,

of

She'd be

will

I

be

out

that

going

on

she
to

nine years

How appropriate

first grade turns

is

first

old

that?

to be

just

repeat

and

On the
too

undoing

all

of

the gains

I'm not going to make

the

right

in kindergarten?

I worry that
for her.

not,

for

so many things wrong with

fine motor delays,

year

in kindergarten!

Things were more
an

infant,

other special

only choice was

school.

has

don't want that.

other hand,

the

is

auditory processing problem,

kindergarten

kindergarten

of the

grade

integrated

.

Sara's

Sara was

Being

first

clear approach.

delays.

she made

but

clear course

speech delays,

still

skills?

academic.

delays,

grade.

lose

thing,

I worry because
her.

to

Now

I

have

how much to

so

clearcut when

she went

needs

to

infants.

right thing

El

When

the pre-k program

integrate her,

what

regular kids-how will
for her?
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I

she turned three,
public

integrate

type

needs

littler.

program with all

run by the

to decide whether to

best meet her complex educational
to be with

the

she was

choices

or

of program would

yet

know

Sara

if

also

allow her

I'm doing the

I want to know that the
and I worry that

future will be good for her,

it might not be.

I

suppose all parents

have these worries to a certain extent.
I

still want to know the answer to that question I

asked when Sara was a newborn.

Last year,

Sara went

through a big battery of tests at Children's Hospital.
doctors asked,
answered?"

The

"What question would you most like to have

Of course,

I

asked about the prognosis

Sara's

future and,

of course,

they all

know.

After all these years and all

for

said they didn't

of those tests,

my

biggest question still hasn't been answered.

How would you define cost-effectiveness

in special

education?

Cost-effectiveness to me means keeping a kid in her
own town and utilizing existing programs.

I

realize that

these programs would have to be expanded.
Maybe our town could make

its programs so appealing

that parents elsewhere will want to send their kids here.
I think our district

is big enough to do that.

Maybe our

programs could pay for themselves that way.
Sometimes,

I think,

the state and

financial

get in the way of the most effective education.
example,

Sara rides on a minivan full

concerns
For

of sped kids,

but

there's no reason why she can't ride on a regular bus,
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except that the town gets reimbursed

for specialized

transportation.
To me,

cost-effectiveness means

as much as possible.

integrating the kids

Some kids probably really do need

outside placements—maybe the kids with really difficult
behaviors—but I think the schools could do a lot more
integration than has been done so
of people don't like the
to stay.
right,

It saves money.

idea of

far.

I know that a lot

integration,

but it's here

Being integrated should be a

not a privilege.
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JAY

(Interview with Jay's mother,

Terry)

What are your child's needs?

Well,

I guess Jay has all

with autism.
development.
ability.

The autism has hurt every aspect of Jay's
The one thing he has going

He memorizes calendars,

multiplication and division
need areas are his

for him is his math

and he can do

in his head!

Jay's two biggest

language skills and his behaviors.

language delays make
needs.

of the needs you'd expect

it hard

for him to communicate his

He can't even tell me when he

behavior problems make

His

is sick or hurt.

His

it hard to live with him sometimes,

and hard to go places with him all

of the time.

What is the school program doing to meet those needs?

When they saw that he couldn't learn in a group
setting,
own aide.

not even in a really small group,

they got him his

That has probably been the main reason he has

done so well there.
really like Jay.

I get the

They call me up or send notes to let me

know what's going on in school
have concerns.
at Christmas!

feeling that all the staff

or to let me know if they

They even give him gifts.

He got so much

They got Jay involved in Special Olympics.

They got him a Big Brother to give him a role model.
give him lots of time to work on the computer.
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They

He has been

in the same room for almost three years,

but I don't see

him bringing home the same papers or projects year after
year.

They're always coming up with new things to keep

school

interesting.

I

If I have a question about something,

feel very comfortable calling the teacher.

What do you like best about the current program?

The progress Jay has made
years old when he started
talking.

He could echo,

made sense.

is amazing!

in his program,

1/2

and he wasn't

but he didn't say anything that

Now he can say whole sentences and sometimes

even carry on a little conversation!
breakthrough,

This

is a huge

and I don't think it would've happened at any

of the other programs Jay was
In his current program,
in a small

Jay was 5

class.

He gets a

structure that he didn't get

in.
Jay has his own aide and he's
lot of attention and a lot of
in his other programs.

There's a whole variety of disabilities within the
classroom,

but at the same time there are a

autistic kids,

too.

autistic kids,

and Jay isn't the only one

few other

The teacher is used to dealing with
in the classroom

who is different that way.
Jay is happy at school.

At his other programs,

he

used to scream and fight me when it was time to get ready
for school

in the morning.

He hates vacations.

Now he's happy to go to school.

He gets all agitated.
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He paces,

and

he keeps running to count the days on the calendar.

I

think that’s partly because he has trouble dealing with
changes

in his routine,

school.

but

it's also because he likes

Sometimes he just walks around the apartment,

repeating his aide's name over and over.
writes lists of all

of the people

At other times he

in his classroom.

think that's his way of saying that they're

I

important in

his life.

What changes do you think would enable the program to
better meet your child's needs?

I wish the program could be
town nearby.

in our town,

It's over 40 minutes away;

or at least a

it would be hard

for me to get to him if there were ever any kind of
emergency.
I also think that his classroom should run a
program,

twelve months of the year.

have severe special needs.
offers

I mean,

In the summer,

is a half-day program that runs

instead,

full-day

these kids all

all his program

for three weeks.

So

our town sends Jay to a summer camp for eight

weeks each summer.

It

it is a good program,
gets a lot of

is a

full-day program,

but it's basically recreational.

fresh air and exercise,

on his IEP goals,

and I think

but they don't work

which is something I think Jay really

needs.
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Jay

I think the program—any program—would be better if
it had the parents help out

in the classroom,

directly with their own children.

I

working

could learn from the

teachers—maybe learn how to handle Jay's behaviors better,
or learn how to teach him things at home.
would just be a pipe dream for me,
get time off

I guess that

though.

I could never

from work to do something like that.

But it

would be good for the kids.
I also wish that the teachers could come here every so
often to work with Jay at home.
compartmentalized.

Jay's

He has school,

life

daycare,

the different parts of his life never meet.
taught so separately.
he can't do at home.
money at school.

is so
and home,

Everything is

He can do some things at school that
For example,

At home,

he knows anything at all

I

he's

learning about

can't get him to show me that

about money.

He needs to know

about money at home more than he needs to know about
school.

but

It would be better

it at

if they could teach things

where he'll most need to know them.

In what other types of programs has your child been
involved?

When he was almost three,
Intervention program that was
state institution.
special needs,

he started

in an Early

located on the grounds of a

The program had kids with all kinds of

but they had a lot of kids with difficult
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behaviors.
program,

Maybe

it was the specialty of this particular

I don't know,

but they had kids whose behaviors

were much worse than Jay's.
Jay was only in the El program for two months,

because

then he turned three and had to go to the public school
program.

We were living

in a big city then.

The pre-k

program was so big that they had a whole classroom just for
little autistic/PDD kids.

But still,

those kids weren't

like Jay.

I could hardly believe that they were really

autistic.

They could sit quietly in their chairs!

could tell

that the teacher didn't want a kid with all

We
of

Jay's behaviors.
We weren't happy with the services there,
here.

Jay went to the local pre-k for a year.

to like

it.

so we moved
He seemed

They let Jay do the things he really liked,

such as the calendar.
classroom routine.
the other kids',

They worked Jay's

His needs were

interests

into the

far greater than any of

and it was just a half-day program,

but I

think it was good for him.
When Jay turned 5,
program for him.

we had a hard time

Our town is so small,

finding a

they either don't

have any other severely disabled kids or they're all
outside placements.
outside programs

in

The sped director checked out some

for us,

It's kind of far away,

and asked us to visit this one.

but I think it was a really good

choice.
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How would you compare them to the current educational
placement?

The only other program he was
time was the pre-k in our town.

in

for any amount of

It's hard

for me to make

comparisons because I've never spent much time

in either

classroom.

more

His current classroom is stricter,

behaviorally oriented;
socializing.

the pre-k was more

into playing and

The kids are so much younger

in the pre-k;

that's another reason why the programs would have to be
different.

I think both programs have helped Jay.

The

first pre-k program was so bad that we moved so Jay could
go someplace better!

How are you and your family affected by your child's
special needs?

Well,
would be,

motherhood
but

is not at all what I had thought

it has gotten better over time.

caused a lot of problems

in our marriage.

it

Jay has

We have even

separated because of him.
I think that my husband has probably been affected
most of all.

Bill

is very cold toward Jay.

want to have anything to do with him.
he goes around saying,
weekend,

for example,

When he came home,

"No Daddy.

He doesn't

Jay must sense

Just Mommy."

Bill went away on a

This past

fishing trip.

he said hi to Joey but not to Jay.
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it;

Bill

and Jay just walked by each other as
exist.

By the end of the night,

if the other didn't

Bill was yelling at Jay

and calling him names.
One positive result of our last separation was that
Bill agreed to stay home with Jay so I could go to church
or grocery-shopping by myself once

in a while.

It's really

hard for me having to take care of the kids by myself all
of the time.

Maybe Bill's coldness

among fathers of special

isn't all that unusual

needs kids.

I mean,

most of the parenting with regular kids;

mothers do

maybe they just

end up doing all of it with a disabled child.
Jay is very obviously,

very noisily,

repeats TV commercials verbatim,
answer a simple question.
funny sounds.
movements.

but

over and over,

He

but can't

He hoots and makes all

kinds of

flaps his hands and makes weird

He screams.

Bill at home,
Then,

He

different.

He runs.

These behaviors annoy

in public they embarrass him to death.

instead of trying to encourage Jay to do something

different,

he yells at him.

Then,

upset and the behaviors worsen.
As

for me,

of course,

Quite the scene.

it's really hard being Jay's mother when

we're in an environment that
we're around other people.
people stare at him.
other that Uh-Oh look.

isn't

familiar to him or when

Whenever we go out

in public,

They nudge each other or give each
Or they ask nosy questions.

don't owe people an explanation for why my son
he is!

Jay gets

If I have to take Jay with me
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is the way

into a store,

I have

to go in and out very quickly.
aisles the whole time.

Jay runs up and down the

He touches things.

wait in a checkout line,

he screams.

If he has to

I have to admit,

he

has gotten better in the grocery store now that he knows
how to push the cart,
with it.

but he charges up and down the aisles

Everyone has to get out of the way.

Restaurants are hard,
waitress and scream.
I swear he screamed
especially bad.
to him or what,

too.

He'll take a

look at the

It has gotten much better lately,
for five years straight.

I don't know if

but

Malls are

it's the crowds that get

but he just screams at the top of his lungs

from the minute we step inside until we get back to the
car.
Things really have

improved,

though.

people who haven't always known Jay,
me,

like,

"Right."

nightmare.
of the time.
off.

Really,

the

and they just look at

first

We basically had to stay

I tell that to

five years were a
inside the house all

Anytime I'd take him anyplace,

It was hard to catch him.

he'd just take

When I was pregnant with

Joey and then when Joey was a baby and I had to carry him
around,

I couldn't take a chance on taking Jay anyplace.

knew I could never catch him.
danger.

He'd run right out

scream the whole time.

doors.

Jay had no concept of

into the streets.

And he'd

People just don't understand.

in this apartment complex,

Here

people don't seem to lock their

Jay wanders around the complex—there's no way I

can keep him inside—and he just walks
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into other people's

apartments.

It doesn't go over very well.

would never hurt anyone,
here.

but,

People yell

know that Jay

well—we're not very popular

He runs up and down the hallways,

noises.

I

at him to shut up,

too,

making his

but he only gets

upset.
All

of the other kids around here play together,

not with my kids.
kids will
offer!

"catch"

He's not

around here.

but

The people act like they're afraid their
autism.

Y'know,

fresh or mean

I think Jay has a

lot to

like some of the other kids

I think kids with other types of special

needs

probably get accepted more easily than kids with autism.
Their behaviors make them stand out and scare people.
too bad.

I think Jay is a nice kid!

It's

Although I worry that

he won't be able to take care of himself when he grows up,
I don't worry that he won't be a nice person.
I can bring him to church now,
until

recently.

I make sure he has

which I

could never do

lots of paper,

and his calculator to keep him busy.

pencils,

We have our own

routine.

He goes to the bathroom twice during every church

service.

We leave early.

over,

As soon as a certain prayer is

we have to make a run for it.

He doesn't like the

moments of silence that crop up during a church service.
As soon as
Usually,

it's quiet,

Jay starts making his own noises.

he starts reciting the list of programs he

memorized from the TV Guide.
are used to him.

But the people know him and

I am really grateful

for these

improvements but,

I mean,

I can never just get up and go

anywhere like normal people can.
I don't have the control
have over their kids.
doesn't want to do.
not Jay.

over Jay that other mothers

I can't make Jay do anything that he
Joey goes to bed at nine o'clock,

He goes to bed whenever he wants.

you when that is,

because

hours each night,

He sleeps

then he goes out

turns on the TV and makes noises.
too,

and I

for just a

few

living room,

Joey has special

needs,

Joey's teacher thinks that his problems come

from having Jay for a brother.

affected.

into the

He

suspect that he has a milder form of autism or

maybe PDD.

I guess.

I can't tell

it's after I go to bed.

doesn't seem to need much sleep.

but

If she's right,

Jay was a poor role model,

then I guess Joey has been badly

But I think the two boys get along well,

for

brothers.
Joey acts as
time.

if he's the older brother most of the

He sets Jay up,

knowing that Jay will do something

that will get him in trouble or
lets Jay take the blame

Jay has a real gift
makes up math worksheets

lot of brothers treat each other.
for anything mathematical.
for Joey to do.

"Nyah,

nyah,

He

Joey can't do

so then Jay whips right through them.

he's saying,

Or he

for something he himself has done.

But I think that's how a

them,

make him scream.

It's as

if

I can do something you can't do!"

Jay loves to watch Jeopardy,

and he wants Joey to watch it
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with him.
say,

Whatever he's doing,

"Come on,

Joey,

he'll

let's play."

Jay recites things.

He has taught Joey the days and

months of the calendar.
Joey,

more and more now,

So he has had a positive effect on

too.
Before Jay was diagnosed as autistic,

my parents

that Jay's behavior problems were my fault.
wasn't disciplining him enough.
thought that Jay was perfectly
nervous mother.

They said I

My husband and his

family

fine and that I was just a

I was the only one who kept

insisting that

there was something seriously wrong with this kid!
as soon as Jay was diagnosed autistic,
pushing me to
nonsupportive,

institutionalize him.
to say the least.

He was great with Jay.
they used to spend a

my

Then,

in-laws starting

My mother was

My father was wonderful.

Jay was upset when my

father died;

lot of time together.

I think I handle things pretty well
to have someone come

now,

but I'd like

in and teach me how to be the mother

of an autistic child!
when he was little,

felt

I didn't have any idea what to do

and it

is still hard.

How do you

discipline and set limits with a kid who doesn't understand
what you're saying?

The hardest thing

understand what Jay wants or needs.

is not being able to

If anyone should be

able to understand a kid,

it's his mother,

more self-confidence now,

but

like a

right?

I have

for the longest time I

failure as a mother.
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felt

What other services might help you and your family?

The thing I most want would be
into the home.

for teachers to come

We get eight hours of respite care a month,

and that has been helpful,

but that's not what I mean.

It's not that I want to get away from Jay;
know how to help him more.

I

just want to

I wish someone could teach me

that.
Someone should teach the pediatricians about autism.
The medical
autism.

field just doesn't seem to know much about

They haven't given us much help at all.

It took

forever for anyone to admit that something was wrong with
Jay.

I don't understand how they could've missed

kept saying it,
neurologist.
said to him,

Because Jay didn't respond to anything people
the neurologist ordered a hearing test.
fine.

The neurologist must've

something else was wrong,
"autistic"

because all

figured that
of a sudden Jay was

and they put him into the El program.

we weren't told much of anything.

Philosophical Questions
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They

I could've told them

But I

couldn't tell you what tests they did to get to that
diagnosis;

I

and finally I got an appointment with a

found out that his hearing was
that myself!

it!

What are your hopes

for your child's

future?

I hope that Jay will be able to have his own place and
hold down a job.

I don't expect him to be a

anything like that.
wherever he lives.

I

lawyer or

expect he'll need some supervision

I've read about these apartments they

have for people with special

needs.

on them several times a day,

but they have their own

apartments.

he can always

And,

of course,

What are your greatest worries re:

A staff person checks

live with us!

your child's

future?

I worry that I will die and there'll be no one to take
care of Jay,

no one to love him.

If I die,

he'll

end up in

an institution.

How would you define cost-effectiveness

in special

education?

For autistic kids,

a cost-effective education would be

education in the real world,

not

in the classroom.

Autistic kids have such a hard time bringing skills from
the classroom into the real world.
for a lot of kids.

In school,

I'll bet that's true

for example,

about money and can read a menu,

Jay has learned

but there's no way on

earth I could bring him into a McDonald's and have him
behave,

order,

and pay for his meal.
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When Jay is too old for his current program,

we're

going to move to a town about a half-hour from here.

Their

school system has a self-contained vocational classroom for
autistic kids.

We're going to move there specifically so

Jay can be in that program.
Integration is not a priority as far as I'm concerned.
Jay has so many other needs that need to be addressed
first.

He doesn't even like being around other people;

can't see him being happy in a regular ed classroom.

I

And

his behaviors are so disruptive that integration wouldn't
be fair to the teacher or to the other kids.
would not want to see Jay integrated.
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I really

IAN

Informational Questions

What are your child's needs?

Rob:

Just about everything!

Ian has Down Syndrome; he

has what the experts call

'severe disabilities.'

What that means,

is that he needs OT,

PT,

speech,

I think,

and APE—besides special ed.

a lot of needs!

That's

I have trouble keeping track of

all of the different specialties and all of the
people who work with him.
services,
kills,
need,

he really needs to improve his social

too.
too.

With all of those

His fine motor skills are a big
These needs are being addressed,

I see them as major problem areas for Ian.

but

I'd

love for him to sit down and print his name,

but

he doesn't even hold a pencil.

Joanne:

If I had to pick a "number one" need of Ian's,
guess I'd say it's speech.
gains,

though;

I

He has made major

to the point where now he

sometimes talks when I don't want him to.

I can

tell that he has made progress with his speech
because now sometimes other people can understand
what he's saying.

I don't have to interpret for
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him all the time.
conversations.

He can participate

Socially,

for integration.

in

Ian's biggest need is

Right now he can function in a

regular kindergarten setting with his own aide to
help him.
group.

Sometimes

it's hard

Either he gets guiet,

cooperate.
a group,

At other times,

for him to be a
or he just doesn't

he does very well

especially with the kids

neighborhood.

in our

He plays soccer with them!

Well,

Ian doesn't really know how to play soccer,
he's right
others,

in

but

in the thick of everything with the

chasing after the ball

and yelling.

He

needs more of that.

Rob:

Yeah,

but

needs to
turns,

if he's going to get more of that,
improve his social

sharing,

can be hard

skills.

he

Taking

not using bad words—these things

for him.

What is the school doing to meet those needs?

Joanne:

I

like the fact that he's

classroom in the mornings.
one-to-one attention.
integrated

in the self-contained
He needs a

lot of

I'm glad that he's

into the afternoon kindergarten.

don't like the

I

fact that he can't go to his own

neighborhood school.
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I

really wish he was

in our

neighborhood,

so he'd see the same kids at school

that he sees at home.
for him to make

It would be so much easier

friends.

That's my biggest

gripe.

Rob:

Even though this school
neighborhood,

it

is

isn't

in our

in our town,

and the people

there are really bending over backwards trying to
meet Ian's needs.

In the sped classroom they

have a 2:1 student:teacher ratio.
beat.

To Joanne,

the

That's hard to

integrated part of the day

is most important,, but I think he gets to work
more on skill-building
room.

in the self-contained

But he gets plenty of

integration,

too.

They gave him his own aide so he could be
integrated half a day.

Joanne:

I do like all the attention he gets
room.

I

in the sped

also like getting the daily notes

the teacher.

Without them,

I

from

really wouldn't

have any idea of what Ian does

in school.

What do you like best about the current program?

Joanne:

Well,

as I

important.

said,

all

However,

of the attention is
I

still

think the

kindergarten integration is more
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important to Ian

than the sped classroom is.

Rob and I

do

disagree on this.

In the long run,

Ian is going

to need the social

skills that he learns

in the

integrated setting more than the academic skills
he learns

Rob:

And what I

in the self-contained classroom.

like best

attention he gets
feel that

in the self-contained class.

it's more

like speech and

is the individualized

important to work on things

fine motor skills.

to need so many more skills
to be on his own.
is

important,

I

if he

Ian

can't give him all

is going

is ever going

agree that the social

but at least he gets a

outside of school.

I

lot of that

We can give him that,
that specialized

stuff

but we

instruction.

In what other types of programs has your child been
involved?

Joanne:

Ian was

in El—Early Intervention—from birth.

Literally.

When we left the hospital,

we were

loaded down with literature and lists of phone
numbers.

When Ian was a month old,

the El

staff

started coming to the house once a weektherapists and a teacher.
ways to position,

feed,

They showed me helpful

and stimulate him.

Ian was about 18 months old,
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When

we started going to

the center together,

to a toddler group.

that once a week until he turned two,
started going by himself.
the morning,

We did

and then he

I'd drop him off

in

just the way you'd drop off a

regular preschooler,
before lunch.

and then I'd pick him up

The only difference was that Ian

was just two,

and looked half that age.

At age

three he went to the public school's sped
preschool program.

For his

they didn't have an

integrated preschool.

was offered

first time during Ian's

for the

second preschool year.
or not,

first year there,

That year,

coincidentally

his speech really improved.

He had a

classroom full

of little role models.

summer was the

first time

sped program.

His ed plan specifies

school year,"

I

This past

Ian attended a summer

so I guess that

be going to summer school.

That

"extended

from now on he'll

The previous summer,

sent him to a preschool playgroup for a week,

just
town.

for the
I

integration.

It was run by the

sent our babysitter along to help Ian,

and it worked very well.
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Ian loved

it.

How would you compare the previous placements to the
current program?

Joanne:

Well,

all

of the other classroom placements were

integrated.

He went

from integrated preschool to

integrated kindergarten.
integrated

It was great.

He is

into kindergarten this year,

officially his placement is
classroom.

Except

too,

but

in the self-contained

for when he was

in the El

program—and I doubt that he remembers that—he
has always been the most
class.

involved kid

in his

The most behaviorally difficult,

This year,

he

as he does,

is

in with kids who behave as badly

if not worse,

bigger than he

is that I

overwhelmed.

This

full-day program.

is

& they're so much
think he's sometimes

Ian's

first year in a

We were expecting the worst.

People told us that we'd have to
everything,

too.

that we'd

fight

for

face armies of

professionals at team meetings who'd act like
they knew Ian better than we did.
not been our experience at all.
two first grade teachers,

Well,

that has

Except for those

everyone has been

wonderful.
We may be in for battles as
but so

Ian gets older,

far everyone has been great.

care about Ian.

They really

When a problem comes up,
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someone

always asks our input.

They really give us the

feeling that we're part of Ian's education.

If

the town had wanted to ship Ian to an outside
placement,

we would've

fought that.

So far,

we're really glad we went along with this
alternative,

even though

neighborhood.
the time,

so

it's not

intimidating to see them at

The teachers

kindergarten made an
Every time Ian swore,

in the

integrated

issue out of everything.
we'd get a note.

I guess no

in their class was that difficult.

sure that this year Ian
difficult,
stride.

in our

We have contact with the staff all

a team meeting.

one else

it's not

I'm

is every bit as

but the teacher seems to take

it

in

Maybe that's the advantage to his being

in a sped class.

How are you and your family affected by your child's
special needs?

Rob:

Well,

there's a

lot more

"watching"

Ian needs constant supervision.

involved.

The other kids

can go out and play in the driveway by
themselves.

We can't leave Ian alone out there

for 30 seconds.

Even when we're right there with

him,

Just today,

it's hard.

I was walking out to

the car with Ian and—zoom!—he took off across
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the street.

He doesn't

follow directions,

has no concept of danger.
unpredictable.

Ian

part of the yard;

He's very

is a 7 year-old,

like a 2 year-old.

He can stay
that's

it.

Stop and Shop yesterday.
line.
off.

I was reaching
I

it's okay,

I

to do this when he's

in the checkout

laughing.

He knew
is

can chase him now and
I

think,

has a

how am I going

lot of patience with

much more than Ben does,

cannot accept the

videos

30 and I'm 60?

Jared,

just because Jared

Ian.

We were

He has no concept of what

but sometimes

Our older son,

fenced-in

I brought him to

He was

socially acceptable.

Ian,

in the

for my wallet and Ian ran

scattered everywhere.

Joanne:

but he acts

found him in the video aisle,

what he was doing.

and he

is 8

but I

and Ben

fact that he

think that's

is only 5.

Ben

is younger than

He figures that he acts older than Ian and

has to watch over him,
he's the big brother.

so that must mean that
He

is very confused when he

hears that Ian is 7 but he
strange,

though.

is only 5.

Jared's tolerance

It's

for Ian's

disability does not extend to other special needs
kids.

A friend of mine has a

with Down Syndrome,
stand him.

10-year-old son

and Jared absolutely cannot

Maybe that's because the other boy is
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bigger than he

is,

embarrassing.

Jared

not the way they

and

a

bit

aggressive,

and

Ben

fight with

fight with

does

something wrong,

Jared

is

rotten kid.

if

a

wrong,
the

But

Jared blames

it

Down Syndrome.

Syndrome
with

a

of

says

it's

Ian does

not

on

from

and

we've had

a

lot

of

of having

a

disabled

I

time

but

child.

used

When

Rob

was wrong before
guess,

that

I

did.

very distant

I

was

I

I

Well,
the

idea
first

even held
big

knew
so

and

something

exhausted,

in particular became

right

after

Ian's

over and

she was

I

wasn't thinking.

nurse

fact

on

Ben.

the

attributed that to the
almost

so he

at that moment

did think that

to

tongue was

of his mouth,

Ben

Down

from

Ian was

him.

out

Ben

Jared puts up
none

they whisked him away before

hanging

the

affected??

to get

Ian's

If

but

because

it's

born,

saw that

Ian,

Ian himself but

Ian,
been

it's

something

Ian misbehave.

abuse

How have Rob

other.

In his mind,

that makes

lot

each

but

delivery,

that her

probably

in

but

I

I

shift was
a hurry to

leave.
When Jared was
gave him to me
thought

right

they had

for his picture,
alone.

He

born,
away

taken

Ian

they
for a
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picture.

away to

but then the

looked very

cleaned him up and
I

clean him up

doctor came back

serious.

He

said,

"We

think your son has a chromosomal disorder."
still didn't get

it,

so he continued,

he has Down Syndrome."
me right away!"

I

shouted,

They did,

and I

I didn't believe.

I

"We think

"Bring him to

looked him over.

I must've been in a stage of denial,
then,

I

because even

actually said that he

looked just like Rob's mother.
Mostly,

I

remember thinking that I couldn't

possibly have a child with Down Syndrome.
24 years old.

Wasn't this something that

happened to older mothers?

But the next day they

did the chromosome tests and I had to
Ian had rapid breathing,
hospital a
healthy.

and stayed

few extra days,

face

it.

in the

but otherwise he was

That made his disability much easier to

accept.
gloves,

I was

We didn't have to handle him with kid
or make the runaround to various medical

specialists.
happened,

Nobody could ever tell me how it

though.

Just a

One good thing about

fluke,

they said.

finding out

immediately

was that we were able to get services right away.
Down Syndrome

is an easily

identified disability,

so we didn't have to go through years of What's
Wrong With Our Child?
families do.
Syndrome.

agonizing the way some

There's a lot known about Down

One disadvantage to having an obvious

disability is that as soon as people look at Ian
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they expect less of him.

Worse,

away with a lot.

Ian uses

bad words,

I mean,

they let him get
some really

and everyone just laughs at him.

throws things and has tantrums,
"How cute!"

He

and people say,

Even my mother laughs.

They

encourage bad behavior from Ian that they'd
punish anyone else

for doing.

They're not doing

Ian any favors.
Since Ian's birth,

most hospitals have

established a First Call program,

where a parent

of a similarly disabled child calls you and
offers support.
was born.

They didn't have that when Ian

They did give me the phone number of a

family with a Down Syndrome child,

but I was

expected to make the

first call.

hardest phone call

ever had to make.

rehearsed

I

That was the

it over and over before I

the guts to dial the phone and said,
had a baby with Down Syndrome.
me?"

Ian,

actually had
"Uh,

I

just

What can you tell

We visited that other child,

us hope.

I

and that gave

She was a year and a half older than

and she was adorable.

it could be,

well,

fun,

She

let us see that

having a child with Down

Syndrome.
I think having Ian has made me more drawn to
help if I

see someone who has a disability,

just anyone who needs help.
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or

People stare at Ian,

and although I'd like to snap,
instead I

"Got a problem?",

say that he has Down Syndrome and ask

if they have any questions.
scare them off,

Sometimes that will

maybe because they're embarrassed

to have been caught staring,
really have questions.

but sometimes they

I hope that my

good about Ian will help those we meet

feeling
feel good

about other people who have disabilities.
Sometimes

I

feel proud.

he has Down Syndrome,"

I

can say,

but then I

"Sure,

can list the

things that he can do!

And

it's a

long

list!

It's hard on my mother.

One time she was at a

playground with Ian when a boy came up to her and
asked,

"What's wrong with him?"

Mom just told

the kid to mind his own business.
upset her.

It really

I told her that she had missed her

golden opportunity.

She could have taught that

boy about Down Syndrome.
been a better person
I will

say,

He probably would've

for it.

though,

that everything we do

with Ian is an exercise

in patience—and physical

exercise,

The scariest thing about

chasing him!

taking care of him is that he chokes a
there's no medical
his chewing,

reason

for it.

lot,

His esophagus,

and his swallowing are all

yet he keeps choking.

He

is so

normal,

floppy that

really hard to do the Heimlich maneuver;
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and

we

it's

usually end up rushing him to the Emergency Room.
It's scary for the entire
twice last week.
as a family.
families.
family!
mine,

family.

It happened

But we still go out to dinner

We go everywhere,

Wait a minute,

just like regular

we are a regular

One woman saw us and asked a

"With a kid like that,

What can they do?"
We're just a

Really!

friend of

where can they go?
We do everything!

family like any other family.

Having Ian doesn't change that or limit us.
we're different

from other families,

because we have more patience,

If

it's only

and that's a good

difference.

What other services might help you and your family?

Joanne:

You probably think that I'm going to ask for
respite care.

It seems that everyone we know who

has a disabled child wants more respite care.
Well,

I don't like the

idea of respite care.

used it once when Ian was a baby,

but didn't

comfortable with the whole concept of
still
free."

say,

it.

"Why don't you use respite?

I
feel

People

It's

We prefer that Ian has the same

babysitter our other kids have.

What kind of a

message would we be giving if we hired a regular
babysitter for Jared and Ben and a
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"sped

babysitter"

for Ian?

It wouldn't be right

for us

to try to milk the system just because we happen
to have a child with a disability.

Rob:

Well,

respite might be okay

for persons who can't

afford a regular babysitter,

or maybe

very medically involved kids.
it,

Joanne:

but it's not

for the

We're not knocking

for us.

I think kids with severe special

needs could use

more schooling

always used to

in the summer.

think that the summer was

for

I

fun—a time to

forget about school.

As

that not only does he

forget about school

summer,

Ian gets older,

it seems
in the

but he forgets everything he learned in

school.

This past summer was the

first time our

district even offered a summer program for him,
and it was only two hours a day

for three weeks.

And I think it was more playtime than schooltime.
I think he needs a real
summer.
vacation,

Not all

school

program in the

summer—every kid needs a

and I'll bet every teacher needs one,

too—but maybe

for a

few weeks of

thing I think we could use
transportation policy.
regular school bus,

full

days.

One

is a different

Ian started off riding a

but after about a month the

driver said he was too rambunctious and couldn't
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ride anymore.

Ian was throwing things and

running up and down the aisle.

I

called the guy

in charge of transportation at least a hundred
times,
bus.

trying to convince him to keep Ian on the
We offered to pay to

keep Ian in his seat,
director told me?

install

a seatbelt to

and do you know what the

He said no,

that

if we let Ian

have a seatbelt then every other parent would
want a seatbelt

for their child.

child should have a seatbelt,
a different problem.

So,

but

anyway,

Well,

every

I guess that's
I

drove Ian to

and from school until they got a minibus
of the sped kids.

He was put on that.

for some
Then the

other kids would say things to set him off,

or

else he'd throw something and they'd laugh,

so

he'd throw something else.

The school

hiring a monitor to take care of Ian,
him on the minibus.

They didn't

ended up
but kept

let him bring

the monitor and ride on the regular bus.

They

said they were worried about his behaviors.
I have a hunch that the real
kept Ian on the minibus

reason they've

is because the town gets

reimbursed for specialized transportation.
seems so stupid,

It

having two buses come to the

same bus stop and take kids to the same school.
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Rob:

An additional need that I

see

is the need

for

regular ed teachers to be trained to deal with
kids

like Ian.

If these teachers are going to

teach integrated classes,
and more support.

they need more training

The teachers

integrated first grade

for the

in our school were two

regular ed teachers who weren't ready to think
about someone as

involved as

Ian.

The sped

teacher was only going to be working
classroom for 40 minutes a day.
part,

in the

For the most

the regular ed teachers were going to be on

their own with the sped students.

I doubt that

either one of them had ever known anyone like Ian
before.
We could've pushed to place him there,
we didn't.

We

felt that,

but

if the teachers really

didn't want him— and clearly they did not—it
wouldn't have worked out well

for him.

He

wouldn't have gotten the attention he needed.
Joanne and I might have gotten our way,

but Ian

would've suffered.

Joanne:

I

still think he'd do great

first grade,

in an

integrated

but not with those particular

teachers.
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Philosophical Questions

What are your hopes

Joanne:

for your child's

future?

To get him potty-trained!!

I

can't see past

that,

it's such an issue with me.

.

personality-wise,

.

.

than my other kids.
happens.

I

Ian

He'll

is more

But otherwise
independent

adapt to whatever

really have high expectations.

even like to see him go off to college.
that's a dream,

but

I'd

Maybe

I've heard that people with

Down Syndrome can graduate

from high school,

why not go on to college?

I

know that most of

them go to sheltered workshops,
does better than that.
of real

job,

so

but I hope Ian

I hope he gets some kind

earning real money—not just pennies

a day.

Rob:

I don't have high expectations
hope he'll

for Ian.

I

just

always have someone to take care of

him.

What are your greatest worries re:

Rob:

I've worried about Ian's

your child's

future?

future since day one.

Who's going to take care of him when we can't?
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Of course,

I worry about all

with Ian the worrying began

Joanne:

of our kids,

in the delivery room.

I worry that he won't be able to live on his own.
When he's an adult and we're not around,

who's

going to be willing to change his diapers?

In a

way,

as

I think of toilet-training as the key,

the thing that will make him "fit

Rob:

but

Your worries are more current:
toilet-trained.

in."

getting him

I think that's because you're

the one who has been changing his diapers
seven years,

for

and you're getting tired of it.

you worry about whether or not he has
whether or not he's

And

friends,

integrated enough.

or

For me,

even when Ian was a newborn,

I didn't worry so

much about his childhood.

immediately thought

ahead to our old age,

I

and worried.

leave enough money so he'll be
secure?

How will we

financially

Who will take care of him?

How would you define cost-effectiveness

in special

education?

Joanne:

Put the sped kids on regular buses!
can be done the regular way,
money to have

don't pay extra

it done a sped way.
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If something

I don't have

any ideas

for changing the system;

I have high praise

for the system.

don't know what cost-effectiveness

on the whole,
I

really

is.

Is

least expensive way to educate a child,
the way that most helps the child?
Ian is an expensive student.
own aide,

or is it

I'm sure that

He usually has his

and he gets so many therapies.

it'll be worth the extra money
and can become more

it the

But

if he learns more

independent.

However,

I

think he would learn as much—and cost less,
assuming he could ride a regular bus—if he could
be

in our neighborhood school.
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APPENDIX G
TEACHING ASSISTANT AND TEACHER INTERVIEWS
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Interview with Sara's

Individual Teaching Assistant

Informational Questions

What is the student:staff ratio

In the afternoons
and 47

it's

1:24.

children besides Sara.

work with Sara.

in your program?

I

am here exclusively to

In the mornings,

of specialists here.

A special

works with Sara and me

There are two teachers

there can be any number

ed teacher

is

in here,

for an hour each morning.

from the resource room is here,

and

An aide

and the reading specialist,

and the speech therapist who works with the other special
ed kids.
the 40

There can be as many as six adults working with

students.

Except

for the special

ed teacher,

the

others do not work with Sara.

What direct services does this student receive?

Sara's ed plan mandates two hours weekly of speech
therapy,

divided into four thirty-minute sessions.

therapy is provided both
She receives occupational
individually,

individually and
and physical

in small groups.

therapy

each in two half-hour segments.

participating in the regular gym class,

Besides

she receives two

half-hour weekly group sessions of adaptive physical
education.

(APE)
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Speech

What indirect services?

The term "indirect services"

is used to refer to

consultation or monitoring provided by one or more
specialists.

Sara's services are all delivered directly.

Length of school day and year?

During the academic year,
hours each day.

Sara attends school

In the summer,

for six

she attends a three-week

program comprising two and one-half hours daily.
following interview was conducted with Sara's

The

1:1 teaching

assistant.

What other services might benefit this child?

I wish that a greater number of the services provided
to Sara were available without her having to leave the
classroom.

Her classmates

find her departures odd and

often question where she's going,
will

it be their turn.

why,

not altogether familiar with all
full

and when

It does appear that Sara's specific

needs are addressed by the specialists

to her during the

with whom,

involved,

though I'm

of the services provided

school day.

What kinds of goals and objectives

is the child working on?

Sara's ed plan goals are very similar to what you'd
find in a kindergarten curriculum.
language skills,

include social and

letter and number recognition,

knowledge skills such as
number.

They

learning her address and telephone

They work on seguencing activities,

to a whole,

and general

and opposites.

learning parts

Sara worked on these same

activities last year in her sped classroom and in
kindergarten.

How would you assess her program?

Socially,

I

in kindergarten.

feel that Sara did very well
The social

aspects of the kindergarten

program were very appropriate and
spoke out in class,
contribute,

fostered growth.

She

raised her hand to answer and

and participated

than I anticipated.

(last year)

in group discussions

Her confidence

level

far more

in speaking with

and to others has risen dramatically.
The easy acceptance

from five- and six-year-olds

helped boost Sara's all-around confidence.
make friends,

and comfortably find a seat and becomes a

member of the group.
hasn't made any
surely,

She was able to

This year,

friends,

there's less time

in

first grade,

and I'm not sure why.
for that

Well,

in first grade.

don't have the free play time that they had
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she really

in

We

kindergarten.
group.

During recess,

Sara drifts

from group to

She stands on the outside and watches whatever is

going on.

She doesn't join

acknowledge her presence,

in,

and the kids rarely

but she seems content,

think the kids accept her being there.
playing with her just this week,
she's so rough.
around.

and I

One girl has begun

but I'm concerned because

She grabs Sara by the arm and swings her

Sara looks nervous.

This year I'm not positive that Sara
doesn't complain.

She

that I think she must
I think she's happy,

feel

that she's part of the group,

but there's still

for her.

little girl.

The work is a

She tries so very hard,

it seems that we get nowhere,

feels

frustrated.

next,

so it's hard to determine what skills she has

but at

and I worry that she

She knows something one day but not the

I already mentioned that I

feel that pulling

Sara out of the classroom for various reasons
unfortunate.

so

a niggling doubt.

times

acquired.

She

follows the routine with so much ease

She's a tremendously courageous
constant struggle

is happy.

Though I'm sure she benefits

assistance offered by specialists,

is

from the

her being singled out

sets her apart from the others.
It's still early in the

first grade year,

for me to address her progress.
her kindergarten experience.

It's easy now to evaluate

Academically,

had its strengths and weaknesses when
Sara's needs.

so it's hard

kindergarten

it came to meeting

The amount of written work and its basic
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nature is very good.

Sara gets easily tired and

frustrated

with written work—letter and number formation practice,
for example.

We did these activities

kindergarten,

which

is great

struggles with it sometimes,
enough,
up.

I

the task is

for Sara.

in small doses,

She does the work,

but just about when she's had

finished or the allotted time

feel this series of small,

I

is used

frequent writing sessions

is more beneficial than longer sessions would be.
with a small task,

in

Even

see her writing and her attention to

the task at hand deteriorate as the time goes on.

Sara's

early work is often her best work.
Group time

is a mixture of ups and downs

for Sara.

Sara starts out as a true member of the group,

listening to

the story or lesson being presented.

Usually,

however,

tunes out before most of the others.

The lesson or story

continues.

she

Sara remains physically a part of the group,

but she's not really getting anything out of what's being
presented.

I often try to get her back on track,

her interest,

redirect

without disrupting those around her or

distracting her even more,

but I'm not always successful.

I'm not comfortable in taking her out of the group when her
interest wanes.

However,

I wish there were things I could

do with her during those times she seems uninterested in
what's being taught.
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Do you feel that the child has benefited

Yes!

Yes!

Yes!

I

from integration?

strongly feel that every child

should be integrated for any part of the day they can.
Sara's language skills have
first met her.
of things.

increased tremendously since I

I'm sure this can be attributed to a number

She feels more comfortable with me,

communicating with me

is easier now than

months of our association.
maturity has

therefore

in the earlier

She's a half-year older,

improved her speech,

so

as has another half-year

of speech and language therapy.
Despite all these
for her improvement to

factors,

I give a

integration.

lot of the credit

She's spending thirty

so hours a week with excellent speech models.
teachers,

not therapists,

not even adults.

They're not

They're little

kids who speak beautiful

language that Sara can model.

They're her true peers.

The amount of spoken language in a

class

is enormous,

We read aloud,

particularly as the children don't read.

sing songs,

share thoughts and

ideas,

using language skills.
offers Sara to good,

act out stories

in play form,

have Show and Tell

segments—all

Integration and the exposure it

solid frequent language has been very

beneficial.
The behavior models

in an

integrated classroom are

often more advantageous to a child than those
closed sped room.
bright,

articulate,

found in a

Sara gets to spend time with some very
inquisitive,
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well-behaved children.

She could only benefit from such good behavior and the
classroom atmosphere it creates.

Philosophical Questions

Do you feel that the absence of inclusion would change the
quality of the child's educational program?

Yes,

If so,

how?

the absence of integration would change the

quality of Sara's program.

Definitely.

Integration

provides enrichment and enhancement to every child
involved—regular ed and special ed children alike.

All

children deserve to be exposed to those like and unlike
them,

to get a true picture of who they are and where they

fit into the world around them.
that all people can learn,

We should teach by example

can learn well,

in the classroom with nurturing,

and can succeed

focused instruction.

What do you think will be the "next step"

for this child

when s/he leaves your program?

Last year,

when I first came here to work with her,

I

didn't approach Sara's kindergarten experience with any set
goals,

other than to help her make the most of what

kindergarten had to offer both socially and academically.
After getting to know her,
handle it.

I felt confident that she could

I have many doubts about how she is doing this
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year in first grade.

She got off to a good start,

but

that's because she was already accustomed to being
school all day,

to going through the lunch line,

The first graders are still
Now in reading,

Even so,

we're doing Project READ.

I

sense that Sara

It's an approach

and is very,

and she

seems to have

but she

forgotten the ab words we did last week.

She missed it

five times

is entitled to continue as an
I must point out that

in a recent lesson.
but I think Sara

integrated student.

integrating her.

for a number of reasons.

are two adults to eighteen kids,
everyone gets some individual
those who need the most get

as we had

And a small
When there

in kindergarten,

attention every day,

it.

and

In a bigger classroom the

kids who don't need much one-to-one get none and those who
need lots of it don't get enough.
very distracting.

I

finding just the right teacher

for a great deal when

class would be ideal

She

but she can't read it

don't expect her to do first grade work,

counts

We're doing ap

is doing a great job with those,

used to be able to read the word tab,
this week.

very

is getting overwhelmed as

words are presented in guicker succession.
words now,

and so on.

adjusting to those changes.

designed for special needs learners,
slow.

in

Also,

large numbers are

So many sped kids have problems with

distractibility—the more kids
opportunity to be distracted.
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in the room,

the more

What are your hopes

for this child's

I would hope that Sara's

future?

future would

parallel her kindergarten experience.

I want her to

receive all of the extra help she needs,
others,

fulfill her potential,

and

in many ways

be accepted by

feel good about herself.

I hope that Sara's language and social
to grow.

Her language

improvement

instances since September.
comes to mind

The example that

family.

pictures of our families,
cetera.

is marked by so many

is one that came up last

assignment on the

fall

immediately
during an

We were making books,
discussing

In Sara's picture,

and two other children.

skills continue

drawing

family structure,

she put her parents,

herself,

She told me that one was her

little sister,

Tricia and the other was MMMMM.

understand.

finally understood that

it was her big

couldn't get his name.

I

brother,

I

but I

et

I couldn't

ended up running

to the self-contained classroom and asking Sara's brother's
name.

The payoff was that,

at the same time,

we were going

crazy trying to understand the name another student was
using for her sister.

It was wonderful that a regular ed

kid was

in the same position that Sara was—no one was set

apart.

Times like that rarely happen now.

Oh,

times when I don't understand what Sara says.
to repeat herself,

but now I

there are
I do ask her

always end up knowing what

she's saying.
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For the first part of the year,
hand or participated in group time.

Sara never raised her
But then one day she

raised her hand in response to the question,
weather like today?"
cold."

Sara said,

"What's the

"The weather is sunny and

I know that she had just been working on that

her sped classroom,
we were so pleased!

but

it was her first

Since then,

full

in

sentence,

and

she often has raised her

hand in response to questions.
I can give a good example of the growth
social

skills,

too.

tie her sneaker.
you,"

Sara saw another girl

Sara

in Sara's

struggling to

leaned over and said,

"I

can help

and proceeded to tie her classmate's sneaker!

that moment,
know-how.

Sara was the capable one,

For

the one with

I hope that this kind of dramatic progress

continues.

What are your greatest worries re:

the child's

I'd want to make sure that Sara
she is always accepted.

Even here,

she's treated differently.
of Sara's

isn't babied and that
there are times when

Most notably,

birthday caused quite a stir.

million questions.
she made a mistake?

future?

the celebration
The kids had a

Could Sara really be that old or had
Why was she still

in first grade at

age nine?

They knew they had siblings and neighbors who

were nine,

and those kids weren't still

in

first grade.

We

did our best to explain that not everyone did things at the
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same age.

We talked about how some of them still had

training wheels on their bikes,
off already.

while some had taken them

No one gave them an age to do that,

did it whenever they were ready.
right things,

but the

they just

I guess we said all the

fact remained:

in their minds,

something wasn't quite right.
One day another girl,
herself,

said,

"Sara's one of the special

that all the kids
"No,

black!

kids."

in our class were special.

not like that.

funny."

who has some speech difficulties
I

replied

She said,

She's special because she talks

I almost laughed,

the pot calling the kettle

She didn't mean anything cruel by

it.

It's just

that she did notice the difference and commented on it.
There was one

incident where a child didn't want to sit

next to Sara at a table,
minimum of

but that was worked out with a

fanfare and no hurt

feelings.

are noticed but not dwelled upon.

The differences

Everyone knows that Sara

doesn't talk like everyone else—the same as they know that
Hilary leaves her things all
Jason takes

over the

forever to eat snack and Katie hates gym and

Christopher can't write his name.
accepted,

floor every day and

and it's not a big deal.

interested in what you brought
talk or do your worksheets.

It's known,

it's

The kids are much more

for snack than in how you

I'm worried that Sara won't

always be accepted as warmly as she

is here.

If discipline or outbursts were to become a problem,
Sara's experience wouldn't work out very well.
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We only had

one incident like that this year.
upsetting to all

of us.

It was so disruptive and

I could see that a recurring

problem like that would stand in the way of a truly
successful

integration.

Learning

for the entire group came

to a standstill while we tried to calm Sara down.

The kids

were totally focused on her behavior and were worried and
upset.

On a daily basis that type of

incident would

adversely affect any classroom.
But I think Sara

is such a wonderful kid.

had a good year in kindergarten,

well,

If Sara

mine was terrific.

I've learned and laughed and seen a slice of life
easily have missed.

The little triumphs

frustrations and difficulties.

I

could

far outweigh the

My worries aren't much at

all.

Interview with Jay's

individual

teaching assistant

Information Questions

What is the student:staff ratio in your program?

We have no more than 12

children in the classroom,

three aides besides myself,

and the teacher.

with

Sometimes,

when we also have therapists working in the classroom,
actually have a 1:1 ratio.
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we

What direct services does this student receive?

Jay receives direct speech therapy three times a week
and APE twice weekly.

Each session lasts thirty minutes.

What indirect services?

Well,
basis,

OT is supposed to be delivered on a consulting

but I haven't see much of that going on.

Length of school day and year?

Our school year runs

for six hours daily.

the usual vacations—February and April,

for example.

also have a summer program that runs half days
six weeks,
that.

depending on funding,

Instead,

he attends a

Worcester State Hospital.
with it;

We have all
We

for three to

but Jay doesn't attend

full-day,

The school

10-week program at
has nothing to do

it's some type of special ed therapeutic day camp,

I believe.

What other services might benefit this child?

Jay isn't receiving occupational therapy services
(OT).

After an initial evaluation,

the therapist

determined that Jay just needed OT monitoring once monthly.
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The monitoring
from visits

isn't being provided.

to his home by

How would you

could benefit

specialists.

is working well

is with his

lessons.

also

assess his/her program?

Jay's program
aide who

autism

He

With his

all

day,

aide,

he

for

can

for him.

He has his

individualized

own

and group

now attend to task

for a

half-hour.
This program's
be good

for Jay.

classroom staff
supportive

are

We

use.

other

can.

in a

Until

reading

aide,

need

a

the

if

supplies

reading

series

for the most part
Jay

is

other

necessary.

lack of

or math;

the

in higher-level

The

in this

that he can

can't do
only

one who

learning

improved dramatically.

sentence now.

recently,

"Did you go

if Jay

to

He

That was
spoke
can

of himself

Papa

use

a major breakthrough.

respond to

Burger King?

He will

at

all,

questions

Gino's?"

He

it was

in

such as,
can then

say,

Pizza Hut!"
Jay has

decode

to

They're very

reprimand him

total

invest

speech has

the third person.

"No,

own

appears

for him.

Jay's
"I"

the

students

They need to

materials

is

especially

like

environment

involved with him.

of him and will

program!

academics

nurturing

Besides having his

biggest detriment

The

small,

simple

an extensive
sentences.

sight word vocabulary
However,
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and can

comprehension has

not

come.

He doesn't seem to understand anything he reads.

major goal

is to break through Jay's tremendous

My

lack of

understanding.

I often use things that Jay is obsessively

interested in,

such as the cafeteria menu or the TV Guide,

hoping to somehow get through to him.
Jay has mastered basic addition,
multiplication,

and division.

through the twelves.
problems;

subtraction,

He knows the times tables

He has made no progress yet with word

he lacks the receptive

language skills to

understand them.
Jay has a long way to go,
gains

in this program,

but he has made undeniable

more than I

could've

imagined when I

first met him.

Is the child included with regular education students

for

any portion of the school day?

No,

not at all.

His behaviors,

facial

repetitions—everything singles him out.

contortions,

These past two

years we've tried integrating him for music class,
was disastrous.

He is known to the faculty at school as

"the boy who screams."

The teachers who don't know Jay's

name actually refer to him that way.

On occasion Jay has

gone to assemblies with the rest of the school.
minutes he screams.
his aide.

but it

Within

The teachers stare at him and at me,

They quickly leave.
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This year there
Because of him,
special

is a new principal

I think,

the overall

in Jay's school.

attitude toward

ed here seems somewhat more receptive.

He has on

occasion intervened with some of the other behaviorally
difficult children in Jay's class.

Still,

he has not

interacted with Jay at all.
I honestly feel that most of the teachers
building are afraid of Jay.
and Jay is Damien,

a

It's as

if we are

The

integration attempts

to be in the regular classroom.

from inclusion?

failed.

Jay didn't want

He just screamed.

regular ed teachers can't put up with that;
disruptive.

in Molokai

leper.

Do you feel that the child has benefited

No.

in our

The

it's too

I've always had to take him out of the room.

Jay never lasted in an integrated setting

for more than a

few minutes.

Philosophical Questions

Do you feel that the absence of

inclusion would change the

quality of the child's educational program?

I think Jay is better off without
will never live in an integrated world.
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If so,

integration.

how?

He

(If the child is not integrated)
addition of

Do you feel that the

integration would change the quality of the

child's educational program?

If so,

how?

I don't think he would be making the gains that we
have seen.

He couldn't cope.

What do you think will be the

"next step"

for this child

when s/he leave your program?

I'd like to see him in a classroom for autistic
students,

a very structured classroom with

and direction.
hometown.

He

firm guidance

Such a program does not exist
is tuitioned

into our program,

in his
&

I

suppose

that kind of an arrangement would have to continue wherever
he goes

from here.

What are your hopes

for this child's

I hope that Jay can someday live

future?

in a small,

structured group home and work in a sheltered workshop.
My most basic hope,

of course,

is survival.

I have tried

in every way possible to communicate with Jay.

I talk to

him incessantly and I know he understands a great deal more
than he can communicate to us.
two breakthroughs recently.
go to kindergarten?"

I have some hope because of

One was when he asked,

"Can I

as he saw four of his classmates leave
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to participate in an inclusive kindergarten.
he had any idea what the word

I don't think

"kindergarten" meant,

but it

showed that he wanted to do something he saw his peers
doing.

Maybe he just wanted a chance to leave the room,

don't know,

but it seemed that he was reaching out,

wanted to be

defenses to protect himself.

and he just waits

for staff to

will not always be so insulated.
especially verbal

Jay has so few

As our other autistic

he tends to allow harassment.

of him a lot,

abuse,

that he

included in things.

I hope that Jay learns to communicate!

children do,

I

abuse,

He

Kids make fun
intervene.

He

is an easy target for

because he doesn't know how

to defend himself.

What are your greatest worries re:

I have a gnawing
frustration,

fear that,

future?

with size and added

as Jay gets older he will become a danger to

himself and others.

He bites his hands

very nearly break the skin.
dig his

the child's

fingers

in anger and will

He will try to bite people and

into their arms when he

is being thwarted

in his attempts to do something his wants to do.
background is one of poverty and his
dysfunctional.
the grease."

In the sped world,
Jay's

family
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is

"the squeaky wheel gets

family does not advocate

loses out all around.

His

for him;

he

It

is so easy for the specialists at school

attempt to make him do even a minimal task.
especially true

in APE.

doing something,

it's,

do math equations

not to

This

is

As soon as he screams or resists
"Okay,

instead."

Jay,

go to the blackboard and

This does not help him.

They

do not really try to make him do the things he needs to
learn how to do.
Jay's mother functions
totally overwhelmed.

like a single parent.

She is

Besides having Jay to deal with,

she

has an emotionally absent parent and a difficult younger
child.

I don't know how long she will be able to continue

coping with all

of this.

I'm afraid the
Jay,

I

feel,

are

future

looks bleak.

in our small,

The best years

accepting world

for

in his

present placement.

Interview with Ian's

individual

teaching assistant

Information Questions

What kinds of goals and objectives

is the child working on?

Ian has goals covering a number of areas.
lower end of the spectrum,
toilet-trained.

he

On the

is working on becoming

We think he knows what he

is doing because

he knows when his diaper needs to be changed,

but at this

point he doesn't tell anyone when he needs to go to the
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bathroom.
He

Socially,

Ian is

learning how to be with people.

is working on appropriate language,

conversational turntaking,

talking to people,

and verbalizing his needs.

He

is working on playing cooperatively with other children
instead of grabbing things
them.

Academically,

and numbers,

from them and fighting with

Ian is working on

identifying letters

recognizing patterns and—well,

activities

generally taught at the pre-kindergarten level.

How would you assess his/her program?

I think Ian has a good mix of special
regular education.

He

is always with an adult,

behavior needs to be monitored constantly.
class he gets the

education and
as his

In the sped

1:1 and small group teaching that

adjusted to his needs.

is

In the regular kindergarten class,

I give him full assistance with the kindergarten work so he
can be with the kindergarteners as role models

for him.

Is the child integrated with regular education students for
any portion of the school day?

Ian is

integrated into a regular kindergarten class

for half of every school day.
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If so,

for what activities and

for how much time per

day/week?

Ian is
day,

in kindergarten

for nearly 2

for all of their activities.

as well as classroom activities.
whole-class

language

speech therapist.

1/2 hours each

This means gym and music
He also receives

instruction from the kindergarten

Three times a week,

Ian is pulled

from

kindergarten to have a half-hour speech class with a group
of students

from the sped class.

Once a week,

he

is pulled

from kindergarten for a thirty-minute PT session.
total,

he

In

is pulled out of kindergarten for two hours

weekly to have his therapies.

He also receives OT,

these therapies come during his sped time,

but

not during

kindergarten.

Do you

feel that the child has benefited from integration?

Yes and no.

When Ian returns to the kindergarten

class after having been pulled

for a therapy,

hard time jumping into an ongoing activity.
learning under the best conditions,

so

he has a very
He has trouble

it only makes

it

worse to try to teach him something after he has missed the
first 30 minutes of the lesson.
he arrives to his gym class late.
the reason or not,
class.

Because of speech therapy,
I don't know if this is

but he refuses to participate

in gym

His mother said that last year the teacher
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deliberately let him miss the
because

first half of gym class

it was too long and difficult

teacher tries to work with Ian
has

17

others to attend to,

with Ian.

for a

for him.

The gym

few minutes,

but he

so he can't spend much time

I think an APE class would be better for Ian

than the integrated gym class.

He could get more time from

the teacher.
When Ian is

in an integrated setting,

sits right in my lap.
with the kids;
watches,

he generally

Today he actually sat on the rug

it was a breakthrough.

He sits with me and

but does not generally answer when spoken to.

a recent music class he joined

In

in an activity that took him

away from my side to another part of the group.

He was

pleased with himself.
There are a number of activities

in kindergarten where

the children have to choose partners or call
Often,

Ian is one of the last ones chosen,

or kids.

but not always.

Certain children do choose him early on—the children who
were his classmates last year in the

integrated

kindergarten.
On the plus side,
models.

He sees children raise their hands to answer

questions,
on.

walk from one activity area to another,

He sees kids playing together,

into playing with them.
housekeeping area,
game.

Ian is seeing many positive role

and he can be coaxed

He has played with groups

with puppets,

and so

and doing a magnet

in the
fishing

When the whole class sits down at tables to work,
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Ian sits,

too.

He doesn't always work,

the other kids do work.

but he sees that

At snacktime he sits with the

others and waits for the bell to ring so that the kids can
begin eating.
cooperation.

He is learning patience,
Not to be too negative,

benefiting from the integration.
when you want,

I do think he is

Ian is not one to perform

but I do believe that he takes

He hasn't ever sung a song with us,

kindergarten or in the sped class,
sings them all the time at home,
something.

and

which makes it hard to know how much he is

getting out of an activity,
a lot in.

manners,

either in

but his mother said he

so he is absorbing

I do think that the pull-outs are a

distraction; they detract from some of the positives of
integration.

Philosophical Questions

Do you feel that the absence of integration would change
the quality of the child's educational program?

If so,

how?

Yes,

it would change the quality of his education.

Ian is accustomed to being with regular kids.

He sees

positive role models in kindergarten just as he sees
positive role models at home in his two brothers and with
other kids in his neighborhood.

I think he would still be

getting a very good education without the integration,
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but

overall the kindergarten environment is closer to Ian's
reality than the sped classroom.

I can't imagine that he

could be integrated without his own aide,

though,

suppose that isn't a true-life situation.
it might be,

and I

For Ian,

though,

as he will always need an adult with him,

and

up until now has always been with his mother or father.
When Ian interacts in kindergarten,
the class clown.

it tends to be as

One time he was using a pointer to find a

letter at the front of the class; he stuck the pointer
below his belt,

up straight,

and shouted,

"Look,

I'm

naked!" And in both classrooms he has a tendency to pull
his pants down.

Another time,

the front of the room,

then looked around as if trying to

think of a way to get a laugh,
antics.

Whew!

he did as he was asked at

Last week,

pants down in kindergarten,

but sat down with no clown

the last time he pulled his
they got pulled back up so

quickly and he got such a small reaction that he hasn't
done it since.
Ian needs to be kept on task every minute,

but when he

looks around and sees what the other kids are doing,
shows him what he is supposed to be doing.
can do all of that work,
of it,

it

Sometimes he

but always he can do at least some

as long as he has someone to help him.

Even though integration is positive,

Ian still has

some little behaviors that are not a plus amongst regular
ed kids.

A regular ed teacher couldn't handle many of

these behaviors and still deal with the rest of the class.
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I

really think that,

aide,

if Ian were

integrated without an

the regular ed teacher would become

would see his being there as a burden.
with me as his aide,
meeting his needs.

Because Ian comes

the teacher doesn't have to deal with
In a case where he

pulling his pants down,
to deal with it.

frustrated and

is acting out or

she doesn't have to stop the class

She can touch upon

back to the whole class,

it at the time and go

knowing someone else

is there to

take responsibility for Ian.
I think the quality of his
if his therapies were not during

integration would be better
integration time.

He

wouldn't have to keep leaving and missing parts of lessons.
Right now his afternoon schedule

What do you think will be the

is choppy.

"next step"

for this child

when s/he leaves your program?

Ian will be eligible
for two more years.
that room with some
many ways.

for this particular sped program

I think he'll
integration.

In some respects he

low level—for example,
toilet-trained.

need two more years
He needs to mature in

is

functioning at a very

he's seven years old and not

In other respects—primarily

pre-academics—his skills are nearer to a
Because of his small
a five year-old.

in

size,

five year-old's.

he could easily be mistaken for

I have to remind myself that he's seven!

In many of his academic skills he's close to a kindergarten
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level,

but those kids are two years younger than he

He recognizes many upper-case letters,

but has difficulty

with the activities because they require
to cut,

to write letters.

...

a strictly regular ed program.

is.

fine motor skills

I don't see Ian going into
He needs so much help.

pre-vocational program will probably be

A

in his best

interest.

What are your hopes

for this child's

future?

I hope that Ian can learn enough to somehow live or
work independently.

Obviously,

to be accomplished.

I'd like to see him write his name,

print his letters and,
has a very supportive

toilet-training would need

at some point,
family,

maybe even read.

but I think we all

that he's seven years old and has Down Syndrome.
going to be President,

Ian

realize
He's not

but he does have a personality and,

given the right training,

he should be able to develop

enough skills to live some kind of productive life.

What are your greatest worries re:

the child's

future?

I guess my biggest worry is about his emotional
security.

If something happened to his parents,

become of Ian?

I wonder how he

addition of a new baby in a

what would

is going to handle the

few months.

I wonder what

would happen if he did not have the caring teachers he has
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now.

How well would someone else put up with his

behaviors,

and with his extensive needs?

He could never be

integrated without an aide—what if the school system
someday decides it can't pay for all of this?
I worry about his behavior changes.

He goes from

withdrawn to disruptive in a matter of minutes.
behaves this way when he is 18 or 20,

If he

how will anyone

handle him?
I'm concerned that someday he could be a little fish
in a big pond,

fending for himself.

I think he needs a

buffer between himself and the rest of the world,

to help

people understand him and help him get through things.

How would you define cost-effectiveness in special
education?

If the choices are

(1)

to hire a 1:1 aide in order to

keep Ian in his community in an existing program,
sending him to an outside day program,
residential placement,

and

(3)

(2)

even a

then I think the first choice is

clearly the most cost-effective.

Each case is different,

but Ian has a caring family with parents and siblings who
love him and want the best for him.

They are involved.

Ian is a visible member of the community.
soccer games,

to playgrounds,

et cetera.

He goes to
There may be a

lot of severely disabled children who are more difficult to
keep at home and in a local school.
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For Ian,

though,

I

think it works out in his best interest to keep him within
the system.

If it's in his best interest,

run it is the most cost-effective.
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then in the long
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